
 

Welcome, introductions and apologies  a/g First Assistant Secretary, Families Group .  

Welcome to Country  

Brief introduction and general housekeeping  

Welcome to  from DIDS and  from Centrelink who was at the meeting as an observer.. 

 

1. General Business 

• Minutes 23 June 2009 

• Workplan and Terms of Reference 

• Action Items 

• Emerging Issues 
 

 

Minutes, Terms of Reference and Workplan were all accepted without change.  and  have been 
briefed.  No new Emerging Issues were received for the meeting. 

 

Action Items  

 raised the issue that if an action item is closed does that mean the group is happy with the issue.  
 advised closed means the matter has been answered in line with the current policy.  Members also raised 

concerns that responses which are provided may be in line with current policy but how does that relate to the group’s 
differing views.   advised there is consensus on the advice provided and we can’t change the fact there will 
always be different views.  Our role is to facilitate and provide these views to the Minister; we can’t always get their view 
to the Minister as it may not be in line with current policy.  explained the views of the group are relayed to 
the Minister.   stressed this group has an advisory role not an advocacy role. 
 

 didn’t want action item 5.2 closed because the issue hadn’t changed.  advised that the item is 
closed as a process but not the issue.   
 

 asked if all information could go to members 
Action provide answers out of session 

 

 

 

 

Action Item1.1  
Responses to all 
action items to 
be provided out 
of session. 

2. Key Emerging Issue Late Payment Penalties (LPP) from 23 September 2009   

Originally this was Action Item 5.5 –  tabled response for members and spoke to her response 
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 explained that if someone enters into an agreement with CSA and they know they will be getting a tax 
return it is possible to negotiate with the CSA to take some of the tax return so they will not have a fine imposed upon 
them. 
 

 stressed that if you negotiate with CSA there was always the possibility that LPPs would not be imposed. 
 

 advised a number of people are not aware of their child support debt and their tax returns are being taken. 
The CSA needs to warn people that this might happen and people should get advice on what they can do so that 
penalties can be waived.   advised members the CSA will only consider the issue when the debt is 
remitted. 
 

 mentioned the high turnover of CSA staff added to this problem.   agreed there is a lot of 
new recruitment and CSA were increasing the number of staff being employed in a proactive approach to explain what 
will happen if they have debt. CSA have an obligation to provide this information to clients.  
 

 pointed out collection rates had increased number and asked for an analysis of CSA’s penalty strategy 
and how these penalties are collected.  The CSA are now much stricter in their approach and perhaps the CSA could 
look at other ways of getting these penalties.   advised that most collection occurs through tax refunds but 
the CSA will provide members with more specific numbers. 
 

 raised the issue that the money has gone before the person knows what is happening.   
advised the customer must contact the CSA to negotiate an approach that is acceptable to both the CSA and the 
customer.  
 

 asked if there could be a legislative amendment so this type of thing didn’t happen.   told 
members that FaHCSIA has been looking at this issue but the process is quite long and complicated as it must be 
considered within the compliance framework. 
 
The discussion then moved to the difficulties around penalties and whether they are a cost recovery mechanism for the 
CSA.   advised that it goes into Consolidated Revenue. The question was then raised on the policy that 
underpins this.   advised there is clear information in guide which explains the process.  FaHCSIA and 
CSA to provide the policy for members. 
 

 asked if someone is in debt but has been in credit in previous years can something be done about 
that. 
 

 advised that late payment penalties should be applied when they haven’t been paid in full and on time. 
 

 asked why it has been so long in changing the legislation, previously it was achievable  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 2.1 
CSA to provide an 
analysis of CSA’s 
penalty strategy 
and how these 
penalties are 
collected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 2.2 
FaHCSIA and CSA 
to provide the 
policy for members. 
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 advised the process of policy takes time plus we are competing with other programs and the timetable can 

be changed and amended according to what is important for the Government to achieve, plus the department can’t 
discuss the changes to policy until they have been legislated.  
 

 advised FaHCSIA would provide how the legislative process works and CSA will provide administrative 
process by next meeting to members. 
 
Action Item 8.1  spoke about Litigation costs and advised there are court discretion costs it is not a one 
for one process.  
 

 wanted to know : 
o the number of cases and disbursements; and 
o the time scale of the response was not detailed enough 

 
 advised the CSA would answer more fully if  could provide specific questions she wanted answered. 

 
 and  both thought the costs associated with legal expenses was high and asked what is 

the actual cost schedule? 
 

 advised that FaHCSIA and CSA would take up this issue with AGD to see if they can provide the 
information so that the haggling stops 
 

 
Action Item 2.3 
FaHCSIA to 
provide how the 
legislative process 
works and CSA will 
provide 
administrative 
process by next 
meeting 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 2.4 
CSA to liaise with 
Legal Aid and 
provide specific 
information to Legal 
Aid re litigation 
costs. 
 
Action Item 2.5 
FaHCSIA and CSA 
to liaise with AGD 
to see if they can 
provide the 
information on 
costs associated 
with legal 
expenses. 

3. CSA Complaint figures and trends – Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office  

 spoke to her presentation and then answered general questions regarding the statistics she provided. 
 

 asked how is collection methods and failure to take action different?  advised it is probably 
a missed collection opportunity and failure to collect is not taking enough action to collect.  there is a long 
explanation provided in the Ombudsman’s submission to the  review. 
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 asked given the CSA caseload what is considered to be an acceptable number of complaints.  

 advised the CSA has a target not a number.  CSA are trying to fix the issue initially in an attempt to 
address the problem before it gets to a complaint.  The CSA are targeting complaints and the processes that are being 
used at the heart of the complaint.   
 

 told the meeting the CSA is establishing an early intervention process with team leaders who have the 
authority and responsibility to play an active role as a broker to get a solution for customers. 
There is a systematic process for specific feedback on behaviour and consequence of behaviour and future direction 
approach.  The CSA are trying to identify the driver within the complaint. 
 
The Ombudsman is trying to find the issues in the complaint process is it fair and does it take into account the issues of 
these customers.  The CSA reiterated they are also trying to do this. 

4. Quality decision-making under the Child Support Scheme – Change of Assessment Pilot  

 Project Manager Spoke to presentation. 
 

 advised the CSA needs to have protocols in place for any referrals to Family Relationship Centres as 
they are already under pressure.  
 

 asked if the CSA had done anything on claims decision makers are not looking at the proper needs of 
children it’s an arithmetic calculation only.  The quality of decision making is poor, not just the administrative process as 
90% of SSAT decisions are actually being overturned at the moment. 
 

advised it is the CO’s role to actually educate the customers.   advised FaHCSIA reviews court cases 
and is aware that Just and Equitable is important.  In the SSAT and COA jurisdiction this is being considered.  It is 
FaHCSIA’s job to look at how some decisions are being made.  Many cases being assessed are very early in the SSAT 
process. 
 

 asked if the form was also being reviewed.   advised they will review it but it won’t be done for the 
pilot as they were not holding up this process to wait for the form.  
 

 told members the cost of children with special needs, are different to costs of caring for children and 
unless the form is changed real changes aren’t achievable.   advised this issue goes beyond the formula. 
CSA advised they don’t have the capacity to do that as the Pilot is a small scale random selection.   

 told the group there is an attachment to the formula which is the problem.  The courts really needed to 
know how much does each household need to live.  It was important to get the Just and Equitable bit correct in the first 
instance. 
 

Action Item 4.1 
CSA to provide an 
update on the Pilot 
into Dispute 
Resolution 
Referrals. 
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 raised the issue of unexpected and significant dental and the inconsistencies in getting a COA in place 
when this arises.  FaHCSIA advised the formula doesn’t have a list of things it covers it takes modelling of costs of caring 
for children and this varies on income levels.  The modelling is in the task force report.  The COA provisions were to 
provide a variation where the formula didn’t take account of the cost associated with caring for children at certain 
periods.   told the group that it’s the capacity of both parents to pay for their children and the needs of 
parents need to be balanced.   
 

 said that well over 90% of cases won’t change, but there is a group that won’t fit this statistic and will 
need individual attention. COA is about exceptional cases not the bulk of cases. 

 told the group that it’s the one off costs that are a problem for parents and the COA process 
doesn’t help with these costs as they need to be paid NOW not next year.  
 

 asked in how many cases the male would have the money to pay for this type of expense.  
 agreed it wouldn’t be often but there often but there are some who do have a higher income and 

they can pay and don’t. 
 

 asked if the money is paid, then Family Tax Benefit would be affected and as it can’t be quarantined why 
should the Government meet these costs.  
 

 – this needs to have an assisted communication process so that an outcome can be made that is agreeable 
to both parties.  So should there be on the trial who can be assisted with mediation 
 

 told members the CSA would have further conversations with Stakeholders who want to be involved in the 
remainder of this pilot. 
 

 – is there a project plan or executive summary from  Action: CSA took on notice 
 
The discussion then moved to the actual format for COA interviews.   and  both agreed 
the decision maker up front proposal is an issue because CSA will only have separated conferences so there is a 
Procedural Fairness issue. CSA advised customers do have these choices.  This is the problem as CSA have the ability 
to provide information to the other parent and then they can comment on what has been divulged.  There is a mix up of 
roles and the Senior Case Officer has too much contact and really shouldn’t be the decision maker.  Also the time frame 
is really too tight and in rural and remote areas it won’t work. 
 

 asked the group for information on the Pilot as CSA were trying to improve the process.  The Pilot won’t 
solve all the issues raised but it should make the process quicker.   
 

 advised that members were asked to be on this pilot and their input hasn’t been sought.   
advised that this pilot is not the final process and CSA will look at your feedback and work on the processes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 4.2 
CSA to provide the 
project plan or 
executive summary 
from  
work. 
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Objections process – CSA  papers will be circulated out of session. 
 

 suggested the CSA should start the trial to speed up CSA process. The trial should also show the 
issues with the Form, Quality decision making and training staff are getting.  It was suggested a small group of 2-3 
people should work with CSA in a co design way so engagement occurs.  The process is a vehicle for a quality decision 
making.   – nominated for this group. 

4. Social Security Appeals Tribunal –   

 provided general information on what the SSAT does and how they do their work. 
 
The bulk of SSAT members are part time.  In child support the CSA is a party but don’t often appear.  The SSAT has 
powers that allow people to give evidence and also to ask the CSA to appear.  In child support there are two parties and 
SSAT prefer that people appear in person.  However parties can elect not to appear.  This can cause issues for SSAT as 
they prefer both parties in person, so evidence can be tested.  The decision making is usually better when both parties 
are present.  SSAT do try to work with clients needs and have telephone and video conferences.  Child support hearings 
are recorded as there is a right of appeal to the court and oral decisions can be delivered.  Oral decisions can be given 
quickly which is good for all parties.  
 
When an appeal goes to SSAT they need to check they have jurisdiction i.e. it has been through an objections officer.  
The SSAT then contact the CSA who put together the relevant papers (differs to AAT process as they get the whole 
gamut of papers).  CSA has never had the merits review of their decision therefore they are inquisitorial in their approach 
they need financial information that CSA wouldn’t normally receive. 
 
SSAT agreed with CSA decisions in 23.1%; 34.5% decisions were set aside and 34.2% were dismissed for various 
reasons.  When the SSAT make a decision they can set aside, dismiss or agree. 
 
The majority of cases are Change of Assessment and typical reasons for the case are that new information has come to 
light since the Objections officer made the initial decision.  In pre-hearing conferences 10.2% reach a decision and that is 
a good result. 
 
Legislative objectives underpin everything SSAT do.  If this means that the time frame isn’t met then that is just bad luck 
the underlying principle is to be fair and just.  If the information isn’t provided then a decision would be made based on 
the evidence they have received.  Hearings are not open to the public and a support person cannot go into the hearing. 
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The SSAT is completely independent of the CSA and usually 2 -3 members will decide on the issue. 
 
Panel members are independently appointed by the Governor General.  
 
After an SSAT hearing you would go to the Federal Magistrates Court or the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. 
 
Prehearing conferences are conducted by telephone, they are not recorded they start off talking together and then 
separately (the other party isn’t involved).  The aim is to explain procedures, explore the possibility of agreement and see 
if there are gaps in evidence.  This is an important tool to improve so that more results can be achieved. 
 
Hearings can take from 2 hours plus it depends on the circumstances of the case. 
 
Case Managers are there to assist with the administration of the case they are not involved in any decision making. 
 
Questions – advised that you can only go to SSAT after all objections processes are exhausted.   
made a comment that SSAT processes do work well but at critical junctures SSAT are making opposite decisions to 
CSA, because there is more than one person involved in the process and both parties are involved.   advised the 
suggestion about having a page on what the ACTUAL needs are for different children and to have a gender balance on 
all panels back to the Quality Analysis unit.  
 

 was advised that children aren’t allowed in hearings.   
 

 asked if the SSA allowed representatives in the hearing.  The answer is yes you can but the ultimate 
decision is up to the SSAT members so if it’s a new partner who wants to be present at the hearing it may not be 
appropriate.  
 

 finished by advising members to look at the SSAT website as there is a lot of information there that can be used. 

5.   

 introduced  who outlined the following points  
o CSA has a very difficult job and for this reason there are no real winners. 
o Invited  to join the CSA and  to review CSA operating practices. 
o The Richmond report has not been received yet.  When it has it will be made public.  It’s anticipated that 

some recommendations will be implemented immediately while others will take much longer to implement 
because of Government requirements. 
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o There may be a need to ask Cabinet for more money to implement some of the recommendations. 
o Broadly it is anticipated they will have something to say about service delivery as part of DHS so it suits the 

individual better, more automation and simplification of processes.  Also the CSA will have to be efficient in 
Service Delivery around all the issues that CSA encounter e.g. fraud and non compliance and there will be an 
opportunity for stakeholder involvement in this process. 

 
The Minister then took questions and comments from the floor 
 

 commended  for appointing  to review CSA operating practices. 
 

 – Can the formula be reviewed as it has adversely affected some of NCSMC clients.   
advised he couldn’t change as it is a policy matter not service delivery. 
 

 – has been told by some MPs there are a lot more CSA complaints occurring.  was aware 
of this and told members these MPs are being visited by CSA staff to discuss the issues that might be occurring.   
 

 –Do you think Income quarantining for Single Parent Pensioners by Centrelink will be possible. 
 was unable to comment on specifics but believed that Centrelink had the resources to implement the 

changes to the policy. 
 

 - 4000 kids talked about Child Support issues and the new CSA website is a good thing but it was 
important to remember the children not just the parents the main issue is the child.   advised he would to 
engage with Kidsline/Boystown as he is a patron of Lifeline. 
 

 – Endorsed the appointment of  and commended his ability to get across so many issues 
and hoped that any recommendations would be followed through for CSA.   stated that it was important 
that the CSA work well.  However the Legislation is very complicated and has implementation consequences.  That 
particular part of the CSA is under too much pressure and should have more resources to assist CSA officers???? 
 

 – Interested in your comments that the CSA has two customers or is the client really just the Child? 
 advised there are two clients.  Services need to be delivered in certain ways, some clients get Child Care 

Rebate, others have complex needs and interact with CSA and Centrelink and that is where you need to JOIN UP 
services. The third group is those you deal with over the phone.  Need to deliver services in the most efficient way 
possible. 
 

 – What is the appropriate role of Government in the compliance space.  What is the limit you can go to 
when children are involved?   advised that If you try and make something simple people abuse the 
system and to address this service delivery reform should help, being more streamlined and digitised should take 
pressure off the system 
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 – Are you expecting the Henry report will impact on Child Support?   advised it is too early to 

comment. 
 

 - Issues can arise with joined up services as there can be increases in demand and services are then 
overloaded.  This results in providers not promoting services because they’re already overloaded.  How do you fix this 
problem.   told the group that you just continue to work together to alleviate the issues. 
 

 –The pace of legislative change seems to be very slow why does this happen and can’t you fast track the 
process.   advised the Legislative agenda is extremely slow because there are limited resources in 
drafting the legislation within the Parliamentary Council who write for the Government, you just have to accept it. It is 
then prioritised which also affects the timeframe and then it can be referred to committee and finally the Senate can do 
what they like with it.  Ultimately the whole process can be very prolonged. 
 

 –What is your perspective and how do you see this group and our role supporting you?   
said it was useful because it meant that when the Government hears something across all groups they know its correct.  
It is also good thing for you all to hear what each other has been saying especially in this sort of group/forum.  
Information flow across the room is very important. 
 
The group then discussed generally the issue of domestic violence and  mentioned there was a move 
away from this term as FaHCSIA had recently sought submissions for “Respectful Relationships” and Telephone help 
line. 
 

 asked if all the money that CSA gets from late payment penalties could be put that into TV ads or some 
form of communication for separated parents rather than Consolidated Revenue.   advised he could 
consider that idea. 
 

 finished with advising the group that he would keep CSNSEG informed on what is happening in Child 
Support space. 
 
6. Quality decision-making under the Child Support Scheme -  Decision making case study  

This session was cancelled as the agenda was changed on the day.  

7. Child Support Program Service Delivery Update & FaHCSIA Policy Update  

Child Support Program –  
Child Support Service Delivery update –  tabled CSA report  
 

Action Item 7.1 
CSA to provide 
their update 
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 spoke to her update 
 
Credit Card payments query on how it is done? Group advised that credit card payments are done via Ezi pay  
 

 tabled a question on notice; If someone went and got some new credit cards and paid off all their debt 
and then declared themselves bankrupt is the debt honoured?  Written off ? CSA and FaHCSIA took question on notice 
 
 

electronically to 
members. 
 
 
Action Item 7.2 
CSA will provide 
members with 
details on how 
customers can use 
their credit card to 
pay for child 
support. 
Action Item 7.3 
CSA & FaHCSIA to 
advise what the 
policy/procedures 
are for the 
following: 
If someone went 
and got some new 
credit cards and 
paid off all their 
debt and then 
declared 
themselves 
bankrupt is the debt 
honoured?  Written 
off ? 
 

FaHCSIA Policy –  (FaHCSIA)  
FaHCSIA provided a short update on the major child support policy initiatives underway.  These included; 
 
Alignment of Care initiative – work is progressing on the alignment of care in the Family Assistance and Child Support 
systems.  The policy has been largely settled and FaHCSIA is working to progress the legislative amendments.  
FaHCSIA expects a bill to be introduced in Autumn 2010 and the measure will be implemented 1 July 2010. 
 
Income Estimates backlog – Government recently considered long term arrangements to simplify and improve the 
arrangements for income estimates.  Previously, the complex policy/delivery arrangements lead to a significant backlog 
of unreconciled income estimates in the child support system.  Government has agreed to policy changes that will be 
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implemented on 1 July 2010.  FaHCSIA is working with Child Support Agency to settle the policy and legislation will be 
developed following this. 
 
Funding arrangements for Advocacy Groups –CSNSEG members were advised that the process was still under 
consideration and that no further advice on outcomes could be provided until the delegate ( ) has made a 
decision. 
 
Anglicare WA and Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office 
Member updates were tabled at the meeting. 
ANU Update 

 provided members with an update on the Child Support Scheme Reforms Study.  The ANU should have 
5000 responses by December 2009 which will give a real feel of changes and impacts.  It’s a random sample of CSA 
caseload.  Should be able to report back by March or April. 
SPCS, LFAA  and Sole Parent’s Union all provided verbal updates 
 

 

Meeting Closed at 4:10pm  

 
 
Outstanding Emerging Issues 

Issue Date 
Received 

Raised by Issue Description Agency Contact Progress/Action 

65 August 
2009 

National 
Council of 
Single 
Mothers and 
their 
Children 

Dispute between payee and payer regarding 
shared care and proposal for a change to policy. 

FaHCSIA/CSA  
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SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS  
CSNSEG MEETING OF 16 September 2009 

 
Agenda item / Action Items arising Responsibilit

y 
Due Date Status Comments 

Agenda Item 5  

5.1 FaHCSIA to work with CSA and Centrelink 
to examine existing communication products 
around the effect of lump sum child support 
payments on FTB  

 Ongoing   

5.2 Emerging Issue 65 – Disputed care and 
proposal for a  change to policy 

FaHCSIA/CSA 13/11/09  FaHCSIA to send out written response once 
finalised. 

5.3 FaHCSIA to provide additional information 
formula rationale for families with more than 
three children. 

FaHCSIA 13/11/09  FaHCSIA to provide additional information 
on the rationale for the formula 
determining costs of children in families 
with 3 or more children.  

5.4 The CSA to investigate service delivery 
practices re: out of business hours phone contact 
in the Hunter region. 

Child Support 
Agency 

13/11/09  CSA to investigate why there appears to be 
a higher number of calls to customers of 
the Hunter Region outside normal business 
hours. 
 

5.5 CSA undertook to provide detailed 
information regarding the amount of late 
payment penalties applied, remitted and paid. 

Child Support 
Agency 

13/11/09  CSA to provide detailed information re: 
late payment penalties case studies before 
next meeting. – Scheduled as an agenda 
item for the 2 December meeting. 

5.6 Members to receive all emerging issues as 
they are received  

FaHCSIA/CSA 13/11/09  FaHCSIA and CSA to provide Emerging 
Issues to all members as they are received. 
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Agenda item / Action Items arising Responsibilit
y 

Due Date Status Comments 

To enable sufficient time for members to 
receive and respond to emerging issues 
(including potentially canvassing members 
of their organisations for views on that 
emerging) prior to 2 December meeting, 
FaHCSIA and CSA request that all 
emerging issues for the next meeting are 
received by 13 November. 

 
 

Action Item 8     

8.1 Litigation costs around  per case.  
CSA was asked to breakdown this figure and 
whether, after court costs have been decided, 
there is still an outstanding amount of . 

Child Support 
Agency 

13/11/09  CSA to provide breakdown of litigation costs and 
what the average cost is incurred when litigating 
a case. 

8.2 How many company directors has the CSA 
pursued to bankruptcy in the last 12 months? 

Child Support 
Agency 

13/11/09  CSA to report back on answers to these 
questions. 

Action Item 10     

10.1  
Agenda 
Workplan 
Terms of Reference 

FaHCSIA/CSA 9/10/09  Proposed balanced agenda, work plan and terms 
of reference to be revised and sent to members 
for endorsement. 
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Welcome, introductions and apologies  
1.  First Assistant Secretary, Quality & Planning, Child Support Program. 

 

Welcome to Country  
Brief introduction and general housekeeping  
Welcome to  newly appointed Deputy Secretary, Child Support and  from 
Relationships Australia. 

 

2.  Presentation  
Delivery Quality Outcomes review of the Child Support Program 

 

 attended the meeting to inform members of his review. He advised members that he would be conducting an 
independent review of Child Support to obtain assurance that: 

• the design and implementation of current decision-making processes and quality assurance arrangements 
are appropriate, and  

• the CSA represented better practice in service delivery in the Australian Government context. 
 briefly outlined the Terms of Reference for his review and discussed his approach to stakeholder consultation 

and the submission process.  also provided an overview of his background and experience before taking 
questions from members. 
Questions from members included: 
• concern over the short timeframe allowed for the review given the complexity of child support service delivery; 
• whether or not the report would be available to the public; and 
• the need for the interests of children to be at the forefront of any review. 

Closing date for submissions is 23 October 2009 to: 
DeliveringQualityOutcomes@csa.gov.au or  
Delivering Quality Outcomes Review 
Attention:     
GPO Box 1903 
Canberra City 2601 

 

3. General Business 
• Minutes 23 June 2009 
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• Action Items 

Minutes were accepted without change.  and  have been briefed and the chair advised that 
CSA has established a working group to look at providing human services information to grandparents in a more 
coordinated way.  CSA will keep the members informed of the outcomes of this work. 
All outstanding action items from 23 June 2009 meeting were completed. 

 

4. Emerging Issues (23 June 2009) - Closed  

Emerging issues 58, 59 & 60 – written responses provided in folders.    

5. New Emerging Issues  

Eight new emerging issues were received from members for this meeting.  Seven of these were answered and 
members provided with written responses. 
Emerging Issue 61 –  CSA’s role in supporting customers to manage any lump sum child support 
payments.   noted that many customers don’t understand the policy..   noted that 
FaHCSIA response to the emerging issue indicated further work would be done to consider whether communication 
products could be improved, or whether a new product or information is required to support customers 
understanding of the policy and service delivery framework.  
Emerging Issue 62 –  sought clarification on how customers receive their money back when they 
have made an overpayment.  The Chair noted payment options and advised members to raise particular customer 
issue with CSA . 
Emerging Issue 63 –  is concerned that mothers are not pursued for overdue child support 
payments in the same way as men.  It was noted that CSA’s approach was not gender specific and there was no 
specific targeting of fathers.  
Emerging Issue 64 –  was satisfied with the response given. 
Emerging Issue 65 – Chair noted this emerging issue was not complete and will be distributed once finalised. 
Emerging Issue 66 –  advised that there needs to be a change in the current formula to help 
families with more than three children and that equal treatment of income is inappropriate due to lost career 
opportunity costs.   advised that she can take  through this issue if required.  The chair 
advised that all concerns stakeholders raise are actioned by the CSA and FaHCSIA and are taken to respective 
Ministers for consideration.  A number of other members were interested in the rationale for the current formula 
application to families with more than 3 children. FaHCSIA to provide additional information. 

 
 
Action Item 5.1 
FaHCSIA to work with 
CSA and Centrelink to 
examine existing 
communication 
products around the 
effect of lump sum child 
support payments on 
FTB  
Action Item 5.2 
FaHCSIA to send out 
written response once 
finalised. 
Action Item 5.3 
FaHCSIA to provide 
additional information 
formula rationale for 
families with more than 
three children. 
Action Item 5.4 CSA 
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Emerging Issue 67 -  raised a case where a customer was called by the CSA on a weekend.  The CSA 
advised that in the majority of cases CSOs will ask a customer “Is this a convenient time to speak?” at the outset of 
the call.  Both  and  stated this does not always happen particularly in the Hunter region.   
Emerging Issue 68 –  spoke about enforcement and appropriateness of CSA pursing Late Payment 
Penalties through litigation.   advised that there needs to be a general awareness as current administrative 
practices meant penalties were being pursed where this may not be appropriate.   advised that each 
case is reviewed individually and the CSA can look at cases if  provides details.   stated the CSA 
is in a difficult position when it comes to compliance and enforcement, on one hand in pursuing payments while 
ensuring actions are appropriate in the circumstances.   
Members all agreed that it would be useful to receive Emerging Issues in advance of meetings to allow sufficient 
time to consider before meetings. 

to investigate the 
Hunter Region for 
customer calls. 
Action Item 5.5 CSA 
undertook to provide 
detailed information 
regarding the amount of 
late payment penalties 
applied, remitted and 
paid. 
Action Item 5.6 
FaHCSIA and CSA to 
provide Emerging 
Issues to all members 
as they arise. 

6. Member Updates 
 

 

Members provided brief updates on key activities and developments for their organisations.  

7. Child Support Program Service Delivery Update & FaHCSIA Policy Update  

Child Support Program –  
Child Support Program written update provided to members.   spoke specifically about the Disputed Care 
pilot and of the new payment choice for customers who can now make use of credit care payment facilities.  The 
update was followed by discussion on the appropriateness of CSA advising customers to seek FRC services.  

advised the group that further updates would be provided as the pilot progresses. 

 
 
 
 

FaHCSIA Policy –  (FaHCSIA)  
The Open Selection Process to select organisations to provide ongoing feedback on the effect of child support policy 
and input to the development of policy will be advertised in major metropolitan newspapers on Saturday 19 
September 2009.  FaHCSIA will email members Friday 18 October 2009 with a link to selection criteria. 
Due to probity reasons all questions must be directed to the email address provided and responses will be published 
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on the FaHCSIA website.  FaHCSIA or CSA staff will be unable to answer any personal questions relating to the 
tender process.  The selection process will proceed over a 4 week period and  will make the final 
decision on the process. 
It was noted that the next 10 de-identified SSAT decisions had been published on the Austlii website.  

8. Presentations  

Debt Reduction Strategy –  (CSA) – See PowerPoint Presentation  
Child Support Debt & Compliance –  (CSA) – See PowerPoint Presentation 
Members were given the opportunity to ask questions at the conclusion of the presentations. There were a number 
of questions which generally sought to clarify the CSA’s collection and enforcement strategies. Specific questions 
were raised in relation to the CSA’s case selection process particularly those cases subject to litigation, litigation 
costs and late payment penalties. 
Some questions were noted as action items and will be responded to out of session      
The Chair advised if there were any further question regarding debt and compliance they can be emailed to 

 or   CSA will update on this regularly. 

Action Item 8.1 CSA 
to provide breakdown 

 figure and 
whether after court 
costs have been decided 
there is still an 
outstanding amount of 

. 

8.2 How many company 
directors has the CSA 
pursued to bankruptcy 
in the last 12 months? 

9. Presentations    

Child Support Scheme Reforms –  (FaHCSIA) spoke to the presentation 
 took questions from members at the conclusion of his presentation. Questions primarily focused on the impact 

of the reforms on low income families particularly those customers who have lost $60 or more a week. There was 
general concern for the children of these families especially where there may be other issues such as children with 
disabilities. 

 advised members that other branches within FaHCSIA were working on child related policy and 
urged members to read the Child Protection Framework.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

10. 2009/10 CSNSEG Workplan –   (FaHCSIA) &  (CSA)  

Feedback from One-on-One Consultations  
 – thanked all member organisations for their time with the One-on-One consultations.  
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As a result of one-on-ones there is no change proposed to existing membership.  Some feedback was provided about 
various groups who are not represented, however on balance it was considered appropriate to bring in specialist 
expertise on a case-by-case basis. It was noted that many shared the view that it is important to have the voice of 
children remain a focus of the CSNSEG’s considerations.   
Work Plan 

 – indicated that members had provided positive input to the forward work plan and a draft work 
plan had been tabled with meeting papers for discussion.   noted that some important child support related 
topics had been identified and the group should focus on the child support aspects of these topics.   noted a 
number of topics raised earlier in the day that should be considered in the context of the forward work plan. 

Review of Terms of Reference – Members were asked to consider the Group’s Terms of Reference with a view to 
establishing if it was still reflective of the Group’s purpose. 
Members worked in small groups at tables to consider. 
Member feedback to be incorporated in updated draft which will be circulated with minutes for member’s 
endorsement. 
Workplan  
Members were asked to consider a draft work plan based on their earlier feedback. 
Members again worked in small groups at tables to consider. 
Additional input from members to be reflected in draft and circulated with minutes for member endorsement. 
 

 

Specific Proposals  -  
Balance Agenda will try to get this information into the next agenda and will send with minutes. 
Action: members to provide input on the drafts we put to them 

 would like a full day on legislation (maybe the day before or after a CSNSEG meeting) CSA is 
looking into this, as noted earlier in the meeting.  State Stakeholder groups have raised this issue too. 
Meeting closed 4:10pm 

Action Item 10.1 
Proposed balanced 
agenda, work plan and 
terms of reference to be 
revised and sent to 
members for 
endorsement. 
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Centraplaza Boardroom – 16 Bowes Place Woden 
Attendees 
Advocacy Groups 

 Shared Parenting Council of Australia 
 National Council of Single Mothers and their 

Children 
 Dads in Distress 

 Sole Parents Union 
 Lone Fathers Association Australia 

Researchers 
 Australian National University 

 Institute of Child Protection 
Community Service Providers 

 Relationships Australia 
 Crisis Support Services 

 Australian Council of Social Services 
 Catholic Social Services 

 Family Relationships Services Australia 
 Kids Helpline/Boystown 

Legal  
 Federal Magistrates Court  

 Legal Aid 
 Law Council of Australia 

Government 
 Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office 

 Centrelink 
 Child Support Program 

 Child Support Program 
 Child Support Program 

 Child Support Program 
 FaHCSIA 

 FaHCSIA 
Presenters 

 Child Support Program 
 FaHCSIA 
 University of Sydney 

 Child Support Program 
Apologies 

 Family Law Court 
 AIFS 
 Anglicare Western Australia 

 FaHCSIA 
 Law Council of Australia 

 AIFS 
 
Secretariat 

    FaHCSIA 
    FaHCSIA 
    Child Support Agency
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Outstanding Emerging Issues 
Issue Date 

Received 
Raised by Issue Description Agency Contact Progress/Action 

65 August 
2009 

National 
Council of 
Single 
Mothers 
and their 
Children 

Dispute between payee and payer regarding 
shared care and proposal for a change to policy. 

FaHCSIA/CSA  
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Emerging Issues 
 

Outstanding Emerging Issues from 23 June 2009 meeting 
 

• Emerging Issue 58 – Disputed Care 
Shared Parenting Council of Australia 
FaHCSIA to respond 
 

• Emerging Issue 59 – FTB A Indexed only by Inflation. 
National Council of Single Mothers and their Children 
FaHCSIA to respond 

 
• Emerging Issue 60 – Evidence based Evaluations of the reforms. (National Council 

of Single Mothers and their Children 
FaHCSIA – presentation at 16 September meeting 

 
 

New Emerging Issues 
 

New Emerging Issues received since 23 June 2009. 
 
Completed emerging issue responses have been distributed to all members of the 
Group. 
 

• Emerging Issue 61 – Collection of overdue child support created FTB debts. 
National Council of Single Mothers and their Children 
FaHCSIA - Not finalised as at 14/09/09 

 
• Emerging Issue 62 – Non-refund of overpayments 

Lone Fathers Association of Australia 
CSA - Completed 
 

• Emerging Issue 63 – Is there a gender bias to the CSA investigations of parents who 
are not declaring their income? 
Lone Fathers Association of Australia 
CSA - Completed 
 

• Emerging Issue 64 – Capacity to Earn decisions made through Change of 
Assessment 
Lone Fathers Association of Australia 
CSA - Completed 
 
To be distributed on the day of meeting  

 
• Emerging Issue 65 – Disputes between payee and payer regarding shared care 

National Council of Single Mothers and their Children 
FaHCSIA - Not finalised at time of printing. 
 

• Emerging Issue 66 – Formula Penalty for residence parents with four or more 
children. Australian Council of Social Services 
FaHCSIA - Completed 
 

• Emerging Issue 67 – CSA Case officer calling customers outside business hours 
Dads in Distress 
CSA – Completed by 15/9 
 

• Emerging Issue 68 – Penalties are no longer waived as readily as they once were 
National Legal Aid  
CSA – Completed by 15/9 
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SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS  
CSNSEG MEETING OF 23 September 2009 

 
Agenda item / Action Items arising Responsibility Due Date Status Comments 

Agenda Item 5  

5.1 FaHCSIA to work with CSA and Centrelink to examine 
existing communication products around the effect of lump 
sum child support payments on FTB  

FaHCSIA/CSA Ongoing Closed The existing communications 
products available on the CSA 
website address this issue 

5.2 Emerging Issue 65 – Disputed care and proposal for a  
change to policy 

FaHCSIA/CSA 13/11/09 Closed FaHCSIA forwarded response in 
2 December packs 

5.3 FaHCSIA to provide additional information formula 
rationale for families with more than three children. 

FaHCSIA 13/11/09 Closed FaHCSIA has provided 
additional information on the 
rationale for the formula 
determining costs of children in 
families with 3 or more children.  

5.4 The CSA to investigate service delivery practices re: out 
of business hours phone contact in the Hunter region. 

Child Support 
Agency 

13/11/09 Awaiting 
Data 

CSA to investigate why there 
appears to be a higher number of 
calls to customers of the Hunter 
Region outside normal business 
hours. 

5.5 CSA undertook to provide detailed information 
regarding the amount of late payment penalties applied, 
remitted and paid. 
Response 

 Financial year 

 07/08 08/09 09/10 to 31Oct09 

   

   

    
 

Child Support 
Agency 

13/11/09 Closed CSA to provide detailed 
information re: late payment 
penalties case studies before 
next meeting. – Scheduled as 
an agenda item for the 2 
December meeting.   
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Agenda item / Action Items arising Responsibility Due Date Status Comments 

5.6 Members to receive all emerging issues as they are 
received  

FaHCSIA/CSA 23/2/10 Ongoing FaHCSIA and CSA to provide 
Emerging Issues to all members 
as they are received. 
To enable sufficient time for 
members to receive and respond 
to emerging issues (including 
potentially canvassing members 
of their organisations for views 
on that emerging) prior to 2 
December meeting, FaHCSIA 
and CSA request that all 
emerging issues for the next 
meeting are received by 
23 February 2010. 

Action Item 8     

8.1 Litigation costs around  per case.  CSA was 
asked to breakdown this figure and whether, after court 
costs have been decided, there is still an outstanding 
amount of . 

Child Support 
Agency 

13/11/09 Closed CSA to provide breakdown of 
litigation costs and what the 
average cost is incurred when 
litigating a case. 
Response: 
Litigation costs around  
per case. CSA was asked to 
breakdown this figure and 
whether, after court costs have 
been decided, there is still an 
outstanding amount of  
(After costs actually collected this 
figure is approximately  

8.2 How many company directors has the CSA pursued to 
bankruptcy in the last 12 months? 

Child Support 
Agency 

13/11/09 Closed CSA to report back on answers 
to these questions. 
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Agenda item / Action Items arising Responsibility Due Date Status Comments 

Action Item 10     

10.1  
Agenda 
Workplan 
Terms of Reference 

FaHCSIA/CSA 9/10/09 Closed Proposed balanced agenda, work 
plan and terms of reference to be 
revised and sent to members for 
endorsement. 
No changes made to 
documents 
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From:
To:
Subject: FW: CSNSEG Minutes 2 December 2009 meeting [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
Date: Wednesday, 6 January 2010 11:15:55 AM
Attachments: Action Response to Action Item 7.2 - Dec 09 CSNSEG Meeting SECUNCLASSIFIED.msg

MINUTES FaHCSIA comments V31.DOC.DOC

 
 

 
Child Support Program Management and Implementation
Child Support Policy Branch
 
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
 

           

 

From:  
Sent: Wednesday, 23 December 2009 2:39 PM
To: 

Subject: CSNSEG Minutes 2 December 2009 meeting [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
 
Good afternoon everyone
 
Please find attached the minutes from our last meeting and a response to Action Item 7.2.
 
I am just confirming that Meeting dates for 2010 will be – 16 March, 23 June, 6

October  and 17 November
 
Hope you all have a very Merry Christmas
 
Regards
 

 
Child Support Program Management and Implementation
Child Support Policy Branch
 
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
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Action: Response to Action Item 7.2 - Dec 09 CSNSEG Meeting [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

		From

		Duffy, Bruce

		To

		Amato, Tracey

		Cc

		Moger, Stephen; Young, Judi

		Recipients

		RECIPIENTS/CN=AMATOT; RECIPIENTS/CN=MOGERS; Judi.Young@humanservices.gov.au



Hi Tracey 





Please find attached our response to Action Item 7.2 which is cleared for circulation to CSNSEG members. If you have any questions just give me a call.   











<<Credit or Debit Card Payments.doc>> 





Regards 





Bruce Duffy 
bruce.duffy@csa.gov.au 
Assistant Director I Stakeholder Engagement Team I Parent Support and Stakeholder Engagement Branch
Quality and Planning Division I Child Support Agency
| Ph: 07 302 73349 | M: 0434 664 952 | Fax: 07 302 73498 








**********************************************************************
IMPORTANT
The information transmitted is for the use of the intended 
recipient only and may contain confidential and/or legally
privileged material. Any review, re-transmission, disclosure,
dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in
reliance upon, this information by persons or entities other
than the intended recipient is prohibited and may result in
severe penalties. If you have received this e-mail in error
please delete all copies of this transmission together with any 
attachments.
********************************************************************** 
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Credit or Debit Card Payments



From November 2009 all parents are able to pay child support using the Government EasyPay system using a Visa or MasterCard, credit or debit card. 



Payments can be made 24 hours a day, seven days a week online or over the phone.



Use of this service will incur a card payment fee. Details about the fee are available on the Government EasyPay website. 



Before using this service parents should consider what is the most appropriate and cost effective payment option available for them to meet their child support obligations. 



Parents are encouraged to seek financial support if they are unsure what the best option for their current situation is. Financial support information and advice is available at My family is separating – what now?


To make a payment parents will need:



· a current Visa or MasterCard, credit or debit card 



· their CSA Customer Payment Reference Number which can be found on Payer Account Statements 



· log on to Government EasyPay at www.optussmartpay.com/governmenteasypay-csa/ to make a payment online 



· call 1300 676 420 to make a phone payment 








Child Support National Stakeholder Engagement Group (CSNSEG) meeting


2 December 2009




Old Parliament House

Canberra

Attendees


		Advocacy Groups



		Wayne Butler

		Shared Parenting Council of Australia



		Terese Edwards

		National Council of Single Mothers and their Children



		Barry Guidera

		Dads in Distress



		Kathleen Swinbourne

		Sole Parents Union



		Barry Williams

		Lone Fathers Association Australia



		Researchers



		Bruce Smyth

		Australian National University



		Community Service Providers



		Kerry Martin

		Catholic Social Services



		Sam Page

		Family Relationships Services Australia



		Wendy Protheroe

		Kids Helpline/Boystown



		Jennie Hannan

		Anglicare Western Australia



		Legal 



		Grant Riethmuller

		Federal Magistrates Court 



		Ruth Pilkinton

		Legal Aid



		Stephen Andrews

		Family Law Court



		Government



		Prem Aleema

		Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office



		Dennis Mahony

		Centrelink



		Philippa Godwin

		Child Support Program



		Katrina Baird

		Child Support Program



		Beth Amos

		Child Support Program



		Jennifer Cooke

		Child Support Program



		Judi Young

		Child Support Program



		Allyson Essex

		FaHCSIA



		Stephen Moger

		FaHCSIA



		Presenters



		Tara Pamula

		Child Support Program



		Jim McMahon

		Child Support Program



		Suellen Bullock

		SSAT



		Guests

		



		The Hon Chris Bowen

		Minister for Human Services



		James Sorohan

		Ministerial Adviser



		Annabell Shaw

		CSA Departmental Liaison Officer



		Samantha Ziegler

		Centrelink



		Apologies



		Elspeth McInnes

		Australian Council of Social Services



		Gail Winkworth

		Institute of Child Protection



		Ruth Weston

		AIFS





Secretariat


Tracey Amato



FaHCSIA


Bruce Duffy



Child Support Agency


SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS 


CSNSEG MEETING OF 2 December 2009


		Agenda item / Action Items arising

		Responsibility

		Due Date

		Status

		Comments



		Action Item1.1 


Responses to all action items to be provided to ensure visibility around advice provided to members on action items.

		FaHCSIA/CSA

		Ongoing

		

		Responses will be provided to all members



		Action Item 2

		

		

		

		



		Action Item 2.1


CSA and FaHCSIA to provide policy underpinning the Late Payment Penalty (LPP) strategy and how they are applied.  Does CSA apply LPPs for the purpose of recouping costs or are they used as a punitive measure?

		FaHCSIA/CSA

		23/2/10

		

		



		Action Item 2.2

FaHCSIA to provide advice on how the legislative process works and CSA will provide administrative implementation process by next meeting.

		FaHCSIA/CSA

		16/3/10

		

		



		Action Item 2.3

CSA to provide a breakdown of costs per case in the litigation process. E.g. the number of cases being litigated costs associated with litigation action >$100,000?


Also provide a breakdown of AGS costs when representing the CSA in litigation matters.


 

		CSA

		23/2/10

		

		



		Action Item 2.4


CSA to investigate possibility of providing/developing schedule of Court costs


 


		CSA

		16/3/10

		

		



		Action Item 4

		

		

		

		



		Action Item 4.1


CSA to provide an update on the Disputed care Pilot which is due to finish in December 09.

		CSA

		23/2/10

		

		



		Action Item 4.2


CSA to provide the project plan or executive summary from the Change of Assessment Reform project.

		CSA

		23/2/10

		

		



		Action Item 7

		

		

		

		



		Action Item 7.1


CSA to provide the CSA update electronically to members for information about the Christmas shutdown hours.

		CSA

		ASAP

		Closed 3/12/09

		Circulated to members on 3 December 09



		Action Item 7.2


CSA will provide members with details on how customers can use their credit card to pay for child support.



		CSA

		23/2/10

		

		



		Action Item 7.3


CSA to provide a  response to the following questions:

What happens when a customer pays clears a child support debt by credit card ?


Does the trustee have the powers to claw back the payment if it is determined to be a preferential payment?


If so, does this result in an overpayment for the receiving parent? 

		FaHCSIA/CSA

		23/2/10

		

		This Action item will be covered as a new emerging issue.





SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS 


CSNSEG MEETING OF 16 September 2009

		Agenda item / Action Items arising

		Responsibility

		Due Date

		Status

		Comments



		5.1 FaHCSIA to work with CSA and Centrelink to examine existing communication products around the effect of lump sum child support payments on FTB 

		FaHCSIA

		Ongoing

		Closed

		The existing communications products available on the CSA, FaHCSIA and FAO website address this issue. Links provided:

http://www.fahcsia.gov.au/sa/childsupport/overview/Pages/default.aspx

http://www.csa.gov.au/

http://www.familyassist.gov.au/Pages/default.aspx 



		5.2 Emerging Issue 65 – Disputed care and proposal for a  change to policy

		FaHCSIA/CSA

		13/11/09

		Completed

		FaHCSIA forwarded response in 2 December meeting folders.



		5.3 FaHCSIA to provide additional information formula rationale for families with more than three children.

		FaHCSIA

		13/11/09

		Completed

		FaHCSIA has provided additional information on the rationale for the formula determining costs of children in families with 3 or more children. See Attachment A



		5.4 The CSA to investigate service delivery practices re: out of business hours phone contact in the Hunter region.

		CSA

		13/11/09

		Awaiting Data

		CSA to investigate why there appears to be a higher number of calls to customers of the Hunter Region outside normal business hours. 



		5.6 Members to receive all emerging issues as they are received 

To enable sufficient time for members to receive and respond to emerging issues (including potentially canvassing members of their organisations for views on that emerging) prior to next meeting, FaHCSIA and CSA request that all emerging issues are received by 23 February 2010.

		FaHCSIA/CSA

		

		Completed (adopted as a process)

		FaHCSIA and CSA to provide Emerging Issues to all members as they are received.






		Action Item 8

		

		

		

		



		8.1 Litigation costs around $16,000 per case.  CSA was asked to breakdown this figure and whether, after court costs have been decided, there is still an outstanding amount of $16000.

		Child Support Agency

		13/11/09

		Completed

		CSA to provide breakdown of litigation costs and what the average cost is incurred when litigating a case.


Refer Action Item 2.3



		8.2 How many company directors has the CSA pursued to bankruptcy in the last 12 months?

		Child Support Agency

		2/12/09

		Completed

		CSA advised the answer is zero.






		Action Item 10

		

		

		

		



		10.1 


Agenda

Workplan


Terms of Reference

		FaHCSIA/CSA

		9/10/09

		Completed 

		Proposed balanced agenda, work plan and terms of reference were revised and sent to members in October and were for accepted with no changes. 







		Welcome, introductions and apologies Robyn Fleming a/g First Assistant Secretary, Families Group.

		Comments/


Action Items



		Welcome to Country 


Brief introduction and general housekeeping 


Welcome to Barry Guidera from DIDS and Samantha Ziegler from Centrelink who was at the meeting as an observer..

		



		1. General Business


· Minutes 23 June 2009


· Workplan and Terms of Reference


· Action Items


· Emerging Issues




		



		Minutes, Terms of Reference and Workplan were all accepted without change. Ministers Bowen and Macklin were briefed on outcomes of previous meeting.  No new Emerging Issues were received for the meeting.

Meeting dates for 2010 – 16 March, 23 June, 6 October 2010 and 17 November 2010



		



		Action Items

		



		Terese Edward raised the issue that if an action item is closed does that mean the group is happy with the issue.  Members also raised concerns that responses which are provided may be in line with current policy but how does that relate to the group’s differing views.  Robyn Fleming explained the views of the group are relayed to the Minister and that our role is to facilitate and provide these views to the Minister. Katrina Baird advised that when there is consensus in the group on a policy/service delivery matter that issue will be raised with the respective Minister. 

Terese Edwards doesn’t believe that Action item 5.2 closed because for her, the issue remains unchanged.  Robyn Fleming advised that the item is closed as a process but not the issue.  


Members wanted improved visibility to all members so there can be a common understanding on the advice provided that lead to individual action items being closed.  



		The Terms of Reference clearly articulates the role of the group

Action Item1.1 


Responses to all action items to be provided to ensure visibility around advice provided to members on action items.



		2. Key Emerging Issue Late Payment Penalties (LPP) from 23 September 2009 

		



		Originally this was Action Item 5.5 – Jennifer Cooke tabled response for members and spoke to her response

Jennifer Cooke explained that when someone enters into a payment arrangement with CSA and they know they will be getting a tax refund they can contact the CSA to negotiate to have part of the tax refund paid to them where hardship is established.  


Paying parents are issued with monthly statements outlining their child support liability and child support due.  The statement also advises customers that if they have a debt their tax refund maybe intercepted and applied to an overdue child support payment.  Information is also provided for parents in relation to this issue on the CSA website 

There was general discussion in the group in relation to the CSA’s ongoing collection strategies and ongoing approach to the collection of late payment penalties.  The issues raised related to:


· CSA’s intercepting tax refunds when payment arrangements are in place


· Collection of LPPs, particularly where penalties are recovered through intercepting a tax return


· Available information for paying parents around tax refund intercepts


· Legislation around the imposition of LPPs

Action Item 8.1 Jennifer Cooke spoke about Litigation costs and advised there are court discretion costs it is not a one for one process. Court costs are assessed by the court on a case by case basis.  CSA agreed to provide a further breakdown of costs per case litigated.  T



		Action Item 2.2

FaHCSIA to provide advice on how the legislative process works and CSA will provide administrative implementation process by next meeting. 


Action Item 2.3


CSA to provide a breakdown of costs per case in the litigation process. E.g. the number of cases being litigated costs associated with litigation action >$100,000?


Also provide a breakdown of AGS costs when representing the CSA in litigation matters.


Action Item 2.4


CSA to investigate possibility of providing/developing schedule of Court costs






		3. CSA Complaint figures and trends – Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office

		



		Prem Aleema spoke to her presentation and then answered general questions regarding the statistics she provided.

There was general discussion around complaint resolution and how the Ombudsman captures customer contact relating to CSA issues.  CSA also advised of the work currently being undertaken in identifying the trigger for a customer escalation.



		



		4. Quality decision-making under the Child Support Scheme – Change of Assessment Pilot

		



		Tara Pamula Project Manager spoke to presentation.


Tara Pamula project manager presented to the members an update on the CoA reform project highlighting the proof of concept pilot due to commence 7 December.


General discussion as a result of the presentation included:


· The need for greater involvement of the group in influencing future business projects


· The need for the pilot to have ongoing evaluation for the period of the pilot and stakeholder input into the final process


· Discussion around the possibility of a redesign of the CoA forms and stakeholder involvement in this process.


· Outcomes of the discussion included a decision for pilot to proceed as planned 


· the establishment of a small group of stakeholders to work closely with the CSA to evaluate the pilot to ensure any improvements identified are included in the business as usual process.


· members raised concerns about the effectiveness of the pilot process and the need to ensure due process is not compromised by reducing the time taken to consider an application 


.


Wayne Butler requested a copy of the project plan or executive summary from CoA pilot.

Objections process – Due to time constraints it was agreed that the presentation would be circulated to members out of session.  



		Action Item 4.1


CSA to provide an update on the Pilot into Dispute Resolution Referrals.


Action Item 4.2


CSA to provide the project plan or executive summary from the Change of Assessment Reform project 





		4. Social Security Appeals Tribunal – Suellen Bullock

		



		Suellen provided general information on the history of the SSAT and the process involved for customers who wish to lodge an appeal.  Suellen provided some broad data on CSA decisions upheld/set aside/dismissed or agreed outcomes Suellen also encouraged members to refer to the SSAT website for more specific information on the process.  She also took general questions form members.

		



		5. The Hon Chris Bowen, Minister for Human Services

		



		Philippa Godwin introduced Minister Bowen who outlined the following points 

· CSA has a very difficult job because there are 2 customers to consider at all times 

· Acknowledged 2 major decisions he has made since becoming Minister for Human Services in June this year.  They were: the appointment of  Philippa Godwin to the CSA and inviting Professor David Richmond to review the performance  of the CSA 


· The Minister hasn’t received the Richmond report yet.  It will eventually be made public.  He advised that the recommendations would involve systemic issues and for longer term measures, budget considerations would need to be undertaken.  


· The Minister further noted that he will have more to say around Service Delivery in the Human Services portfolio.  It would be a significant announcement in terms of reform and improvement processes across the portfolio.


· When asked about the groups role the Minister indicated that it was important that when there was consensus in the group on common issues affecting separated parents than it was important that he be informed.  

The Minister then took questions and comments from the floor.



		



		6. Quality decision-making under the Child Support Scheme -  Decision making case study

		



		This session was cancelled due to time constraints 

		



		7. Child Support Program Service Delivery Update & FaHCSIA Policy Update

		



		Child Support Program – Jennifer Cooke


Child Support Service Delivery update – Jennifer Cooke tabled CSA report 


Jennifer spoke to her update


Grant Riethmuller noted that credit card payment may be a useful tool for courts dealing with recovery matters.  He also raised a question in relation to credit card payments and whether a customer was able to clear a child support debt via credit card and then declare bankruptcy.  Specific issues raised were trustee’s ability to claw back these payments and the potential for an overpayment for receiving parents.  

 

		Action Item 7.1


CSA to provide the CSA update electronically to members for information about the Christmas shutdown hours.

Action Item 7.2


CSA will provide members with details on how customers can use their credit card to pay for child support.

Action Item 7.3


CSA to provide a  response to the following questions:

What happens when a customer pays clears a child support debt by credit card?


Does the trustee have the powers to claw back the payment if it is determined to be a preferential payment?


If so, does this result in an overpayment for the receiving parent? 



		FaHCSIA Policy – Allyson Essex (FaHCSIA) 


FaHCSIA provided a short update on the major child support policy initiatives underway.  These included;


Alignment of Care initiative – work is progressing on the alignment of care in the Family Assistance and Child Support systems.  The policy has been largely settled and FaHCSIA is working to progress the legislative amendments.  FaHCSIA expects a bill to be introduced in Autumn 2010 and the measure will be implemented 1 July 2010.


Income Estimates backlog – Government recently considered long term arrangements to simplify and improve the arrangements for income estimates.  Previously, the complex policy/delivery arrangements lead to a significant backlog of unreconciled income estimates in the child support system.  Government has agreed to policy changes that will be implemented on 1 July 2010.  FaHCSIA is working with Child Support Agency to settle the policy and legislation will be developed following this.


Funding arrangements for Advocacy Groups –CSNSEG members were advised that the process was still under consideration and that no further advice on outcomes could be provided until the delegate (Minister Macklin) has made a decision.

		



		Anglicare WA and Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office

Member updates were tabled at the meeting.

ANU Update


Bruce Smyth provided members with an update on the Child Support Scheme Reforms Study.  The ANU should have 5000 responses by December 2009 which will give a real feel of changes and impacts.  It’s a random sample of CSA caseload.  Should be able to report back by March or April.

SPCA, LFAA  and Sole Parent’s Union all provided verbal updates



		



		Meeting Closed at 4:10pm

		





Outstanding Emerging Issues Check this

		Issue

		Date Received

		Raised by

		Issue Description

		Agency Contact

		Progress/Action



		65

		August 2009

		National Council of Single Mothers and their Children

		Dispute between payee and payer regarding shared care and proposal for a change to policy.

		FaHCSIA/CSA
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP

Response to Emerging Issue 66 and Action Item 5.3

		Raised by


Title


Dept/Group

		Elspeth McInnes


Australian Council of Social Services (ACOSS)





Issue : Formula Penalty  for residence parents – particularly for families of four or more children.


The child support formula only recognises the need to support three children.  The child support formula does not recognise the higher costs of providing a permanent residence for the children.


Residence parent households are penalised. Large families are penalised.


Issues explored


A number of policy issues are raised in the scenario supplied by ACOSS.  In regards to the treatment of parental income the following policy issues are briefly discussed:


· equal treatment of income; and 


· rationale for setting self support amounts.


The following policy issues are covered in relation to questions raised on the amount of child support paid:


· increased taxpayer support for separated and intact families;


· recognition of care as a contribution towards the cost of raising children; and


· the economies of scale recognised in the formula.


Equal Treatment of Income


The reforms moved from a position of primarily calculating child support on the payer’s income to assessing it on combined income.  The parent’s proportion of this combined income and the care they provide are considered in determining the amount of child support transferred between the parents.  This is more consistent with the objective of the Scheme that parents share in the cost of supporting their children according to their capacity.  


Rationale for setting the new self support amounts


Under the previous formula the exempt amounts were different for resident and non‑resident parents.  The reason for disregarding $15,378 of non-resident parent’s income in 2008 was to ensure the payer was able to meet their own basic needs.  Resident parents had a higher disregard of $45,505, to recognise the significant and direct costs of caring for children in their day-to-day care. Under the new formula the cost of care is explicitly treated as a contribution to the costs of raising children.  Therefore, the rationale for maintaining a high disregard for receiving parents is inconsistent with the fundamental basis of the new formula. 


Support provided to separate and intact families by taxpayers


The Taskforce reported that in the ten years from 1993-94 to 2003-04 family payments increased by about 115 per cent in real terms.  They found the increased support has resulted in a reduction to the net costs of raising children incurred by parents in both intact and separated families.  Consequently, child support obligations were adjusted to recognise the increased taxpayer support for families.


Care and infrastructure costs


As both parents now receive the same self support amount, care is explicitly recognised in the new formula.  When night time care of children is shared the infrastructure costs are greater, as the children are being raised across two households rather than one.  The provision of regular care (14‑35 per cent) by the paying parent is now recognised as a contribution towards the costs of raising the children.  To partially offset this reduction in child support, receiving parents now receive 100 per cent of the Family Tax Benefit (FTB).  


Economies of Scale


Previous formula


The previous formula acknowledged there were economies of scale prior to significant increases in FTB.  The previous formula was set at 18 per cent of income for the first child and increased by 9 per cent for the second child, 5 per cent for the third child, 2 per cent for the fourth child and 2 per cent for five or more children.  


New formula


The available research considered by the Taskforce suggests that there are economies of scale.  They found the same proportion of income is spent on four children or more children as is spent on three children.  This occurs due to the amount of FTB Part A being paid on a per child basis (which has significantly increased in real terms). FTB does not take into account the economies of scale that are possible for larger families.  This is why the formula is calculated on a maximum of three children under 18.  


Examples


Child support is calculated based on the income resources available to parents and the contribution their provision of care makes towards the costs of raising their children.  In the formula this is called the child support percentage. This is the difference between the cost percentage (proportion of cost incurred based on overnight care) and the income percentage (individual’s income as a proportion of combined parental income after deducting amounts for self support and for other relevant children).  


When a parent has a negative child support percentage this means child support should be transferred from the other parent and when it is positive they are required to pay child support to the other parent.  The exception to this is when there is regular overnight care, in this situation the parent who has more than regular care is not required to provide child support to the parent providing regular care. 


To illustrate how the child support percentage varies based on both parents incomes the following examples are supplied.  All examples are based on cases with five children with at least one teenager and one parent providing regular overnight care.  This approach was chosen as the scenario supplied indicates the receiving parent is either a high income earner or continues to receive significant amounts of child support (as little extra FTB was paid).  


Example one – parent one is a high income earner and is not entitled to above base rate of FTB


Based on the income test with five children (three under 13 and two 13-15) no additional FTB is payable on an income above $126,090.  For income above this amount FTB is calculated based on the comparison of method 1 and method 2 (see http://www.facsia.gov.au/Guides_Acts/fag/faguide-3/faguide-3.1/faguide-3.1.8/faguide-3.1.8.10.html).  Please note that due to the contribution made through FTB and economies of scale, child support is only calculated on three children. In a situation where a parent has regular overnight care when there are three or more mixed age children the maximum amount of child support payable is $28,090.


Example one: Parent one’s income is $127,000 and Parent two has overnight regular care


		Outcomes for Parent Two



		Income 

		Child support payable

		Care %

		Cost  %

		Income %

		Child Support %



		$27,800

		$0

		14%

		24%

		8%

		-16%



		$52,600

		$0

		14%

		24%

		24%

		0%



		$77,400

		$4,150

		14%

		24%

		35%

		11%



		$102.200

		$7,230

		14%

		24%

		44%

		20%



		$127,000

		$9,610

		14%

		24%

		50%

		26%



		$151,800

		$11,500

		14%

		24%

		55%

		31%





Example two – parent one earns $65,000 and may be entitled to some additional FTB


Income between $44,165 and $126,090 entitles an individual to an amount of additional FTB – prior to the application of maintenance income test. The examples below are based on Parent 1 having an income of $65,000.


Example two: Parent one’s income is $65,000 and Parent two has overnight regular care


		Outcomes for Parent Two



		Income 

		Child support payable

		Care %

		Cost  %

		Income %

		Child Support %



		$27,800

		$0

		14%

		24%

		16%

		-8%



		$52,600

		$4,250

		14%

		24%

		42%

		18%



		$77,400

		$9,475

		14%

		24%

		56%

		32%



		$102.200

		$14,075

		14%

		24%

		64%

		40%



		$127,000

		$16,980

		14%

		24%

		70%

		46%



		$151,800

		$18,505

		14%

		24%

		74%

		50%





Example three – parent one earns below the FTB Income Free Area of $44165


Income below $44,165 entitles an individual to the maximum rate of FTB – prior to the application of maintenance income test. The examples below are based on Parent 1 having an income of $44,000.


Example three: Parent one’s income is $44,000 and Parent two has overnight regular care


		Outcomes for Parent Two



		Income 

		Child support payable

		Care %

		Cost  %

		Income %

		Child Support %



		$27,800

		$315

		14%

		24%

		26%

		2%



		$52,600

		$5,760

		14%

		24%

		57%

		33%



		$77,400

		11,050

		14%

		24%

		70%

		46%



		$102.200

		16,160

		14%

		24%

		77%

		53%



		$127,000

		$20,305

		14%

		24%

		81%

		57%



		$151,800

		$22,115

		14%

		24%

		84%

		60%





Example four – parent one earns less than $18,252 as their only income is an Income Support Payment (less than self support amount)


Income below $44,165 entitles an individual to the maximum rate of FTB – prior to the application of maintenance income test. The examples below are based on Parent 1 having an income below $18,252.


Example four: Parent one’s income is <$18,252 and Parent two has overnight regular care


		Outcomes for Parent Two



		Income 

		Child support payable

		Care %

		Cost  %

		Income %

		Child Support %



		$27,800

		$2,140

		14%

		24%

		100%

		76%



		$52,600

		$7,655

		14%

		24%

		100%

		76%



		$77,400

		$13,005

		14%

		24%

		100%

		76%



		$102.200

		$18,185

		14%

		24%

		100%

		76%



		$127,000

		$23,190

		14%

		24%

		100%

		76%



		$151,800

		$27,005

		14%

		24%

		100%

		76%
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• Broad proposals for agenda items 
• Timing of themed meetings subject to agreement  
 
 
Meeting Child Support Service Delivery  

and Policy 
 

Emerging Themes with child 
support implications 

 Quality decision-making under the 
Child Support Scheme 
 

- Change of Assessment 
process 

- Objections process 
- Social Security Appeals 

Tribunal – approach and 
outcomes 

 
 

Social inclusion agenda and its 
impact and implications for child 
support policy and service 
delivery 
(inc impacts of drug addiction, 
mental illness within separated 
families) 

 Care issues impacting on child 
support 
 

- care disputes 
- Interim care decisions 
- outcomes of specialist care 

teams 
- agreements 
- alignment of care between 

CSA and Centrelink 
 

Shared parenting 
 

- law review 
- contact centres – how 

they work 
- parenting plans 
- role of FRCs 

 
Latest research 

- Family Law Reform 
evaluation research 

- Child-centred research – 
impacts of care disputes 
on children 

 
 Improving support for families and 

children 
 

- referrals from child support to 
support services – now & 
future interventions 

- balancing support and 
collection aims 

 

Key issues raised by members: 
 
• Reducing child poverty  
•  opportunity to hear from 

external reps re: 
homelessness 

•  emergency relief & other 
disadvantaged groups. 

 
 

 Compliance and enforcement update 
 
Child support reform - update 
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Old Parliament House 
Canberra 

Attendees 
Advocacy Groups 

 Shared Parenting Council of Australia 
 National Council of Single Mothers and their Children 

 Dads in Distress 
 Sole Parents Union 

 Lone Fathers Association Australia 
Researchers 

 Australian National University 
Community Service Providers 

 Catholic Social Services 
 Family Relationships Services Australia 

 Kids Helpline/Boystown 
 Anglicare Western Australia 

Legal  
 Federal Magistrates Court  

 Legal Aid 
 Family Law Court 

Government 
 Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office 

 Centrelink 
 Child Support Program 

 Child Support Program 
 Child Support Program 

 Child Support Program 
 Child Support Program 

 FaHCSIA 
 FaHCSIA 

Presenters 
 Child Support Program 
 Child Support Program 

 SSAT 
Guests  

 Minister for Human Services 
 Ministerial Adviser 

  CSA Departmental Liaison Officer 
 Centrelink 

Apologies 
 Australian Council of Social Services 

 Institute of Child Protection 
 AIFS 

 
Secretariat 

    FaHCSIA 
    Child Support Agency
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SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS  
CSNSEG MEETING OF 2 December 2009 

Agenda item / Action Items arising Responsibility Due Date Status Comments 

Action Item1.1  
Responses to all action items to be provided out of 
session. 

FaHCSIA /CSA Ongoing  Responses will be provided to all members 

Action Item 2     

Action Item 2.1 
CSA to provide an analysis of CSA’s penalty strategy 
and how these penalties are collected. 

CSA 23/2/10   

Action Item 2.2 
FaHCSIA and CSA to provide the policy for members. FaHCSIA/CSA 23/2/10   

Action Item 2.3 
FaHCSIA to provide how the legislative process works 
and CSA will provide administrative process by next 
meeting. 

FaHCSIA/CSA 23/2/10   

Action Item 2.4 
CSA to liaise with Legal Aid and provide specific 
information to Legal Aid re litigation costs. 

CSA 23/2/10   

Action Item 2.5 
FaHCSIA and CSA to liaise with AGD to see if they can 
provide the information on costs associated with legal 
expenses. 

FaHCSIA/CSA 23/2/10   

Action Item 4     

Action Item 4.1 
CSA to provide an update on the Pilot into Dispute 
Resolution Referrals. 

CSA 23/2/10   

Action Item 4.2 
CSA to provide the project plan or executive summary 
from  work. 

CSA 23/2/10   

Action Item 7     
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Agenda item / Action Items arising Responsibility Due Date Status Comments 

Action Item 7.1 
CSA to provide their update electronically to members. CSA 23/2/10   

Action Item 7.2 
CSA will provide members with details on how 
customers can use their credit card to pay for child 
support. 

CSA 23/2/10   

Action Item 7.3 
CSA & FaHCSIA to advise what the policy/procedures 
are for the following: 
If someone went and got some new credit cards and 
paid off all their debt and then declared themselves 
bankrupt is the debt honoured?  Written off? 
 

FaHCSIA/CSA 23/2/10   
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SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS  
CSNSEG MEETING OF 16 September 2009 

 

Agenda item / Action Items arising Responsibility Due Date Status Comments 

5.1 FaHCSIA to work with CSA and Centrelink to 
examine existing communication products around the 
effect of lump sum child support payments on FTB  

FaHCSIA/CSA Ongoing Completed The existing communications 
products available on the CSA, 
FaHCSIA and FOA website address 
this issue. Links provided 

5.2 Emerging Issue 65 – Disputed care and proposal for 
a  change to policy 

FaHCSIA/CSA 13/11/09 Completed FaHCSIA forwarded response in 2 
December meeting folders. 

5.3 FaHCSIA to provide additional information formula 
rationale for families with more than three children. 

FaHCSIA 13/11/09 Completed FaHCSIA has provided additional 
information on the rationale for the 
formula determining costs of 
children in families with 3 or more 
children. See Attachment A 

5.4 The CSA to investigate service delivery practices re: 
out of business hours phone contact in the Hunter 
region. 

Child Support 
Agency 

13/11/09 Awaiting 
Data 

CSA to investigate why there 
appears to be a higher number of 
calls to customers of the Hunter 
Region outside normal business 
hours. 

5.5 CSA undertook to provide detailed information 
regarding the amount of late payment penalties applied, 
remitted and paid. 

Response 

Financial 
year  

 07/08 08/09 09/10 to 
31Oct09 

    

Child Support 
Agency 

13/11/09 Ongoing CSA to provide detailed information 
re: late payment penalties case 
studies before next meeting. – 
Scheduled as an agenda item for 
the 2 December meeting.  More 
issues were raised at the 2 
December meeting and CSA will 
come back to the group with 
additional information, which is 
outlined in the minutes see 
Action Item 2.1 
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Agenda item / Action Items arising Responsibility Due Date Status Comments 

 
   

 

 
  

 

 

 
 
 

5.6 Members to receive all emerging issues as they are 
received  

FaHCSIA/CSA 23/2/10 Ongoing FaHCSIA and CSA to provide 
Emerging Issues to all members as 
they are received. 

To enable sufficient time for 
members to receive and respond to 
emerging issues (including 
potentially canvassing members of 
their organisations for views on that 
emerging) prior to 2 December 
meeting, FaHCSIA and CSA 
request that all emerging issues for 
the next meeting are received by 
23 February 2010. 

Action Item 8     

8.1 Litigation costs around  per case.  CSA was 
asked to breakdown this figure and whether, after court 
costs have been decided, there is still an outstanding 
amount of . 

Child Support 
Agency 

13/11/09 Completed CSA to provide breakdown of 
litigation costs and what the average 
cost is incurred when litigating a 
case. 

Response: 
Litigation costs around  per 
case. CSA was asked to breakdown 
this figure and whether, after court 
costs have been decided, there is 
still an outstanding amount of 

. (After costs actually 
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Agenda item / Action Items arising Responsibility Due Date Status Comments 

collected this figure is 
approximately  
More questions raised in the 
meeting see Action Item 2.4 

8.2 How many company directors has the CSA pursued 
to bankruptcy in the last 12 months? 

Child Support 
Agency 

2/12/09 Completed CSA advised the answer is zero. 

 

Action Item 10     

10.1  
Agenda 
Workplan 
Terms of Reference 

FaHCSIA/CSA 9/10/09 Completed  Proposed balanced agenda, work 
plan and terms of reference were 
revised and sent to members in 
October and were for accepted with 
no changes.  
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Attachment A 

 
  

CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP 
Response to Emerging Issue 66 and Action Item 5.3 

  
Raised by 
Title 
Dept/Group 

 

 

Australian Council of Social Services (ACOSS) 

Issue : Formula Penalty  for residence parents – particularly for families of four or more children. 

The child support formula only recognises the need to support three children.  The child support 
formula does not recognise the higher costs of providing a permanent residence for the children. 

Residence parent households are penalised. Large families are penalised. 

Issues explored 
A number of policy issues are raised in the scenario supplied by ACOSS.  In regards to the 
treatment of parental income the following policy issues are briefly discussed: 

• equal treatment of income; and  
• rationale for setting self support amounts. 

 
The following policy issues are covered in relation to questions raised on the amount of child 
support paid: 

• increased taxpayer support for separated and intact families; 
• recognition of care as a contribution towards the cost of raising children; and 
• the economies of scale recognised in the formula. 

 
Equal Treatment of Income 
The reforms moved from a position of primarily calculating child support on the payer’s income to 
assessing it on combined income.  The parent’s proportion of this combined income and the care 
they provide are considered in determining the amount of child support transferred between the 
parents.  This is more consistent with the objective of the Scheme that parents share in the cost of 
supporting their children according to their capacity.   
 
Rationale for setting the new self support amounts 
Under the previous formula the exempt amounts were different for resident and non-resident 
parents.  The reason for disregarding $15,378 of non-resident parent’s income in 2008 was to 
ensure the payer was able to meet their own basic needs.  Resident parents had a higher disregard 
of $45,505, to recognise the significant and direct costs of caring for children in their day-to-day 
care. Under the new formula the cost of care is explicitly treated as a contribution to the costs of 
raising children.  Therefore, the rationale for maintaining a high disregard for receiving parents is 
inconsistent with the fundamental basis of the new formula.  
 
Support provided to separate and intact families by taxpayers 
The Taskforce reported that in the ten years from 1993-94 to 2003-04 family payments increased 
by about 115 per cent in real terms.  They found the increased support has resulted in a reduction 
to the net costs of raising children incurred by parents in both intact and separated families.  
Consequently, child support obligations were adjusted to recognise the increased taxpayer support 
for families. 
 
Care and infrastructure costs 
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As both parents now receive the same self support amount, care is explicitly recognised in the new 
formula.  When night time care of children is shared the infrastructure costs are greater, as the 
children are being raised across two households rather than one.  The provision of regular care 
(14-35 per cent) by the paying parent is now recognised as a contribution towards the costs of 
raising the children.  To partially offset this reduction in child support, receiving parents now receive 
100 per cent of the Family Tax Benefit (FTB).   
 
Economies of Scale 
Previous formula 
The previous formula acknowledged there were economies of scale prior to significant increases in 
FTB.  The previous formula was set at 18 per cent of income for the first child and increased by 
9 per cent for the second child, 5 per cent for the third child, 2 per cent for the fourth child and 
2 per cent for five or more children.   
New formula 
The available research considered by the Taskforce suggests that there are economies of scale.  
They found the same proportion of income is spent on four children or more children as is spent on 
three children.  This occurs due to the amount of FTB Part A being paid on a per child basis (which 
has significantly increased in real terms). FTB does not take into account the economies of scale 
that are possible for larger families.  This is why the formula is calculated on a maximum of three 
children under 18.   
 
Examples 
Child support is calculated based on the income resources available to parents and the contribution 
their provision of care makes towards the costs of raising their children.  In the formula this is called 
the child support percentage. This is the difference between the cost percentage (proportion of cost 
incurred based on overnight care) and the income percentage (individual’s income as a proportion 
of combined parental income after deducting amounts for self support and for other relevant 
children).   
 
When a parent has a negative child support percentage this means child support should be 
transferred from the other parent and when it is positive they are required to pay child support to the 
other parent.  The exception to this is when there is regular overnight care, in this situation the 
parent who has more than regular care is not required to provide child support to the parent 
providing regular care.  
To illustrate how the child support percentage varies based on both parents incomes the following 
examples are supplied.  All examples are based on cases with five children with at least one 
teenager and one parent providing regular overnight care.  This approach was chosen as the 
scenario supplied indicates the receiving parent is either a high income earner or continues to 
receive significant amounts of child support (as little extra FTB was paid).   
 
Example one – parent one is a high income earner and is not entitled to above base rate of FTB 
Based on the income test with five children (three under 13 and two 13-15) no additional FTB is 
payable on an income above $126,090.  For income above this amount FTB is calculated based on 
the comparison of method 1 and method 2 (see http://www.facsia.gov.au/Guides_Acts/fag/faguide-
3/faguide-3.1/faguide-3.1.8/faguide-3.1.8.10.html).  Please note that due to the contribution made 
through FTB and economies of scale, child support is only calculated on three children. In a 
situation where a parent has regular overnight care when there are three or more mixed age 
children the maximum amount of child support payable is $28,090. 
Example one: Parent one’s income is $127,000 and Parent two has overnight regular care 

Outcomes for Parent Two 

Income  Child support 
payable 

Care % Cost  % Income % Child Support % 

$27,800 $0 14% 24% 8% -16% 
$52,600 $0 14% 24% 24% 0% 
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o has overnight regular care 
O

utcom
es for Parent Tw

o 
Incom

e  
C

hild support 
payable 

C
are %

 
C

ost  %
 

Incom
e %

 
C

hild Support %
 

$27,800 
$0 

14%
 

24%
 

16%
 

-8%
 

$52,600 
$4,250 

14%
 

24%
 

42%
 

18%
 

$77,400 
$9,475 

14%
 

24%
 

56%
 

32%
 

$102.200 
$14,075 

14%
 

24%
 

64%
 

40%
 

$127,000 
$16,980 

14%
 

24%
 

70%
 

46%
 

$151,800 
$18,505 

14%
 

24%
 

74%
 

50%
 

 E
xam

ple three – parent one earns below
 the FTB

 Incom
e Free Area of $44165 

Incom
e below

 $44,165 entitles an individual to the m
axim

um
 rate of FTB – prior to the application of 

m
aintenance incom

e test. The exam
ples below

 are based on Parent 1 having an incom
e of 

$44,000. 
 Exam

ple three: Parent one’s incom
e is $44,000 and Parent tw

o has overnight regular care 
O

utcom
es for Parent Tw

o 
Incom

e  
C

hild support 
payable 

C
are %

 
C

ost  %
 

Incom
e %

 
C

hild Support %
 

$27,800 
$315 

14%
 

24%
 

26%
 

2%
 

$52,600 
$5,760 

14%
 

24%
 

57%
 

33%
 

$77,400 
11,050 

14%
 

24%
 

70%
 

46%
 

$102.200 
16,160 

14%
 

24%
 

77%
 

53%
 

$127,000 
$20,305 

14%
 

24%
 

81%
 

57%
 

$151,800 
$22,115 

14%
 

24%
 

84%
 

60%
 

 E
xam

ple four – parent one earns less than $18,252 as their only incom
e is an Incom

e S
upport 

P
aym

ent (less than self support am
ount) 

Incom
e below

 $44,165 entitles an individual to the m
axim

um
 rate of FTB – prior to the application of 

m
aintenance incom

e test. The exam
ples below

 are based on Parent 1 having an incom
e below

 
$18,252. 
 Exam

ple four: Parent one’s incom
e is <$18,252 and Parent tw

o has overnight regular care 
O

utcom
es for Parent Tw

o 
Incom

e  
C

hild support 
payable 

C
are %

 
C

ost  %
 

Incom
e %

 
C

hild Support %
 

$27,800 
$2,140 

14%
 

24%
 

100%
 

76%
 

$52,600 
$7,655 

14%
 

24%
 

100%
 

76%
 

$77,400 
$13,005 

14%
 

24%
 

100%
 

76%
 

$102.200 
$18,185 

14%
 

24%
 

100%
 

76%
 

$127,000 
$23,190 

14%
 

24%
 

100%
 

76%
 

$151,800 
$27,005 

14%
 

24%
 

100%
 

76%
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Child Support National Stakeholder Engagement Group Meeting 
Agenda for the 14th Meeting 

 
Centraplaza Boardroom –  
16 Bowes  Street  Woden 

8:30 am – 8:45 am Coffee and Catch up 

8:45 am – 8:50 am Welcome –  (FaHCSIA)  

8:50 am – 9:00 am Introductions, apologies and outline for the day  

9:00 am – 9.45 am 

General Business from 2 December 2009 Meeting 

• Minutes  

• Action Items summary of responses 

• New Emerging Issues 

• Late Payment Penalties 

9.45 am – 10.15 am Alignment of Care and Income Estimates Update - 
FaHCSIA 

10:15 am – 10:30 am  Morning Tea 

10:30 am – 11.00 am Compliance and Enforcement Policy Paper – 
FaHCSIA - Members formal responses to paper  

11.00 am – 11.30 am Whole group policy discussion – included will be 
specific questions for consideration 

11.30 am  – 11.45 
am  Summary of Outcomes –  

11.45 am – 12.45 pm  

12:45 pm – 1:30 pm Lunch 

1.30 pm – 2.00 pm COA Review update –  
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2.00 pm – 3.30 pm Update on Richmond recommendations  - 
 

3.30 pm – 3.50 pm Afternoon Tea 

3.50 pm – 4.30 pm 

Updates  

• Member updates – Written & Verbal 

• Child Support Operations update –  

• FaHCSIA Policy update –  

4.30 pm - 4.45 pm Wrap up 
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INDEX 

Tuesday 16 March 2010 
Centraplaza Woden 

 

Meeting Papers 

Information • Introduction 

• Apologies 

• Outline 

1. Session One General Business 

• 3 December 2009 CSNSEG Minutes 1.0 

• Workplan and Terms of Reference 1.1 

• Action Items – Summary of Responses 1.2 

• New Emerging Issues 1.3 

• Late Payment Penalties 

• Alignment of Care and Income Estimates Update 

2. Session Two Compliance and Enforcement Policy Paper 

• FaHCSIA presentation 2.1 

• Notes 2.2 

2. Session Two Minister for Housing, Community Services and 
Indigenous Affairs the  

3. Session Three COA Review update 
Richmond Review 

4. Session Four Updates 

• Member Updates – Written and Verbal 4.1 

• Child Support Service Delivery Update 4.2  

• FaHCSIA Policy Update 4.3 

5 Information Administration Arrangements 
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject: Alignment of Care and Income Estimates paper [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
Date: Thursday, 18 March 2010 3:16:13 PM
Attachments: National Stakeholder Engagement Group Meeting Alignment of Care and Income Estimate

Presentation_9_3.PPT

Hi 
 
Attached is ’s presentation you requested
 
Regards
 

 
Child Support Program Management and Implementation
Child Support Policy Branch
 
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
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Alignment of Care and Income Estimate for Child Support and Family Tax Benefit Purposes – An Overview



















Legislation is due to be introduced to implement the 2009-10 Alignment of Care budget measure and income estimate changes.



These changes will: 

		 lead to greater consistency, 

		 simplify administration processes, 

		 remove unnecessary duplication, and 

		 provide timely and accurate outcomes for separated families.



Introduction



















What is Alignment of Care?



Subject to the passage of the legislation, new rules will be introduced from 

1 July 2010 to align the assessment made by Child Support Agency (CSA) and the Family Assistance Office (FAO) in relation to the level of care separated parents provide for their children. 



Alignment of Care















What happens now?



For child support the percentage of care is currently assessed on care the person would likely provide for the next 12 months from the date of notification.  





For FTB the percentage of care is calculated using an estimate of predicted care over the financial year.

Alignment of Care















What will happen from 1 July 2010?



The rules regarding care assessment will be aligned in order to remove inconsistencies between child support and FTB to prevent duplication of effort across the CSA and FAO. 





The rules regarding care will be aligned from 

1 July 2010 so that a single assessment of care is made for both child support and FTB purposes.

Alignment of Care















What will happen after the policy change?



Where a parent needs to report a change to their care arrangements they can contact either the CSA or FAO to report that change. 





That agency will consider the care assessment according to the aligned rules and send the new assessment to the other agency.

Alignment of Care















The new aligned approach – How will the level of care be assessed? 





An assessment of a person’s percentage of care will be based on the level of care that the person is having, or is likely to have, for the 12 months from the date on which a change in care occurs. 

Alignment of Care















The new aligned approach – What happens when parents do not agree?



Generally, where parents are in dispute about care the assessment for child support and FTB will be based on the actual levels of care that the parents are providing.  

Alignment of Care



















Where parents do not agree – continued



If there is an order or agreement setting out the care arrangements; and 

		 a parent has advised that the actual care 	arrangements differ from the order or agreement; and

		 the parent with reduced care has taken reasonable   	action to have care in accordance with the order or 	agreement; 





then the care assessment will be based on the order or agreement for 14 weeks - or up to 26 weeks in special circumstances.  After this, the care assessment will revert to the actual care.

Alignment of Care















The new aligned approach – When is a new care assessment made?





A new care assessment is required if the change in care will result in a change to the amount of child support payable.  



This means a change in assessed care will be made where that change will affect the amount of child support payable or the amount of FTB payable. 

Alignment of Care















The new aligned approach – How will the new rules affect one-off block sole care?





Where a one off-block of sole care occurs, it will be recognised that one parent now has 100% care for child support purposes.  

Alignment of Care















The new aligned approach – What is the date of effect for an assessment of care?





The date of effect rules for an assessment of care will operate slightly differently for child support than for FTB.





Generally, a change in care will always be reflected in the FTB assessment.  This is even where the change occurred some time in the past.  





Alignment of Care

















Generally, a change in care will only be reflected in a child support assessment prospectively. 



This reflects the principle that retrospective changes to a child support assessment should be avoided because they may cause overpayments. 

Alignment of Care



















The new aligned approach – How will the new rules affect review of assessments?





Where a person is unhappy with a care assessment made by either CSA or FAO they may still lodge an objection. 



They are also still able to appeal to the Social Security Appeals Tribunal (SSAT) for external review of the assessment decision.  



The difference now is that a decision on an objection or appeal will apply to both child support and FTB.

Alignment of Care



















How will the changes be communicated to parents?



Customers who have an active CSA case which has already matched with Centrelink will be sent a letter explaining the changes that are taking place.



Care assessments according to the new rules will only take place where parents report a change in care or where parents request a new care assessment from 1 July 2010. 

Alignment of Care















What are the benefits of the New Approach?



		The new aligned approach will be simpler and easier for parents as they will only have to go through one agency. 





		The new aligned approach will streamline service delivery for the CSA and FAO. 





		The aligned rules are also expected to result in fewer objections and fewer appeals to the SSAT.



Alignment of Care















What is an Income Estimate?



Where a child support parent's income varies significantly from that used in their current child support assessment (last financial years taxable income), the parent may have their income assessed on an estimate of their future income in some circumstances. 



An income estimate is an estimate of adjusted taxable income lodged with the CSA where income has reduced by 15% or more. 

Income estimate













Current Process – Taking An Income Estimate



The current process for estimating income for child support purposes is complex, administratively intensive and difficult for customers to understand.



This is due to the fact that estimate periods can be for up to 15 months (the child support period) and can therefore cross over up to three financial years. 

















What happens now?



A customer may contact the CSA to estimate their future income.





A customer may wish to estimate their current financial year income if it will be less than the previous financial year.  This may occur for example where they experience the loss of a job or contract or a significant reduction in hours or overtime. 

Current Process – Taking An Income Estimate















What happens now?



		After an estimate period ends, the CSA will compare the parent's estimate of income with their actual income for the estimate period. 



 

		This usually follows the customer lodging one, or several, tax returns. 





		If a parent has earned more than their estimated income in the estimate period, the CSA will reconcile the parent's estimate.  



Current Process – Reconciling An Income Estimate















The reconciliation of an income estimate is currently a complex process because:

Customer Service Officer’s (CSO) are required to reconcile income earned for partial year periods using full financial year tax returns;

It is a manual process involving several steps taken by a Customer Service Officer (CSO).



Due to difficulties in current reconciliation processes, the reconciled daily rate of income can lead to an incorrect calculation of child support. 

Current Process – Reconciling An Income Estimate



















The complexities of the current process have led to issues for customers such as:



a high level of dissatisfaction;

lengthy delays in reconciling estimates; and 

uncertainty about decisions of the CSA. 

Issues



















The new policy aims to simplify administrative processes and result in more responsive, timely and accurate outcomes for child support customers who chose to estimate their income. 

What will happen?

















		 Commencing on 1 July 2010, the estimate period will change to a maximum of 12 months, aligned to financial years, whilst maintaining 15 month child support periods. 



		 As a result, this model has removed the link between an estimate period and a child support period. 



		 The new arrangements will implement the policy intent of the 1999 legislative change. 



What will happen?















		In the new process, when a customer lodges an income estimate they are asked to provide an estimate of their year to date adjusted taxable income (ATI) and an estimate of their expected ATI for the remainder of the financial year. 





		As the ATI is always contained within a financial year, the customer’s estimate can then be automatically reconciled when the relevant taxable income becomes available for that year. 





		The customer’s estimate will simply be compared to the actual ATI for the year. 



What will happen? 

















Where the actual ATI is equal to, or lower than, the estimated income, the estimate is validated and no further action is taken.



Where the actual ATI is higher, child support is reassessed for the estimate period based on this value.

What will happen?















		The changes will benefit up to 80,000 customers through simplified processes so that it is easier for them to estimate their income accurately.



  

		The changes will also benefit the CSA where estimates will be reconciled using an automated system rather than manually, ensuring more efficient and accurate reconciling.  





		With greater accuracy of child support assessments through the simplified estimate process, children will receive an appropriate level of financial support from their parents.



Benefits Of The New Process





















Income estimates commencing prior to 

1 July 2010 will be assessed/reconciled under the old rules and the new rules will only apply for estimates that commence from 1 July 2010 onwards.

What Happens With Existing Income Estimates?

















		Alignment of care assessments and changes to income estimates will:





create simple, long term sustainable arrangements;

prevent delays and inconsistencies in calculating child support and FTB payable; and 

ensure children receive levels of support in line with their parents capacity to pay.

Summary

















		More information will become available on the CSA, FaHCSIA, FAO and Centrelink websites:





www.csa.gov.au

www.fahcsia.gov.au

www.familyassist.gov.au

	 www.centrelink.gov.au

For more information




















Alignment of Care and Income Estimate for Child Support and Family Tax Benefit Purposes – An Overview



















Legislation is due to be introduced to implement the 2009-10 Alignment of Care budget measure and income estimate changes.



These changes will: 

		 lead to greater consistency, 

		 simplify administration processes, 

		 remove unnecessary duplication, and 

		 provide timely and accurate outcomes for separated families.



Introduction



















What is Alignment of Care?



Subject to the passage of the legislation, new rules will be introduced from 

1 July 2010 to align the assessment made by Child Support Agency (CSA) and the Family Assistance Office (FAO) in relation to the level of care separated parents provide for their children. 



Alignment of Care















What happens now?



For child support the percentage of care is currently assessed on care the person would likely provide for the next 12 months from the date of notification.  





For FTB the percentage of care is calculated using an estimate of predicted care over the financial year.

Alignment of Care















What will happen from 1 July 2010?



The rules regarding care assessment will be aligned in order to remove inconsistencies between child support and FTB to prevent duplication of effort across the CSA and FAO. 





The rules regarding care will be aligned from 

1 July 2010 so that a single assessment of care is made for both child support and FTB purposes.

Alignment of Care















What will happen after the policy change?



Where a parent needs to report a change to their care arrangements they can contact either the CSA or FAO to report that change. 





That agency will consider the care assessment according to the aligned rules and send the new assessment to the other agency.

Alignment of Care















The new aligned approach – How will the level of care be assessed? 





An assessment of a person’s percentage of care will be based on the level of care that the person is having, or is likely to have, for the 12 months from the date on which a change in care occurs. 

Alignment of Care















The new aligned approach – What happens when parents do not agree?



Generally, where parents are in dispute about care the assessment for child support and FTB will be based on the actual levels of care that the parents are providing.  

Alignment of Care



















Where parents do not agree – continued



If there is an order or agreement setting out the care arrangements; and 

		 a parent has advised that the actual care 	arrangements differ from the order or agreement; and

		 the parent with reduced care has taken reasonable   	action to have care in accordance with the order or 	agreement; 





then the care assessment will be based on the order or agreement for 14 weeks - or up to 26 weeks in special circumstances.  After this, the care assessment will revert to the actual care.

Alignment of Care















The new aligned approach – When is a new care assessment made?





A new care assessment is required if the change in care will result in a change to the amount of child support payable.  



This means a change in assessed care will be made where that change will affect the amount of child support payable or the amount of FTB payable. 

Alignment of Care















The new aligned approach – How will the new rules affect one-off block sole care?





Where a one off-block of sole care occurs, it will be recognised that one parent now has 100% care for child support purposes.  

Alignment of Care















The new aligned approach – What is the date of effect for an assessment of care?





The date of effect rules for an assessment of care will operate slightly differently for child support than for FTB.





Generally, a change in care will always be reflected in the FTB assessment.  This is even where the change occurred some time in the past.  





Alignment of Care

















Generally, a change in care will only be reflected in a child support assessment prospectively. 



This reflects the principle that retrospective changes to a child support assessment should be avoided because they may cause overpayments. 

Alignment of Care



















The new aligned approach – How will the new rules affect review of assessments?





Where a person is unhappy with a care assessment made by either CSA or FAO they may still lodge an objection. 



They are also still able to appeal to the Social Security Appeals Tribunal (SSAT) for external review of the assessment decision.  



The difference now is that a decision on an objection or appeal will apply to both child support and FTB.

Alignment of Care



















How will the changes be communicated to parents?



Customers who have an active CSA case which has already matched with Centrelink will be sent a letter explaining the changes that are taking place.



Care assessments according to the new rules will only take place where parents report a change in care or where parents request a new care assessment from 1 July 2010. 

Alignment of Care















What are the benefits of the New Approach?



		The new aligned approach will be simpler and easier for parents as they will only have to go through one agency. 





		The new aligned approach will streamline service delivery for the CSA and FAO. 





		The aligned rules are also expected to result in fewer objections and fewer appeals to the SSAT.



Alignment of Care















What is an Income Estimate?



Where a child support parent's income varies significantly from that used in their current child support assessment (last financial years taxable income), the parent may have their income assessed on an estimate of their future income in some circumstances. 



An income estimate is an estimate of adjusted taxable income lodged with the CSA where income has reduced by 15% or more. 

Income estimate













Current Process – Taking An Income Estimate



The current process for estimating income for child support purposes is complex, administratively intensive and difficult for customers to understand.



This is due to the fact that estimate periods can be for up to 15 months (the child support period) and can therefore cross over up to three financial years. 

















What happens now?



A customer may contact the CSA to estimate their future income.





A customer may wish to estimate their current financial year income if it will be less than the previous financial year.  This may occur for example where they experience the loss of a job or contract or a significant reduction in hours or overtime. 

Current Process – Taking An Income Estimate















What happens now?



		After an estimate period ends, the CSA will compare the parent's estimate of income with their actual income for the estimate period. 



 

		This usually follows the customer lodging one, or several, tax returns. 





		If a parent has earned more than their estimated income in the estimate period, the CSA will reconcile the parent's estimate.  



Current Process – Reconciling An Income Estimate















The reconciliation of an income estimate is currently a complex process because:

Customer Service Officer’s (CSO) are required to reconcile income earned for partial year periods using full financial year tax returns;

It is a manual process involving several steps taken by a Customer Service Officer (CSO).



Due to difficulties in current reconciliation processes, the reconciled daily rate of income can lead to an incorrect calculation of child support. 

Current Process – Reconciling An Income Estimate



















The complexities of the current process have led to issues for customers such as:



a high level of dissatisfaction;

lengthy delays in reconciling estimates; and 

uncertainty about decisions of the CSA. 

Issues



















The new policy aims to simplify administrative processes and result in more responsive, timely and accurate outcomes for child support customers who chose to estimate their income. 

What will happen?

















		 Commencing on 1 July 2010, the estimate period will change to a maximum of 12 months, aligned to financial years, whilst maintaining 15 month child support periods. 



		 As a result, this model has removed the link between an estimate period and a child support period. 



		 The new arrangements will implement the policy intent of the 1999 legislative change. 



What will happen?















		In the new process, when a customer lodges an income estimate they are asked to provide an estimate of their year to date adjusted taxable income (ATI) and an estimate of their expected ATI for the remainder of the financial year. 





		As the ATI is always contained within a financial year, the customer’s estimate can then be automatically reconciled when the relevant taxable income becomes available for that year. 





		The customer’s estimate will simply be compared to the actual ATI for the year. 



What will happen? 

















Where the actual ATI is equal to, or lower than, the estimated income, the estimate is validated and no further action is taken.



Where the actual ATI is higher, child support is reassessed for the estimate period based on this value.

What will happen?















		The changes will benefit up to 80,000 customers through simplified processes so that it is easier for them to estimate their income accurately.



  

		The changes will also benefit the CSA where estimates will be reconciled using an automated system rather than manually, ensuring more efficient and accurate reconciling.  





		With greater accuracy of child support assessments through the simplified estimate process, children will receive an appropriate level of financial support from their parents.



Benefits Of The New Process





















Income estimates commencing prior to 

1 July 2010 will be assessed/reconciled under the old rules and the new rules will only apply for estimates that commence from 1 July 2010 onwards.

What Happens With Existing Income Estimates?

















		Alignment of care assessments and changes to income estimates will:





create simple, long term sustainable arrangements;

prevent delays and inconsistencies in calculating child support and FTB payable; and 

ensure children receive levels of support in line with their parents capacity to pay.

Summary

















		More information will become available on the CSA, FaHCSIA, FAO and Centrelink websites:





www.csa.gov.au

www.fahcsia.gov.au

www.familyassist.gov.au

	 www.centrelink.gov.au

For more information















Alignment of Care and 
Income Estimate for Child 
Support and Family Tax 
Benefit Purposes – An 
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Introduction 

Legislation is due to be introduced to implement 
the 2009-10 Alignment of Care budget measure 
and income estimate changes. 
 

These changes will:  
• lead to greater consistency,  
• simplify administration processes,  
• remove unnecessary duplication, and  
• provide timely and accurate outcomes for 
separated families. 
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Alignment of Care 

What is Alignment of Care? 
 
Subject to the passage of the legislation, 
new rules will be introduced from  
1 July 2010 to align the assessment made 
by Child Support Agency (CSA) and the 
Family Assistance Office (FAO) in relation 
to the level of care separated parents 
provide for their children.  
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Alignment of Care 

What will happen from 1 July 2010? 
 
The rules regarding care assessment will be 
aligned in order to remove inconsistencies 
between child support and FTB to prevent 
duplication of effort across the CSA and FAO.  
 

The rules regarding care will be aligned from  
1 July 2010 so that a single assessment of care 
is made for both child support and FTB 
purposes. 
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Alignment of Care 

What will happen after the policy 
change? 
 

Where a parent needs to report a change to 
their care arrangements they can contact either 
the CSA or FAO to report that change.  
 

That agency will consider the care assessment 
according to the aligned rules and send the 
new assessment to the other agency. 
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Alignment of Care 

What are the benefits of the New Approach? 
 
• The new aligned approach will be simpler and 

easier for parents as they will only have to go 
through one agency.  

 
• The new aligned approach will streamline 

service delivery for the CSA and FAO.  
 
• The aligned rules are also expected to result in 

fewer objections and fewer appeals to the 
SSAT. 
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Income estimate 

What is an Income Estimate? 
 

Where a child support parent's income varies 
significantly from that used in their current child 
support assessment (last financial years taxable 
income), the parent may have their income assessed 
on an estimate of their future income in some 
circumstances.  
 

An income estimate is an estimate of adjusted taxable 
income lodged with the CSA where income has 
reduced by 15% or more.  
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Current Process – Taking An Income Estimate 

 
The current process for estimating income 
for child support purposes is complex, 
administratively intensive and difficult for 
customers to understand. 
 
This is due to the fact that estimate periods 
can be for up to 15 months (the child 
support period) and can therefore cross over 
up to three financial years.  
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Issues 

 
The complexities of the current process 
have led to issues for customers such as: 
 

• a high level of dissatisfaction; 
• lengthy delays in reconciling 

estimates; and  
• uncertainty about decisions of the 

CSA.  
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What will happen? 

 
 

The new policy aims to simplify 
administrative processes and result in more 
responsive, timely and accurate outcomes 
for child support customers who chose to 

estimate their income.  
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• The changes will benefit up to 80,000 customers 
through simplified processes so that it is easier for 
them to estimate their income accurately. 

   
• The changes will also benefit the CSA where 

estimates will be reconciled using an automated 
system rather than manually, ensuring more 
efficient and accurate reconciling.   

 
• With greater accuracy of child support 

assessments through the simplified estimate 
process, children will receive an appropriate level 
of financial support from their parents. 
 

Benefits Of The New Process 
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Summary 
 

• Alignment of care assessments and changes to 
income estimates will: 
 

• create simple, long term sustainable 
arrangements; 

• prevent delays and inconsistencies in 
calculating child support and FTB payable; 
and  

• ensure children receive levels of support in 
line with their parents capacity to pay. 
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For more information 

• More information will become available on 
the CSA, FaHCSIA, FAO and Centrelink 
websites: 

 

www.csa.gov.au 
www.fahcsia.gov.au 
www.familyassist.gov.au 

  www.centrelink.gov.au 
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2009 CSNSEG One On One 
Consultations 
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What you told us… 
About the membership: 
 
•  Most members were comfortable with the size of the Group although there 

was a sense that any increase in size could detract from the Group’s 
effectiveness. 
 

•  Inviting special guests to participate in meetings was considered an effective 
way to cover a range of issues without expanding the membership. 
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What you told us… 
About the Workplan for 2009/10:  
 
• Workplan preferences indicated a clear focus on CSA’s core business 
 

• Areas of key interest included: 
 

- Objection process, Change of Assessment and SSAT 
- Compliance and enforcement 
- Referral processes 
- Care arrangements and child support  
 

• Other topics of significance will continue to be addressed through our regular 
service delivery and policy updates  
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Child Support National Stakeholder Engagement Group meeting 
16 March 2010 

Centraplaza 
 

Secretariat 
 FaHCSIA          Child Support Agency 

 FaHCSIA 
  FaHCSIA 

Advocacy Groups 
 National Council of Single Mothers and their Children 

 Lone Fathers Association Australia   
 Shared Parenting Council of Australia 

 Dads in Distress 
 Sole Parents Union 

Researchers 
 Australian Institute of Family Studies 
 Australian National University 

Community Service Providers 
 Anglicare Western Australia 

 Kids Helpline/Boystown  
 Family Relationship Services Australia  

 Catholic Social Services   
 Relationships Australia 

 ACOSS 
Legal  

 Federal Magistrates Court  
 National Legal Aid  

Government 
 Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office  

 Centrelink  
 Child Support Agency 

 Child Support Agency 
 Child Support Agency  

 FaHCSIA 
 FaHCSIA 
 FaHCSIA 

 FaHCSIA 
Presenters 

 Child Support Agency 
 Child Support Agency 

 Child Support Agency 
Other attendees 

 Minister Bowen’s Advisor 
 Departmental Liaison Officer Human Services 

 Child Support Agency 
 FaHCSIA 

Apologies  
 Federal Magistrates Court  

 ACOSS 
 Commonwealth Ombudsman’s Office 
 Australian Institute of Family Studies 
 National Legal Aid 

 Crisis Support Services 
 Centrelink 
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SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS - CSNSEG MEETING OF 16 March 2010 

 
All Action Items were answered by the CSA and FaHCSIA 

Agenda item / Action Items arising Responsibility Due 
Date 

Status Comments 

Action Item 2     

Action Item 2.1 
CSA and FaHCSIA to provide 
policy underpinning the Late 
Payment Penalty (LPP) strategy 
and how they are applied.  Does 
CSA apply LPPs for the purpose 
of recouping costs or are they 
used as a punitive measure? 

FaHCSIA/CSA 23/2/10 Answered Provided to 
members 
electronically and a 
hard copy provided 
at meeting   

 

Action Item 2.2 
FaHCSIA to provide advice on 
how the legislative process works 
and CSA will provide 
administrative implementation 
process by next meeting. 

FaHCSIA/CSA 16/3/10 Answered Provided to 
members 
electronically and a 
hard copy provided 
at meeting   

 

Action Item 2.3 
CSA to provide a breakdown of 
costs per case in the litigation 
process. E.g. the number of cases 
being litigated costs associated 
with litigation action >$100,000? 
Also provide a breakdown of AGS 
costs when representing the CSA 
in litigation matters. 

CSA 23/2/10 Answered Provided to 
members 
electronically and a 
hard copy provided 
at meeting   

 

Action Item 2.4 
CSA to investigate possibility of 
providing/developing schedule of 
Court costs 
   

CSA 16/3/10 Answered Provided to 
members 
electronically and a 
hard copy provided 
at meeting   

 

Action Item 4     

Action Item 4.1 
CSA to provide an update on the 
Disputed care Pilot which is due to 
finish in December 09. 

CSA 23/2/10 Answered Provided to 
members 
electronically and a 
hard copy provided 
at meeting   

 

Action Item 4.2 

CSA to provide the project plan or 
executive summary from the 
Change of Assessment Reform 
project. 

CSA 23/2/10 Open David Sippel will 
speak to this at the 
16/3/10 meeting 
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Action Item 7     

Action Item 7.1 
CSA to provide the CSA update 
electronically to members for 
information about the Christmas 
shutdown hours. 

CSA ASAP Closed 
3/12/09 

Circulated to 
members on 
3/12/09 

Action Item 7.2 
CSA will provide members with 
details on how customers can use 
their credit card to pay for child 
support. 
 
 

CSA 23/2/10 Answered Circulated to 
members with 
Minutes on 
23/12/2009 

Action Item 7.3 
CSA to provide a  response to the 
following questions: 
What happens when a customer 
pays clears a child support debt 
by credit card? 
Does the trustee have the powers 
to claw back the payment if it is 
determined to be a preferential 
payment? 
If so, does this result in an 
overpayment for the receiving 
parent?  

FaHCSIA/CSA 23/2/10 Answered Provided to 
members 
electronically and a 
hard copy provided 
at meeting   
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1. General Business 

• Minutes 2 December 2009 

• Workplan and Terms of Reference 

• Action Items 

• Emerging Issues 

 

Comments/ 

Action Items 

Chair,  Families Group Manager acknowledged the traditional owners of the land and welcomed 
members to the meeting.  

The chair noted apologies for those who could not attend as detailed in the attendance list.  Members were also advised 
that  would be attending later in the meeting and that , Deputy Secretary 
Child Support Program would be chairing the meeting after lunch. 

The minutes were accepted without change.  The chair advised that Action item 5.4 has now been closed off and Action 
item 4.2 was to be dealt with later in the meeting. All outstanding action items from the December meeting had been 
cleared from previous meetings and are now closed. 

Members were advised that three new emerging issues had been received from National Legal Aid and would be 
answered at the June meeting.  There were no questions relating to late payment penalties so the issue was closed.  

The chair asked members if there were any other issues they would like to raise.   asked whether 
there is any monitoring by the CSA on Credit card payments.  The CSA advised it is still early to undertake any 
monitoring but will give an update on this issue in particular the actual take up rate at the next meeting 

 voiced his dissatisfaction with the replies members received to action items and stated there needed to be 
more discussion around some of the answers received.  Of particular concern was the response (Emerging Issue 73) 
given for Call Centre opening hours.   questioned why calls on the east coast can’t be answered by call centres 
on the west coast and visa versa, so to allow customers to call outside business hours.  CSA advised some factors 
affecting this issue were daylight saving, the current industrial relations conditions within CSA prohibit extending working 
hours past 7:00am to 7:00pm.  In an attempt to meet the needs in WA CSA asks for volunteers so that WA gets the 
same services as the rest of Australia they don’t have the staff to cover WA if they don’t use volunteers.  If these 
volunteers are used to answer calls from the east coast of Australia then callers from WA would be disadvantaged and 
currently each State has operators answering calls between 7:00am and 7:00pm within their state.  

In the future all collective agreements will be streamlined so there could be more flexibility in working hours so CSA may 
be able to extend hours 

Action Item 1.1 – 
CSA will give an 
update on Credit 
Card payments in 
particular the actual 
take up rate at the 
next meeting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 1.2 – 
FaHCSIA to provide 
members with a 
PDF version of the 
Emerging Issues 
register  
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 advised that customers should be able to have one service across Australia so that enquiries could be 
handled outside usual working hours.  The chair advised that the next step would be for SPCA to raise the issue with 
the DHS Minister because the CSA were only able to work within the specifications of their Collective agreement.  

Another suggestion from the CSA was for customers to use the CSA on-line services. 

 agreed with CSA advising they are struggling to meet the WA demands with the volunteers they have.  
 said the CSA need to look at the time it takes to use alternative methods eg: web and email as they also take 

more time than a phone call.  

There was also discussion around the Emerging Issues register and FaHCSIA agreed to provide a PDF version of the 
register..  FaHCSIA would also look at capacity to cross reference issues for members. 

 raised concerns over the way emerging issues are perceived by members and how FaHCSIA and CSA 
perceive them.  Members feel an emerging issue is a way to engage with policy.  Members often want to challenge the 
policy terrain but FaHCSIA/CSA consider if an answer is given the issue is closed.  As advised in the December 
meeting emerging issues can re-emerge and be looked at again.   told the meeting that it isn’t always possible to 
please all members with the responses that are given but FaHCSIA /CSA would work on providing more helpful 
responses in future.  It was agreed that future agendas would include extra time to discuss emerging issues especially 
in a policy context  

Members were advised that the issues raised at CSNSEG were always passed to respective Ministers for information.  
It was agreed that members would receive feedback on outcomes from previous meetings in future.    

Action Item 1.3 – If 
possible FaHCSIA 
to cross reference 
issues for members. 

Action Item 1.4 – 
Future agendas will 
include emerging 
issues that require 
further discussion 
because of policy 
implications. 

Action Item 1.5 –  
Future agendas will 
include a section on 
outcomes from 
previous meeting. 

Alignment of care and Income Estimates measure  

 
Alignment of care 

 spoke to the presentation which will be provided with minutes.  Members were advised FaHCSIA will 
email everyone when the Bill has been passed and the offer was made to talk and walk through the provisions to assist 
them with their understanding of the issues if required.   Members to contact  should they wish to take up 
this offer. 
 
Income Estimates 

 spoke to the presentation which will be provided with minutes.  

 

Compliance and Enforcement Policy Paper  

This was sent to members on 2 March 2010. 

Written responses to compliance paper are welcome and should be submitted within two weeks.  
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A paper summarising the outcome of the discussion will be circulated back to the group for comment and then 
submitted to the Minister.   

   

 Arrived at 11.20 and the DHS advisors arrived at 11.36 See speaking notes:  
• The Minister spoke about the following: 
•  Paid Parental Leave; 
• The impact of the child support reforms and the latest analysis;   
• Alignment of care and Income estimates measures due to be implemented later this year; 
• FaHCSIA will work with CSA on measures to improve the accuracy of income details so assessments are paid. 

 
 confirmed that the previous funding which advocacy groups received from FaHCSIA is now completed.  

But there is currently a transition period to return funding to a more sustainable level and that FaHCSIA must work 
within its existing budget which involves may other programs within FaHCSIA and there will be a transition to more 
sustainable funding.  The Minister stressed that it is important to have the community sector voices heard and the work 
these organisations undertake is appreciated.  Funding for these organisations has been allocated from within existing 
FaHCSIA programs. 
 

 stated that an increase in child support debt was a concerning issue.  The non-lodgement of 
tax returns was noted as a significant issue.   
 

 

Change of Assesment (COA) Reform Project-  

 – PowerPoint presentation handed out to members. 
 

 

Richmond review update  

 gave an update on the review for members.  All members were sent a hard copy of the review prior to 
the meeting.  Slides provided. 
 

• Feedback received - most think it’s a good summary of issues.  It articulates the concerns people have been 
worried about for some time. 

• Grouped recommendations broadly – Internal operating recommendations – CSA’s structures were confusing, 
who was accountable and not aligned for good customer experience – clarified service delivery model and then 
align organisation with that service model. 

• The first diagram shows what the experience should be for the customer and they should have a mainstream 
experience if at all possible, however some people divert from this experience if they’re not compliant. Objective 
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is to get people back to being compliant! 
• The strategies and gateways people use are all very important in getting people back to being compliant. 
• Have re-organised the CSA as a result of this ideal to get compliant. Shifted to a nationally focused operation, 

theres an operations division which is aligned directly with Service delivery model. 
• Went through org chart for members 
• Lot of recommendations about IT and IT systems  - this is challenging and can’t eradicate the CUBA system just 

yet. 
• How does the CSA get visiblilty, how do we deal with feedback and what is done with it. 
• Correspondence to customers is difficult to understand, which the CSA are aware of.  CSA to investigate 

wording on correspondence.  
 

 from the CSA then took questions  
Members wanted to know if the recommendation relating to CSNSEG to have an Independent chair or facilitator was 
being explored.  Members were advised that CSA hasn’t pursued this with FaHCSIA as the report was referring to 
clarity from stakeholders and we are moving to particularly engaging with stakeholders not just have an information 
exchange.  FaHCSIA and CSA agreed they would have this discussion.  
 
Discussion then moved to the Terms of Reference and the need for a collective understanding of what advisory 
means.  Minutes to reflect all views of Members. Members were encouraged to read the draft minutes and provide 
feedback if there were any issues that may not have been included in minutes when they are sent out for comment.  
It was agreed that FaHCSIA and CSA would review the Terms of Reference so they could be finalised at the next 
meeting and articulate to the group where we are up to with an issue. 
 
Members were advised that CSNSEG is an advisory group to FaHCSIA and the Child Support Program not the 
Government.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Action Item 4.1 – 
FaHCSIA and CSA 
to meet to discuss 
recommendation 
49.3 of the 
Richmond review 
Action Item 4.2 
FaHCSIA and CSA 
to review the Terms 
of Reference and 
send out a revised 
draft for members 
comments  

Member updates   

The ACOSS member update was tabled at the meeting. – Copy also included in Folders 
 
Anglicare, Commonwealth Ombudsman’s office, DIDs, Federal Magistrates Court, Kids helpline, NCSMC, SPCA and 
Sole Parent’s Union all provided verbal updates. 
 

 

Child Support Program Service Delivery Update & FaHCSIA Policy Update  

CSA –  spoke to the paper tabled at meeting.  Members were asked to contact  or  
if they were interested on joining the reference group  
 

 spoke about the introduction of new telephone system 

Action Item 5.1 – 
FaHCSIA will 
provide members 
with the National 
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FaHCSIA –  advised members that Families week will commence the week of 15 May and the theme is 
around children.  FaHCSIA will send information out with minutes.  FaHCSIA will also advise members when the 
Alignment of Care and Income Estimates legislation is introduced in Parliament.   
 

Families Week 
information with the 
minutes 

Next meeting 23 June  

Meeting Closed at 3.30pm  
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Action Items from 16 March 2010 meeting 
 

 

Agenda item / Action Items 
arising 

Responsibility Due 
Date 

Status Comments 

Action Item 1     

Action Item 1.1 – CSA will give 
an update on Credit Card 
payments in particular the actual 
take up rate at the next meeting  

CSA 23/6/10  Time Slot on 
Agenda to be 
arranged for  
23 June Meeting 

Action Item 1.2 – FaHCSIA to 
provide members with a PDF 
version of the Emerging Issues 
register  

FaHCSIA 23/3/10 Closed Documents sent 
with the minutes 

Action Item 1.3 – If possible 
FaHCSIA to cross reference 
issues for members 

FaHCSIA ASAP   

Action Item 1.4 – Future agendas 
will include emerging issues that 
require further discussion because 
of policy implications. 

FaHCSIA/CSA  Closed All future agendas 
will include this 
section 

Action Item 1.5 –  
Future agendas will include a 
section on outcomes from 
previous meetings 

FaHCSIA  Closed All future agendas 
will include this 
section 

Action Item 4.1 – FaHCSIA and 
CSA to meet to discuss 
recommendation 49.3 of the 
Richmond review 

FaHCSIA/CSA    

Action Item 4.2 FaHCSIA and 
CSA to review the Terms of 
Reference and send out a revised 
draft for members comments 

FaHCSIA/CSA    

Action Item 5.1 – FaHCSIA will 
provide members with up to date 
information about National 
Families Week  

FaHCSIA  Ongoing 
until 15 
May 

Information sent 
with Minutes  
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From:
To:

Subject: CSNSEG March Meeting - Minutes [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
Date: Wednesday, 21 April 2010 4:28:30 PM
Attachments: Emerging Issue Register 2007.PDF

Emerging Issue Register 2008.PDF
Emerging Issue register 2009.PDF
Families Australia - National Families Week.mht
Emerging Issues Register 2010.PDF
Minutes - Final March 16 2010 V2.DOC.DOC
Domestic violence and child support references.DOC
Draft CSNSEG summary of discussion.DOC.DOC

Good Afternoon members
 

Please find attached the following documents for your information/comment
 

1. CSNSEG Minutes for comment
2. Compliance Policy Paper overview of outcomes from the meeting for comment
3. Emerging Issues which includes cross referencing PDF
4. National Families Week (NFW) Information
5. Domestic violence and post separation references

 
If you have any comments would you please forward to me by Friday 7 May 2010.
 
 
Regards
 

 
Child Support Program Management and Implementation
Child Support Policy Branch
 
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


1 16 August 
2007 
CSNSEG 


National 
Legal Aid 
representa
tive 


Availability of CSA On-Line 
information to people who do not 
have internet access. 


CSA customers  See Attached response Page 24 Closed 


2 16 August 
2007 
CSNSEG 


National 
Council 
for Single 
Mothers 
and their 
Children 
Dr Elspeth 
McInnes 


Inadequate accessible 
information about detailed 
financial changes for families 
Inability to plan for changes in 
financial situation, including 
inability to sustain fixed and 
continuing costs such as 
housing, schooling, private 
tuition, sport and recreation 
enrolments 


The child 
support payee 
and child 
population 


 See Attached response Page 25 Closed  


3 16 August 
2007 
CSNSEG 


Family 
Services, 
Catholic 
Social 
Services 
Australia 
Louise 
Lamont 
 


Questions relating to Call 
Recording  
 
 


CSA  See Attached response Page 30 Closed  


4 16 August 
2007 
CSNSEG 


Dads in 
Distress 
(DIDs) 
Tony 
Miller 


Community Information 
Session’s running within months 
of DIDS information nights 


CSA   Responded to in session   Closed  
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


5 16 August 
CSNSEG 


Dads in 
Distress 
Tony 
Miller 


Lack of understanding of the 
financial constraints on self-
employed and small business 
owners 


CSA  See Attached response Page 11 Closed  


6 16 August 
CSNSEG 


National 
Council 
for Single 
Mothers 
and their 
Children 
Dr Elspeth 
McInnes 


Members requesting 
disbursement based Family Tax 
Benefit (FTB) from Centrelink 
officers and reporting that are 
being refused the change 


Centrelink 
primarily – CSA 
and FACSIA 


 See Attached response Page 15 Closed  


7 16 August 
CSNSEG 


National 
Council 
for Single 
Mothers 
and their 
Children 
Dr Elspeth 
McInnes 
 


Child support payees owed child 
support report their FTB is 
reduced to reflect the non-
resident parents share of care 


CSA  See Attached response Page 16 Closed  


8 16 August 
CSNSEG 


National 
Council 
for Single 
Mothers 
and their 
Children 
Dr Elspeth 
McInnes 


Family Relationship Centre (FRC) 
staff not aware of provision of 
impact of parenting agreements 
on income support (ie child 
support) 


AGD’s primarily 
– CSA and FRC 
staff 


 See Attached response Page 21 Closed  
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


9 16 August 
CSNSEG 


Legal Aid 
Ruth 
Pilkinton 


Child Support Agency (CSA) 
officers providing incorrect 
information, inappropriate 
comments, inappropriately 
seeking information contrary to 
the solicitor/client relationship 


Child support 
agency 
customers 


 See Attached response Page 26 Closed  


10 26 
November 
CSNSEG 
emerging 
issues 
template 


Domestic 
Violence 
and Incest 
Research 
Centre 
Allie 
Bailey 


The ‘Battle Scars’ report on 
domestic violence 


  See Attached response Page 19 Closed  


11 26 
November 
CSNSEG 
emerging 
issues 
template  
(see issue 
#3) 


Family 
Services, 
Catholic 
Social 
Services 
Australia 
Louise 
Lamont,  


Further and follow up questions 
around Call Recording (see 
emerging issues 26 Nov 
CSNSEG) 


Child support 
agency 
customers 


 See Attached response Page 31 Closed  


12 26 
November 
2007 
CSNSEG 
meeting 


 Action item 3.1 
Paul Jelfs (CSA) is seeking 
feedback from the state child 
support engagement groups in 
relation to CSA personalised 
services arrangements. 


Child support 
agency 
customers 


Paul Jelfs 
CSA 


See Attached response Page 27 Closed  


13 26 
November 
2007 
CSNSEG 


 Act ion item 3.2  
FaCSIA to provide further written 
information pertaining to the 
operational (rather than 


Child support 
agency 
customers 


Pamela 
Kinnear 
FaHCSIA 


See Attached response Page 10 Closed  
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


meeting legislative) definition of care and, 
in particular, daytime care. 


14 26 
November 
2007 
CSNSEG 
meeting 


Tony 
Miller 
Dads In 
Distress 


Action item 3.3 
CSA is preparing a written 
response about self employed 
people and small business 
owners who are payers.  See 
Issue # 5 


Self employed 
people and 
small business 
owners who are 
payers 


Paul Jelfs 
CSA 


See Attached response Page 12 Closed  


15 26 
November 
2007 
CSNSEG 
meeting 


 Action item 3.4 
CSA expressed interest in setting 
up meetings with local business 
people, with assistance from 
DIDs.  Paul Jelfs (CSA) to talk to 
Tony Miller (DIDs) in relation to 
setting up meetings with local 
business people.  


CSA/local 
business 
owners 


Paul Jelfs 
CSA 


See Attached response Page 14 Closed  


16 26 
November 
2007 
CSNSEG 
meeting 


Allie 
Bailey 
DVIRC 


Allie Bailey (Domestic Violence 
and Incest Resource Centre) 
suggested that the information 
provided to DIDs re: the self 
employed and small business 
owners also be provided to small 
business owners who are payees 


Local business 
owners who are 
payees 


 See issue #14  Closed  


17 26 
November 
2007 
CSNSEG 
meeting 


NCSMC Action item 3.5 
At the 16 August CSNSEG 
meeting, National Council of 
Single Mothers and their Children 
brought up the issue of reduction 
of Family Tax Benefit (FTB) and 


CSA customers Paul Jelfs 
CSA 
 


See Attached response Page 17 Closed  
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


what proportion of FTB will be 
recovered as a debt. Elspeth 
McInnes requested a scripted 
and statistically based response 
rather than a straight explanation 
of legislation/policy. 


18 26 
November 
2007 
CSNSEG 
meeting 


 Action item 3.6 
Sue Pidgeon (Attorney-General’s 
Department) advised that Family 
Relationship Centre (FRC) staff 
are trained by Centrelink and 
CSA to be aware of relevant 
issues but are not trained to have 
detailed knowledge of legislation 
or of income support payments. 
It was suggested that a handout 
be developed for FRC staff or 
practitioners to use that will alert 
customers that they need to 
source specialist advice on the 
specific issues relating to their 
parenting plans or agreements.  
 
At the meeting, Sue advised that 
in considering the suggestion of 
a handout, an existing product 
had been identified that includes 
information about the need to 
seek CSA and Centrelink advice 
when developing a parenting 
plan.  The section is called 


CSA customers Dennis 
Mahony 
Centrelink 


See Attached response Page 22 Closed  
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


Parenting Plans, Child Support 
and Centrelink.  It is five 
paragraphs long and ends with 
the relevant phone numbers.    
 
The handout was made available 
at the meeting in hard copy. 
 
Teresa Hurry (Centrelink) 
indicated that Centrelink had a 
mechanism that let parents know 
that they should seek advice. 
Teresa to follow up on the script 
re advice on seeking information 
about Family Tax Benefit and the 
principal carer.   


19 26 
November 
2007 
CSNSEG 
meeting 


SPCA Action item 3.7 
The Shared Parenting Council of 
Australia brought up the details 
of a specific case. Members were 
requested not to raise case 
specific issues at this meeting 
but provide them directly to CSA 
for resolution with appropriate 
authority and customer 
identification details. 


CSA N/A CSA Liaised with Ed Dabrowski (Shared 
parenting Council of Australia) re specific 
case 


Closed  


20 26 
November 
2007 
CSNSEG 
meeting 


 Action item 3.8 
Ruth Pilkinton (Legal Aid) 
advised that the CSA doesn’t 
respond directly to Legal Aid 
with an answer to a question or 


Legal aid 
employees/CSA 
customers 


Sam 
Palmer 
CSA 


See Attached response Page 28 Closed 
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


issue they have raised on behalf 
of a constituent/client - at times 
the  response goes straight back 
to the person involved.  Sam 
Palmer (CSA) suggested that the 
information/answer should also 
be provided to Legal Aid as the 
advisor of that person. 


21 26 
November 
2007 
CSNSEG 
meeting 


SPCA Action item 3.9 
The Shared Parenting Council of 
Australia inquired as to whether 
or not an employee is informed 
when an employer makes 
deductions and makes 
adjustments to the amount of the 
deduction. CSA indicated that all 
employees are notified of 
garnishing arrangements in 
advance. Further investigation of 
variation notifications will be 
undertaken by CSA.    


CSA customers 
and their 
employers 


Sam 
Palmer 
CSA  


See Attached response Page 29 Closed 


22 26 
November 
2007 
CSNSEG 
meeting 


Elspeth 
McInnes 


Action Item 4.1  
Allie Bailey tabled the “Battle 
Scars” report as an Emerging 
Issue. 
 
Elspeth McInnes requested more 
information about stats held 
around domestic violence and 
exemptions from the 
Maintenance Action Test (MAT).  


CSA Sam 
Palmer 
CSA 


See Attached response Page 20 Closed 
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


Samantha Palmer (CSA) advised 
that the CSA have taken initial 
action to collect information. 
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Care 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 13 


 
Meeting 26 November  
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


 


 
Issue Action item 3.2 
FaCSIA to provide further written information pertaining to the operational (rather than legislative) 
definition of care and, in particular, daytime care. 
 
Daytime care will be recognised in certain circumstances.  The Department is currently examining 
options and methodologies to enable the equitable recognition of daytime care costs.  The 
Department will be working with CSA in monitoring daytime care applications over the next 12 
months which will inform a decision on the best way to reflect these costs in a non-resident 
parent’s child support assessment 
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Small business  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP 


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 5 
 
Meeting 16 August 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Tony Miller  
 
Dads in Distress 
 


 
Issue Lack of understanding of the financial constr aints on self-employed and small 
business owners 
The self employed and those running small businesses often have complex financial 
arrangements. While the extent to which the CSA can account for the financial situation of its self 
employed customers is limited by legislation, CSA staff are trained to work closely with customers 
to develop child support debt management solutions. 
 
Self employed customers present CSA with numerous challenges – both in assessing their 
capacity to support their children and in actually collecting the child support from them. Those 
challenges include the fact that many small business people are themselves almost totally reliant 
on their accountants to ensure their book 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 14 


 
Meeting 26 November  
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Tony Miller 
 
Dads In Distress 


 
Issue Action item 3.3 
CSA is preparing a written response about self empl oyed people and small business 
owners who are payers.  See Issue # 5 
 
The self employed and those running small businesses often have complex financial 
arrangements. While the extent to which the CSA can account for the financial situation of its self 
employed customers is limited by legislation, CSA staff are trained to work closely with customers 
to develop child support debt management solutions. 
 
Self employed customers present CSA with numerous challenges – both in assessing their 
capacity to support their children and in actually collecting the child support from them. Those 
challenges include the fact that many small business people are themselves almost totally reliant 
on their accountants to ensure their book keeping is accurate. 
 
Ultimately, Child Support Officers have to rely on the customer being proactive in contacting us if 
the system isn’t working very well for their particular circumstances and we also rely on the 
customer to be open and honest in how they present those circumstances to us. 
 
The courts face similar challenges but the SSAT, with its ability to use expert part time members, 
should help CSA get more clarity around some of the complex issues involved with small 
businesses. 
 
As it is frequently difficult for self employed customers to accurately estimate their expected 
income, CSA supports these customers by urging them to either review their Estimates as soon 
as changes occur or to lodge a new Estimate every two months. Submitting regular financial 
updates to CSA reduces the likelihood of self employed customers paying beyond their capacity 
or accruing debts and penalties. 
 
CSA staff consider the financial particulars of customers on a case-by-case basis and make 
decisions that account for those circumstances whilst pursuing collection to ensure timely 
payment. In a collect case, CSA is charged with the responsibility of vigorously pursuing debt 
because we have a duty to do so.   
 
Where Change of Assessment (COA) is concerned, Senior Case Officers (SCOs) are responsible 
for examining COA cases and are trained to understand the limitations on self employed 
customers to accurately portray their financial circumstances. To ensure the best possible 
outcome for all parties, SCOs have the authority to make high level decisions, within the 
legislation, to account for these limitations on self employed customers.   
 
Other changes introduced from 1 January 2007 provide the courts with increased powers to make 
stay offers covering most aspects of assessment of collection to decrease the incidence of debts 
and penalties accruing while a case is being examined.  
 
Detailed procedural instructions about Estimates are provided to staff and more information about 
the legislation governing Estimates is available from the Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989, 
Subdivision B of Division 3 of Part 5, sections 59 to 64A, and 160 and 161. 
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To better understand the circumstances of self employed small business owners, the Assistant 
General Manager of Stakeholder Engagement, Dr Paul Jelfs, and Tony Miller have commenced 
discussions about setting up meetings between key small business owners and CSA staff. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 15 


 
Meeting 26 November  
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


 


 
Issue Action item 3.4 
CSA expressed interest in setting up meetings with local business people, with assistance from 
DIDs.  Paul Jelfs (CSA) to talk to Tony Miller (DIDs) in relation to setting up meetings with local 
business people. 


Dads in Distress offered small business owners to discuss the impact of Child Support with 
FaHCSIA and CSA. Paul Jelfs has spoken with Tony Miller as to which customers might be most 
appropriate. Tony will provide contact details of the people involved and their location and a plan 
to facilitate meetings with those customers will be established 
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Family Payments/FTB  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 6 


 
Meeting 16 August 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Dr Elspeth McInnes  
 
National Council for Single Mothers and their Children 
 


 
Issue Members requesting disbursement based Family Tax Benefit (FTB) from Centrelink officers 
and reporting that are being refused the change 
Centrelink reissued advice to its network on 18 August 2007 to the effect that it is the customer's 
choice as to which method of assessment they wish to have their child support assessed under, 
i.e. entitlement or disbursement, noting that the entitlement method is the default method.    
 
It is acknowledged that some customers may perceive resistance on Centrelink's part to transfer 
to the disbursement method, when in fact staff are merely exercising a duty of care to inform 
customers of the consequences of this method of assessment because it comes with a higher risk 
of overpayment should large lump sum arrears of child support be received, particularly towards 
the end of the financial year. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 7 


 
Meeting 16 August 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Dr Elspeth McInnes 
 
National Council for Single Mothers and their Children 
 


 
Issue Child support payees owed child support report their FTB is reduced to reflect the non-
resident parents share of care 
There are two methods for assessing child support r eceived for the purposes of FTB Part 
A, entitlement method and disbursement method.  Reg ardless of which method is used 
during the year for CSA collect cases, the estimate d amount of child support used to 
assess a recipient’s entitlement to FTB Part A is r econciled against the actual amount of 
child support received after the end of the financi al year. This process compares the 
estimated child support income with the actual amou nts. 
This may result in a credit or a debt. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 17 


 
Meeting 26 November  
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


NCSMC 


 
Issue Action item 3.5 
At the 16 August CSNSEG meeting, National Council of Single Mothers and their Children 
brought up the issue of reduction of Family Tax Benefit (FTB) and what proportion of FTB will be 
recovered as a debt. Elspeth McInnes requested a scripted and statistically based response 
rather than a straight explanation of legislation/policy. 
 
Family Tax Benefit (FTB)  is paid to both receiving and paying parents commensurate with the 
level of care they each provide.  
Parents are currently entitled to a portion of FTB if they have care of a child for at least 10% of the 
time. In other words, the proportion of FTB paid to both paying and receiving parents reflects the 
proportion of time the parents each have care of the child/ren.  
A parent can elect to receive FTB either by fortnightly instalments from Centrelink or as a lump 
sum at the end of the financial year via the Australian Tax Office. 
There is, however, provision for the FTB of a parent with a child support debt to be accessed by 
the Child Support Agency and paid to the receiving parent as child support . 
The provision for CSA to garnishee a paying Parent’s FTB to meet a child support debt would not 
result in a change to a receiving parent’s FTB.  
 
Collecting FTB to recover a debt 
As correctly noted in the Emerging Issue, the CSA has legislative authority to garnishee the FTB 
payments of a parent with a child support debt and who receives FTB in respect of the children for 
whom they have 10% or more care.   
In so far as care arrangements are concerned, if a parent owes child support, the receiving 
parent’s FTB payments will not change. The FTB received by a receiving parent is not reduced if 
they are owed child support. 


CSA can issue a legal notice to Centrelink to deduct some or all of the parent’s FTB (in relation to 
that child) so as to recover some or all of the customer’s debt.  


This action however, is only taken after a range of other avenues to recover the debt have been 
exhausted as the purpose of FTB payments is to provide parents with financial support for their 
children. CSA officers are instructed to contact the parent who is in arrears and negotiate a range 
of payment options, which may include an interception of FTB payments. 


CSA will not, however, request an interception of FTB where a paying parent has multiple cases. 
This is because any amounts collected would have to be apportioned across the separate 
entitlements, meaning that FTB intended for a particular child could be provided to a receiving 
parent with care of a different child. 


Between 1/09/07 - 29/02/08, CSA had contacted Centrelink to deduct Child Support arrears for 85 
FTB customers 
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Domestic violence  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 10 


 
Meeting 26 November  
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Allie Bailey  
 
Domestic Violence and Incest Research Centre 
 


 
Issue The ‘Battle Scars’ report on domestic violence 
 
 
The CSA has been working to develop their strategy further, a written response will be provided to 
Elspeth McInnes (Australian Council of Social Services – ACOSS) and Jan Price (National 
Council of Single Mothers and their Children – NCSMC) at the meeting. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 22 


 
Meeting 26 November  
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Elspeth McInnes 


 
Issue Action Item 4.1 
Allie Bailey tabled the “Battle Scars” report as an  Emerging Issue. 
 
Elspeth McInnes requested more information about stats held around domestic violence and 
exemptions from the Maintenance Action Test (MAT).  Samantha Palmer (CSA) advised that the 
CSA have taken initial action to collect information. 
 
The CSA has been working to develop their strategy further, a written response will be provided to 
Elspeth McInnes (Australian Council of Social Services – ACOSS) and Jan Price (National 
Council of Single Mothers and their Children – NCSMC) at the meeting. 
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Family Relationship Centres  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 8 


 
Meeting 16 August 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Dr Elspeth McInnes 
 
National Council for Single Mothers and their Children 
 


 
Issue Child support payees owed child support repor t their FTB is reduced to reflect the 
non-resident parents share of care 
 
There are two methods for assessing child support r eceived for the purposes of FTB Part 
A, entitlement method and disbursement method.  Reg ardless of which method is used 
during the year for CSA collect cases, the estimate d amount of child support used to 
assess a recipient’s entitlement to FTB Part A is r econciled against the actual amount of 
child support received after the end of the financi al year. This process compares the 
estimated child support income with the actual amou nts. 
This may result in a credit or a debt. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 18 


 
Meeting 26 November  
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


 


 
Issue Action item 3.6 
Sue Pidgeon (Attorney-General’s Department) advised  that Family Relationship Centre 
(FRC) staff are trained by Centrelink and CSA to be  aware of relevant issues but are not 
trained to have detailed knowledge of legislation o r of income support payments. It was 
suggested that a handout be developed for FRC staff  or practitioners to use that will alert 
customers that they need to source specialist advic e on the specific issues relating to 
their parenting plans or agreements.  
 
At the meeting, Sue advised that in considering the suggestion of a handout, an existing product 
had been identified that includes information about the need to seek CSA and Centrelink advice 
when developing a parenting plan.  The section is called Parenting Plans, Child Support and 
Centrelink.  It is five paragraphs long and ends with the relevant phone numbers.    
 
The handout was made available at the meeting in hard copy. 
 
Teresa Hurry (Centrelink) indicated that Centrelink  had a mechanism that let parents know 
that they should seek advice. Teresa to follow up o n the script re advice on seeking 
information about Family Tax Benefit and the princi pal carer.   
Advice provided to a person claiming an Income Supp ort Payment when presenting to 
Centrelink with 50 per cent care of a dependant chi ld.  
In most cases where the care of a child/ren is shared, the person with the greater degree of care 
and control of the child is regarded as the principal carer of that child/ren.  A decision on whether 
or not a person is a principal carer only becomes relevant where one or both of the claimants are 
in receipt of or claiming an income support payment. An assessment on the principal carer status 
will be made even if only one person is claiming or is in receipt of a relevant Income Support 
Payment  
Based on the customer’s circumstances the staff member will invite the customer to claim an 
appropriate payment and will explain any participation requirements of the relevant Income 
Support Payment. 
For a customer to be treated as a principal carer for Newstart, Youth Allowance, Special Benefit 
or to qualify for Parenting Payment, they need to have at least one qualifying child/ Parenting 
Payment child in their care. Only one person can be assessed as the principal carer of a child. A 
person must be the principal carer of a child for that child to be a qualifying Parenting Payment 
child. 
A customer who is not considered the principal carer of a child may still benefit by receiving a 
higher rate of benefit (with child rate) or an additional income free area if they are caring for a 
child.  The shared care assessment must be made even if only one customer is claiming income 
support as a principal carer. 
In order to make an assessment of shared care details will be obtained from both carers, even if 
only one is claiming or receiving income support. If possible both carers will be interviewed and 
any evidence to support the details of the shared care arrangement obtained. 
Centrelink makes an assessment based to each individual’s circumstances. The assessment 
determines if the person is the principal carer - as only one person at a time can be the principal 
carer of a particular child. The assessment examines whether only one person has legal 
responsibility for the day-to-day care, welfare and development of the child and the child is in the 
adult's care. It will examine whether one person has a greater degree of care and control.  
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Guide to Social Security Law, Version 1.132 Released 4 February 2008 


 
1.1.P.412  Principal carer 


Only one person can be the principal carer of a particular child 


Subsection 5(18) of the Social Security Act 1991  specifies that only one person at a time can 
be the principal carer of a particular child. In all shared care situations, it is necessary to 
determine which of the carers is the principal carer. 
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Service Delivery  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 1 


Meeting 16 August 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


National Legal Aid representative  


 
Issue: Availability of CSA On-Line information to people who do not have internet access. 
 
That CSA review its on-line information and consider producing hard copies of that information in 
short fact sheets.  
Alternately, CSA provide details in its letters to customers of information that is available on-line 
and advise customers that the relevant information can also be requested in hard copy from CSA. 
Further, CSA consider providing customers with details of on-line access points in a customer’s 
local community. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 2 


 
Meeting 16 August 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Dr Elspeth McInnes 
 
National Council for Single Mothers and their Child ren 


 


 
Issue : Inadequate accessible information about detailed fi nancial changes for families 
Inability to plan for changes in financial situation, including inability to sustain fixed and continuing 
costs such as housing, schooling, private tuition, sport and recreation enrolments 
Universal Access to a user –friendly child support calculator allowing parents to enter relevant 
data and obtain a net figure. Implement it via child support agency telephone staff, published step 
by step calculator guides, agency website, hot links with relevant agencies 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 9 


 
Meeting 16 August 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Ruth Pilkinton  
 
Legal Aid 
 


 
Issue Child Support Agency (CSA) officers providing incorrect information, inappropriate 
comments, inappropriately seeking information contrary to the solicitor/client relationship 
Legal Aid advised that some of their constituents w ere reporting that, at times, CSA staff 
are providing incorrect or inappropriate informatio n.  Members were invited to provide 
details on specific instances of CSA staff providin g incorrect or inappropriate information. 
CSA requested that where these situations ocurred t hat specific details be provided to 
Jennifer Cooke via the Secretariat so that they may  be verified and corrected where 
necessary. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 12 


 
Meeting 26 November  
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


 


 
Issue Action item 3.1 
Paul Jelfs (CSA) is seeking feedback from the state child support engagement groups in relation 
to CSA personalised services arrangements. 
 
The CSA have been talking with Kym Bonner (CSA Personalised Services) and have agreed that 
they will: 
  
a)   support the State Child Support Stakeholder Engagement Groups to include a short 
presentation on personalised services at their meetings, including the use of some case studies to 
illustrate where this service delivery approach has worked well; and  
b)    write to key stakeholders to provide some inf ormation about personalised services 
(and other CSA services), list the CSA sites where personalised services are available to 
customers, provide some case studies and ask the st akeholders to indicate their interest 
in and capacity to be actively involved with CSA st aff to support customers within the 
personalised services model. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 20 


 
Meeting 26 November  
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


 


 
Issue Action item 3.8 
Ruth Pilkinton (Legal Aid) advised that the CSA doesn’t respond directly to Legal Aid with an 
answer to a question or issue they have raised on behalf of a constituent/client - at times the  
response goes straight back to the person involved.  Sam Palmer (CSA) suggested that the 
information/answer should also be provided to Legal Aid as the advisor of that person. 
 
If a CSA customer has instructed a solicitor to act on their behalf in relation to child support 
matters, CSA will accept such representation and communicate with the solicitor. In such cases 
CSA staff should deal directly with the solicitor.  
A solicitor or authorised agent can represent a CSA customer in all child support matters, except 
for a Change of Assessment conference.  
Solicitors should be able to include an authorisation with written requests, or to send a facsimile of 
it for telephone communications. Solicitors can also have implied authorisation by lodging a form 
(such as an application for a child support assessment) signed by the customer, or by producing a 
CSA letter sent to the customer.  
Very occasionally however, it is not entirely clear whether the Customer Service Officer should be 
always dealing directly with the solicitor, particularly in cases where a customer tells the CSO that 
he or she will communicate their discussion with the solicitor. Further, Customer Service Officers 
are extremely concerned about CSA's secrecy provisions and want to take all precautions to 
ensure they do not contravene those.* The penalty for an offence under either of these sections is 
imprisonment for one year. 
The Child Support Agency appreciates all feedback and will work with CSOs via a range of 
communication channels to ensure that our staff communicate all information to a customer’s 
represented authority. Those channels may include the National Service Delivery newsletter, 
Procedural Instructions and the Technical Support Officer Network located in each state. 
 
_________________________________ 
(Section 150 of the Assessment Act & S16 of the Collection Act are the relevant legislative 
references that deal with the Agency's Secrecy provisions and the provision of protected 
information.) 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 21 


 
Meeting 26 November  
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


 


 
Issue Action item 3.9 
The Shared Parenting Council of Australia inquired as to whether or not an employee is informed 
when an employer makes deductions and makes adjustments to the amount of the deduction. 
CSA indicated that all employees are notified of garnishing arrangements in advance. Further 
investigation of variation notifications will be undertaken by CSA 
Customers whose child support payments are deducted by their employer sometimes find their 
child support is under or over paid at the end of the month when their child support is disbursed. 
Generally this occurs when a customer’s estimated income does not match their actual income, or 
if a customer has not informed CSA of any changes that may affect the assessment. If the 
amount of child support received by CSA from the employer is different to the amount scheduled, 
CSA’s Employer Withholding area liaises promptly with employers to discuss the reason for the 
variation. 
If, under these circumstances, a Late Payment Penalty (LPP) has been applied, automatic 
remittance may occur or the customer can apply to have the LPP remitted. In most such cases, 
CSA discusses the circumstances with the customer and remits the LPP. 
In the case of an underpayment occurring, the customer is alerted by their monthly statement of 
account. Child Support Officers understand that a debt caused by an employer making an 
underpayment is not due to the customer being non-compliant. In this situation the customer and 
the Child Support Officer will usually negotiate a payment arrangement before additional 
deductions are commenced to recover the debt. An opportunity to negotiate allows the payer to 
present CSA with any relevant facts for consideration.  
With respect to credit building in a customer’s account, reimbursement is arranged on a case-by-
case basis and is unrelated to the end of the Financial Year. As with underpayments, credits may 
occur on a monthly basis and customers who have credit accumulating in their account can elect 
to have the full amount reimbursed, or to use the credit toward their monthly liability. 
Paying parents in credit can request a refund from CSA and the agency actively pursues 
reimbursement of credit to customers. 
Paying parents are encouraged not to see this as an activity that ‘happens to them’ as CSA sees 
it as a deduction process and wants paying parents to feel empowered to contact CSA whenever 
they need to discuss their account and to alert us to changes and any issues. CSA welcomes the 
opportunity to discuss these issues face to face. 
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Privacy  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 3 


 
Meeting 16 August 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Louise Lamont 
 
Family Services, Catholic Social Services Australia  


 
Issue Questions relating to Call Recording  
 
Paul Jelfs advised members that CSA recorded calls are kept on file for three years. Customers 
are informed of the call recording and reasons for it.  CSA call recording complies with privacy 
requirements. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 11 


 
Meeting 26 November  
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Louise Lamont 
 
Family Services, Catholic Social Services Australia 


Issue: Further and follow up questions around Call recording (see emerging issues 26 Nov 
CSNSEG) 
Paul Jelfs advised members that CSA recorded calls are kept on file for three years. Customers 
are informed of the call recording and reasons for it.  CSA call recording complies with privacy 
requirements. 
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


23 & 24 12 March 
2008 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


Shared 
Parenting 
Council 


Some payees with less than 35 
percent care will not have access to 
the FTB payment post 1 July 2008. 
This is problematic for low income 
earners.  
 
Does the Government intend to 
maintain the income levels for low 
income earners who will lose 
access to FTB post 1 July 2008 


All low income 
earners with less 
than 35% care 
 


FaHCSIA See Attached response Page 15&16 Closed 


    
Will judgements be monitored to 
ensure contact time is constrained 
to less than 35% time to avoid FTB 
reductions of income. 
  
How will the CSA respond to this 
issue? 
 


All low income earners with care less than 35%  
Participants in court process who will argue for care thresholds 
less than 35% (127 nights)  


 
 


CSA/ 
Centrelink 
FaHCSIA 


 Closed 


25 12 March 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


Family 
Relationshi
p Services 
Australia 


The impact of domestic violence on 
payee’s willingness to seek the 
payment of child support. 


Children and 
women. 


Sam 
Palmer 
CSA 


See Attached response Page 17 Closed 


26 12 March 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


Legal Aid Maintenance of CSA’s computer 
records following the making of a 
Section 107 order, ie CSA has 
advised that once a Section 107 
order is made, all CSA records of 
the case are deleted making it very 


Payees and 
payers involved 
in a case where 
the payer 
successfully 
seeks a section 


Sam 
Palmer 
CSA 


See Attached response Page 18 Closed 
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


difficult for the CSA to determine 
how much child support has been 
transferred by the payer to the 
payee through the CSA. 


107 order prior to 
a section 143 
order being 
determined. 


27 12 March 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


Legal Aid SSAT does not publish its decisions 
in the Child Support jurisdiction. 


Payees and 
payers involved 
in child support 
matters that go 
before the SSAT 
or may at some 
time go before 
the SSAT, the 
CSA, all 
stakeholders in 
the CS scheme 
and legal 
advisors to 
people involved 
in child support 
matters are all 
impacted 
because it makes 
it difficult to 
predict what the 
SSAT is likely to 
do in child 
support cases 
before the 
Tribunal. 


Ty 
Emerson 
FaHCSIA 


See Attached response Page 25 Closed 
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


28 12 March 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


Legal Aid Impact of payers’ late lodgement of 
tax returns which may create an 
overpayment for the payee. 


Payees and their 
children who 
have to re-pay 
child support and 
payers with 
difficulties lodging 
their tax returns 
(perhaps due to 
on-going 
depression) may 
also face higher 
child support 
debts or 
penalties. 


Pamela 
Kinnear 
FaHCSIA 


See Attached response Page 26 Closed 


29 12 March 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


Legal Aid The rationale behind the CSA’s 
enforcement decisions; in particular 
CSA seems to take court against 
some payers who do not have 
substantial arrears, whereas others 
who have more substantial debts 
escape litigation.  CSA also insist 
on payers paying the AGS’s costs—
which means less in child support 
for the children.  Why is it essential 
that these costs are paid, but 
penalties are waived as a matter of 
course when payment 
arrangements are met? 


Payers who have 
to face court 
action when other 
arrangements 
may be more 
appropriate and 
also have to pay 
court costs and 
payees—who will 
miss out on more 
child support 
when the payer is 
forced to pay the 
AGS’s costs. 


Sam 
Palmer 
CSA 


See Attached response Page 32 Closed 


30 12 March 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 


Legal Aid Late reconciliation of estimates 
which can result in overpayments or 
more child support being owed.  


Payers and 
payees are 
potentially both 


 
CSA 


A response to the issue was tabled at the 
23 June 2008 meeting 


Closed 
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


Issue 
template 


Sometimes reconciliation has been 
delayed for 8 years and both payer 
and payee have then been 
prevented from seeking a change of 
assessment as more than 7 years 
has past. 


disadvantaged 


31 12 March 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


Dads In 
Distress 


Initial assessment for child support 
takes too long and disadvantages 
non-resident parents. 


Displaced non-
resident parent 
and often 
therefore 
children, resident 
parent and 
grandparents. 
Most heavily 
impacted seem to 
be the displaced 
parent who was 
the families 
primary source of 
income with 2 or 
more children. 
Other than CALD 
groups, a parent 
with 3 or more 
children and 
earning under 
$60,000 pa at 
time of 
separation, could 
be considered 
most seriously 


Pamela 
Kinnear 
FaHCSIA 


See Attached response Page 33 Closed 
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


disadvantaged 
and at greatest 
risk. 


31-A 23 June 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


SPCA Within the Legal Fraternity, there is 
the opinion that the changes in CSA 
payments, will lead to more money 
in the hand of high wage earners. 
As a result of this, there is a 
concern that there will be a 
corresponding increase in revised 
CSA applications as a means of 
obtaining additional money as a 
form of Spousal maintenance. 


Payers and 
payees are 
potentially both 
disadvantaged 


AGD  See Attached response Page 26 Closed 


32 23 June 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template  


SPCA How will current Change of 
Assessments (COAs) be treated 
post 1 July.  Will existing COAs still 
apply from 1/7/08 given that specific 
parenting costs will be part of the 
new formula? Can such payments 
after a COA be classified as 
Prescribed Payments to gain some 
of the 30%offset under Non agency 
Payments---------------- 


 CSA See Attached response Page 35 Closed 


33 23 June 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template  


SPCA Applicants have raised concerns 
over SSAT procedures, particularly 
their incompetence in the CSA 
appeal process, raising many 
problems/barriers experienced by 
applicants. 


Applicants to 
SSAT 


FaHCSIA A response to the issue was tabled at the 
23 June 2008 meeting 


Closed 
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


34 23 June 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template  


SPCA Clients have found that SSAT 
processes are unclear and 
unhelpful and particularly 
adversarial to clients. Overall far too 
formal in their approach 


Client appealing 
to FMC 


FaHCSIA A response to the issue was tabled at the 
23 June 2008 meeting 


Closed 


35 23 June 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template  


SPCA Clients encountering confusion over 
SSAT procedures, in particular 
there is no information/help line for 
clients to access to make the SSAT 
process simpler.  


Client appealing 
to FMC 


FaHCSIA A response to the issue was tabled at the 
23 June 2008 meeting 


Closed 


36 23 June 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


ACOSS High levels of distress arising from 
income losses to households where 
children spend most of their time. 


Payee 
households 
which are 
experiencing 
increasing costs 
of living and cuts 
to child support 
payments. 


FaHCSIA A response to the issue was tabled at the 
23 June 2008 meeting 


Closed 


37 23 June 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template  


SPCA Concerns over what is and isn’t a 
relevant Non Agency Payment – 
can the current list be expanded to 
include technology items? 


Payers  FaHCSIA  See Attached response Page 38 Closed 


 


Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is impacted  Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Closed 
Date 


38 18 August 
2008 
CSNSEG 


Sole 
Parents’ 
Union 


If a payer has or has had a 3year 
moratorium on additional income to 
allow them to set up infrastructure, 


Paying / payee 
parents / children 


FaHCSIA 
 


See Attached response Page 27 Closed 
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is impacted  Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Closed 
Date 


Emerging 
Issue 
template 


should they also be entitled to 
receive a percentage of the child 
support (i.e. 24% into their 
household) to cover the cost of 
supplying the same infrastructure? 


39 10 Sept 
2008 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


Anglicare 
WA 


Indigenous families do not utilise 
CSA child support system at all as 
family structure means children 
move from family member to family 
member regularly. 


Indigenous 
Australians 


CSA 
FaHCSIA  


See Attached response Page 39 Closed 


40 10 Sept 
2008 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


Anglicare 
WA 


Clients are focusing on negotiating 
time spent with other parent – 
fighting over one night as it has 
financial impact to their 
circumstances and  
There seems to be vast differences 
in payments with parents either 
receiving a lot more or a lot less.  


Payees/ Payers/ 
Children  


FaHCSIA See Attached response Page 41 Closed 


41 10 Sept 
2008 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


Anglicare 
WA 


` Elderly Carers i.e. 
grandparents not 
accessing the 
child support 
scheme due to  
complicated 
assessment/appli
cation process  
 


CSA 
FaHCSIA  


See Attached response Page  47 Closed 


42 10 Sept 
2008 


Legal Aid Child Support Agency’s approach to 
determining care percentages is 


Payees with the 
primary or full 


CSA See Attached response Page 43 
 


Closed 
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is impacted  Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Closed 
Date 


CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


unreasonably prescriptive in some 
cases.  Parents who have court 
orders dealing with parenting issues 
are being required to take 
‘reasonable action’  to change them 
in inappropriate circumstances (eg 
in a case where the paying parent 
had voluntarily ceased contact with 
the children over 12 months 
previously and in fact had been 
living overseas for much of this 
time).   
 


time care 


43 10 Sept 
2008 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


Legal Aid The new legislation regarding child 
support agreements does not seem 
to make adequate provision for 
setting aside ‘deemed’ binding child 
support agreements. 


Payers/payees FaHCSIA 
 


See Attached response Page  49 Closed 


44 10 Sept 
2008 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


Legal Aid Child Support Agency staff still 
seem reluctant to deal with legal 
representatives, and in particular do 
not send legal representatives 
copies of objection decisions, even 
where the objection was lodged by 
the legal practitioner on behalf of 
the client. 


Clients who for 
various reasons 
choose to have a 
legal 
representative act 
on their behalf. 


CSA 
 


See Attached response Page 34 Closed 


45 9 October 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 


Dads In 
Distress and 
LFAA 


A) The Family Law Council has 
recommended a compliance 
agency be established to deal with 


Children and non 
custodial parents 


AGs  See Attached response Page  51 Closed 
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is impacted  Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Closed 
Date 


Issue 
template 


refusal to uphold court ordered 
access to non custodial parents. 
CSA be considered to be that 
Agency 
 


46 9 October 
CSNSEG 
Emerging 
Issue 
template 


Dads In 
Distress 


B) Day Care Issue-Non custodial 
parents that have only day care are 
disadvantaged through child 
support as no reduction can be 
claimed 


Children and non 
custodial parents 


FaHCSIA  See Attached response Page 46 Closed 


47 18/11/08 DIDS Breach of confidentiality when 
SSAT request documents from 
CSA. Fax numbers/phone contacts 
and names of referral agent etc are 
released to clients ex partner  


Clients/referral 
group/ 


FaHCSIA See Attached response Page 54 Closed 


48 18/11/08 DIDS CSA/ATO Differences  in 
calculating amounts 


Non custodial 
parents/ Self 
employed 
business owners 


CSA See Attached response Page 29 Closed 


49 18/11/08 LFAA Incorrect Assessments – non 
custodial parents stating that 
incorrect assessments have been 
made by the CSA on the advice of 
the custodial parent only, without 
reference to the other parent 


Non Custodial 
Parents and their 
children 
 


CSA See Attached response  Page 19 Closed 


50 18/11/08 LFAA Custodial parents ignoring court-
orders and therefore levels of care 
are changing 


Non Custodial 
Parents and their 
children 


AGs AGs to Liaise directly with LFAA 
Email sent to LFAA 2/12/08 


Closed 


51 18/11/08 LFAA Non-introduction of new measures 
which would be effective in relation 


Non Custodial 
Parents and their 


CSA See Issue 45 and Attached response  Closed 
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is impacted  Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Closed 
Date 


to denial of access children 


52 18/11/08 LFAA Capacity to earn Non Custodial 
Parents and their 
children 


CSA See Attached response Page 22 Closed 


53 18/11/08 LFAA Withdrawal of FBT payments from 
parents with less than 35% of care 
Loss of FBT 


Non Custodial 
Parents and their 
children 


FaHCSIA FaHCSIA liaised directly with LFAA on 
16 March 09 response in FaHCSIA Fact 
sheet 17 


Closed 


54 18/11/08 LFAA The three-year rule for re-
establishment after separation 
 


Non Custodial 
Parents and their 
children 


FaHCSIA FaHCSIA liaised directly with LFAA on 
16 March 09 response in FaHCSIA Fact 
sheet 15 


Closed 


55 26/11/08 Shared 
Parenting 
Council of 
Australia for 
the Family 
Law Reform 
Association 
NSW Inc 
SPCA 


Men/women in jail who are required 
to pay child support when they have 
no capacity to earn.   
 
 


CSA Payers who 
are incarcerated 


CSA/ 
FaHCSIA 


See Attached response at Page 50  


56 9/10/2008 
 
(Initially 
raised as 
an action 
item) 


Rel’ ships 
Australia 
 


The Telephone Dispute Resolution 
service has noticed a number of 
situations in which a child/ren’s 
agreed contact with the non-
resident parent living at distance, 
has been prevented because of 
lack of funds to finance the air 
travel.  In some cases this has 
occurred where funds had already 
been paid by the non-resident 


Children and their 
non-resident 
parents lose, to a 
greater or lesser 
extent, the 
opportunity for 
face to face time 
together. 


CSA/ 
FaHCSIA 


See Attached response Page   
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is impacted  Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Closed 
Date 


parent to finance the visit. 
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Family Payments/FTB 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 23 


 
Meeting 12 March  
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Shared Parenting Council 


 
Issue: some payees with less than 35 percent care w ill not have access to the FTB 
payment post 1 July 2008. This is problematic for l ow income earners.  
 
Does the Government intend to maintain the income levels for low income earners who will 
lose access to FTB post 1 July 2008 
 
Analysis is being conducted during July. 
 
A response to this issue was provided at 12 March meeting. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 24 


 
Meeting 12 March 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Shared Parenting Council 


 
Issue Will judgements be monitored to ensure contac t time is constrained to less than 
35% time to avoid FTB reductions of income. 
  
How will the CSA respond to this issue? 
Analysis is being conducted during July. 
 
A response to this issue was provided at 12 March meeting. 
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Domestic Violence  
 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 25 


 
Meeting 12 March 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Family Relationship Services Australia 


Issue The impact of domestic violence on payee’s willingness to seek the payment of child 
support. 
 
The CSA has been working to develop their strategy further, a response will be provided at 
the meeting. 
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Service Delivery  
 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 26 


 
Meeting 12 March 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Legal Aid 


Issue Maintenance of CSA’s computer records following the making of a Section 107 order, ie 
CSA has advised that once a Section 107 order is made, all CSA records of the case are 
deleted making it very difficult for the CSA to determine how much child support has been 
transferred by the payer to the payee through the CSA. 
 
Section 107 of the Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989 provides that a paying parent can 
apply to a court for a declaration that the receiving parent was not entitled to an administrative 
assessment for a child payable by them. The most common reason for a paying parent to 
make a section 107 application is where the paying parent disputes paternity of the child 
concerned. 
Once a section 107 order is received by CSA it is processed and any monies held are 
refunded to the applicant. A record of the case is maintained.  While some information is 
transferred to a non-viewable window, all information pertaining to the case can be extracted 
and provided if necessary. 
CSA regrets any advice received by Legal Aid that all records of a case are deleted due to a 
court making an s107 declaration. It is not the case that these records are deleted.  
The only information that CSA would not be able to provide is the amount transferred 
between parents during private-collect periods. This is because CSA does not involve itself 
with private-collect cases beyond providing a child support assessment to the parents. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


CSA Response to Emerging Issue 49 


 
For meeting date: 3 December 2008 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Barry Williams 


Lone Fathers Association of Australia (LFAA) 


 


ISSUE:  Incorrect assessments have been made by the  CSA on the advice of the 
receiving parent. The CSA doesn’t attempt to obtain  first-hand income information 
from the paying parent before sending out a new ass essment.  
 
Issue history 


• Issue submitted for the 3 December meeting. 


 


RESPONSE 


When new income information is presented, CSA will determine whether the child support 
assessment needs to be updated. This could be due to receiving new taxable income details 
(for the current or a past assessment), an estimate being lodged or a change of assessment 
(COA) decision being made. The following response provides general information on the 
process the CSA will follow when being provided with income information as well as when the 
CSA is seeking information from a parent regarding their income details.  
 
The reason why CSA is updating an income influences the process we will follow where it 
comes to involving the customer. For most changes, the CSA will seek information, preferably 
over the phone, directly from the customer. Other changes occur automatically, such as new 
taxable income details being received or a new child support period beginning and both 
customers are notified in writing only. Some parents may incorrectly assume such a change 
(that hasn’t involved phone contact with them) has occurred because of advice from the other 
parent. 
 
A parent providing information to us about the income of the other parent may prompt an 
investigation into the accuracy of the information we have. CSA can not update the income 
based on this information only. The investigation would usually involve the CSA gathering 
evidence from the actual customer, their employers and the Australian Tax Office before 
finalising an evidence-based decision.  
 
If stakeholders come across a case where they believe CSA has not followed the correct 
process, they will need to be an authorised representative of the customer in order to discuss 
the individual case details or they can urge the customer to make a complaint so it can be 
properly investigated and rectified if procedures have not been followed. 
 
Chapter 6.6.3 of The Guide provides further information about the role of an authorised 
representative and what information they can supply CSA on a customer’s behalf. An 
authorised representative form is available for download from CSA’s website.  
 
Assessments for New Cases 
 
When a person applies for a child support assessment it is a requirement that CSA contacts 
the other parent. CSA’s procedural instructions clearly outline that this contact should be 
made, by phone, within 48 hours of the initial application. A Customer Service Officer (CSO) 
must take every opportunity to speak with the customer over the phone. They will try to 
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contact the customer over a period of a few days, calling them at different times of the day 
and by using all available numbers we have for the customer.  
 
If we are unable to make contact with the parent, a letter is sent explaining that an application 
for child support has been made. Contact with the other parent is important not only to obtain 
information necessary to make an accurate child support assessment but to also explain to 
the parent their rights and responsibilities.  
 
We encourage stakeholders to assist us in urging that parents keep their contact details up to 
date so CSA’s staff have the best opportunity to make phone or letter contact with parents. 
 
CSA’s procedural instruction on ‘Applications for Assessments’ includes process steps on 
how a CSO can ensure the child support assessment is accurate. This includes the sourcing 
of correct income information from each parent. The CSO will:  


- Advise both parents that they are required to lodge their tax return each 
financial year, 


- Advise both parents that if they were previously exempted from lodging their 
tax return, they may no longer qualify for the exemption and 


- Advise both parents that if the CSA is unable to obtain their income details, 
the law requires us to make a decision about a provisional income for them. 
Chapter 2.4.4 of The Guide specifies how this would occur.   


 
 
 
 
Ongoing Assessments 
 
When CSA receives new information about a parent’s income, we then must consider 
whether the child support assessment needs to be updated. In most circumstances the CSA 
will make reasonable attempts to contact the parent to discuss the information prior to taking 
any action. There are some exceptions to this.  
 
Taxable incomes 
 
Taxable incomes are the basis for most child support assessments. This information, once 
received from the ATO, will automatically initiate a child support assessment notice to both 
parents. This notice requests the customer contact CSA if the information provided to us has 
changed. CSA would then work with the parent to provide the most appropriate option for 
their individual circumstances. However, if the ATO amends a taxable income down from the 
amount CSA previously used in the assessment, the amended income is not used. If a 
customer considers the assessment to be unjust and inequitable and can demonstrate 
‘special circumstances’, they may consider seeking a change to their assessment. 
 
Provisional and derived incomes 
 
If a parent hasn’t lodged their taxable income details with the ATO, CSA must determine a 
provisional income amount for them to use in the child support formula. This is an automated 
process that will involve the parent’s last taxable income being inflated.  
 
When CSA are using a provisional income and new information becomes available to us, 
CSA will make reasonable attempts to contact the parent to discuss the information prior to 
taking any action. As well as clarifying or confirming the information with the parent, the 
discussion would also include encouragement for the parent to lodge their tax return. If CSA 
can’t establish contact with the parent, we must update the assessment with the more 
accurate income information. This is called a derived income.  
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When the parent lodges their tax return for the financial year affected by the provisional or 
derived income, the figure supplied by the ATO may replace the income used by CSA. When 
this does occur, it will occur automatically with no verbal contact with either parent. The date 
this is effective from depends on whether the parent’s tax return was lodged on time with the 
ATO. Chapter 2.4.4 of The Guide has further information on the date of effect of tax returns.  
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


CSA Response to Emerging Issue 52 


 
For meeting date: 3 December 2008 
Issue submitted:  17 November 2008 
Issue responded:  xxxxx 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Barry Williams 


Lone Fathers Association of Australia (LFAA) 


 


ISSUE:  There have been numerous recent complaints that when an employed mother 
decides to leave work and the CSA does not pursue t he matter of ‘capacity to earn’ 
whereas if the father does the same thing, the matt er will be pursued.  
 
Issue history 


• Issue submitted for the 3 December meeting. 


• CSA contacted Barry Williams on 20 January 2009 to clarify the issue 


 


Every case and situation is different. The following response provides general information 
only. If stakeholders come across cases where they believe CSA processes have not been 
followed, you will need to be an authorised representative of the customer so we can discuss 
the individual case and process with you.  
 
An authorised representative form is available for download from CSA’s website.  
 


RESPONSE 


The Scenario 
 
A mother (the receiving parent) stops working which increases the child support the father 
(the paying parent) will have to pay or a mother (the paying parent) stops working which then 
decreases the child support the father (the receiving parent) will receive.  
 
A simple example of this could be a mother stops working to be supported by their new 
partner or to care for a newborn child.  
 
LFAA states that CSA would not make a decision based on the mothers ‘earning capacity’ in 
either of these scenarios however if a father had done the same the CSA would pursue this 
type of decision.  
 
Background on determining a parent’s ‘capacity to earn’ 
 
The principle object of the child support scheme is to ensure that children receive a level of 
support from their parents according to their financial capacity to do so. A parent’s capacity is 
most often determined by their taxable income as assessed by the Australian Taxation Office. 
 
Sometimes the income used in the child support assessment does not properly reflect a 
parent’s capacity to earn an income. For example, a parent may decide to leave work entirely, 
choose to work part time or leave their chosen field of employment to work in a lower paid 
industry. In making these types of lifestyle decisions a parent needs to consider the effect it 
will also have on their ability to support their children financially. In situations where the other 
parent doesn’t believe that this capacity is being met, they can make an application through 
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the Change of Assessment (COA) process under reason 8. The consideration of this type of 
decision can be very complex and the facts of each case will be considered on its individual 
merits 
 
It must be understood that a ‘capacity to earn’ decision is very different to what is widely 
known as a ‘capacity to pay’ decision. A ‘capacity to pay’ decision is focussed on a parents 
actual earnings that are not being reflected accurately by the income used in the child support 
formula. A simple example of this would be where a parent has incorporated their business 
into a company and they are making use of legitimate tax minimising methods under income 
tax legislation. A ‘capacity to pay’ decision can be initiated by the other parent or by the CSA. 
A ‘capacity to earn’ decision looks at a parents potential earnings and whether they are 
meeting this capacity. A ‘capacity to earn’ decision can only be made after one parent applies 
through the COA process.   
 
The COA process and decision making  
 
If a parent states that they do not believe the income we are using for the other parent is 
reflective of their earning capacity, they will be transferred to the COA team to discuss 
applying for a change to the assessment under reason 8.  
 
The option of applying for a decision to be made on the other parents earning capacity will be 
provided to both paying and receiving parents. 
 
The Customer Service Officer (CSO) will discuss with the customer; 


• How a parent can make an application for a decision to be made based on the other 
parents capacity  


• What will occur after a COA application has been received by CSA  
• The criterion that must be satisfied in order for a ‘capacity to earn’ decision to be 


made and 
• What review rights are available to the parents after a decision is made.  


 
CSA’s procedural instructions clearly outline the process a CSO will go through once a COA 
application has been made. After the CSO scrutinises the application they will contact the 
other parent to discuss the process and to advise of their right of response to the claims. A 
SCO is responsible for considering both parents evidence, presented at conference and in 
their application/response, and to decide whether they will make a decision based on the 
parent’s capacity to earn a higher income. In their decision making the SCO needs to 
determine whether three criterions have been met and if so whether they believe it to be just 
and equitable for that parent to pay child support based on this determined income.   
 
In order to make a ‘capacity to earn’ decision the Senior Case Officer (SCO) must satisfy the 
following three criteria; 


1. The parent is either: 


• not working despite ample opportunity to do so: or  
• has reduced his or her weekly hours of work to below full time work: or  
• has changed his or her occupation, industry or working pattern.  


An example of this may be if a parent goes from working in a highly paid full 
time position to choosing to work part time or a parent may decide to move 
from a highly paid position to a lower paid industry/job.  


AND 


2. The parent’s decision about his or her work arrangements is not justified by either: 
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• his or her caring responsibilities; or  
• his or her state of health;  


An example of this may be if a parent must care for a young child and cannot 
continue with full time work  


AND 


3. The parent has failed to show that the decision about his or her work arrangements was 
not substantially motivated by the effect this would have on the child support assessment. 


The SCO must be satisfied that all three compulsory criteria are met before being able to 
make a decision to change the child support assessment.  


Further information regards the CSA’s policy on making these decisions can be found in 
chapter 2.6.14 of CSA’s online technical and policy resource, The Guide. 


CSA’s service standard for finalising a change of assessment application is within 75 days of 
the application being received.  
 
Other factors in decision making 
 
Since 1 July 2008, significant changes have been made to the Child Support Scheme and, in 
particular, to the formula used to determine the level of child support. One of the main 
changes was that both parents’ incomes are treated equally and the same self support 
amount is deducted from both parents’ incomes. For a ‘capacity to earn’ decision to effect the 
amount of child support that is payable, the determined income capacity must be over this self 
support amount. The self support amount for 2009 is $18,808. Historically (pre 1 July 2008) a 
receiving parent had to earn over $45,505 (this figure was for parents with major or sole care 
of the children) for the amount of child support to start reducing. Therefore if CSA was 
considering the earning capacity of a receiving parent, this determination would need to be 
higher than this figure for the amount of child support to start reducing.   
 
For more information on this issue please contact Brett Walker-Roberts, Senior Advisor, 
phone 08 8112 1878 or email Brett.Walker-Roberts@csa.gov.au. 
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SSAT 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 27 


 
Meeting 12 March 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Legal Aid 


Issue SSAT does not publish its decisions in the Child Support jurisdiction. 
 
It is correct that currently the Social Security Appeals Tribunal (SSAT) does not publish its 
decisions about Child Support matters within its jurisdiction.  I would like to assure you that 
this issue is currently under active consideration by FaHCSIA. 
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Income  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 28 


 
Meeting 12 March 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Legal Aid 


Issue Impact of payers’ late lodgement of tax returns which may create an overpayment for 
the payee 
 
Ensuring all parents fully meet their child support responsibilities will be, in part, addressed 
through an increased compliance program.  This program is funded as part of the Child 
Support Scheme (the Scheme) reform package and provides Child Support Agency (CSA) an 
additional $162 million over 4 years.  CSA will use part of this funding to augment its work 
with the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) to help parents who are behind in lodging tax 
returns.  It is expected to result in an additional $460 million in child support being collected 
for the benefit of children. 


To ensure the right amount of child support is paid on time, CSA are implementing an 
intensive compliance initiative with the ATO to improve the rate and timeliness of lodgements 
of tax returns by parents with child support liabilities.  This will enable child support 
calculations to be more accurate.  CSA will refer 125,000 parents who have failed to lodge 
their tax return to the ATO each year compared with the current rate of 25,000. 


As part of the changes being implemented on 1 July 2008 CSA will be limited in when it can   
backdate an assessment if the reported adjusted taxable income of a parent is lower than that 
ascertained by CSA. In these situations where a person’s actual income is lower than that 
used by the CSA, the new income will only be prospectively from when the parent’s tax 
assessment issues. The income will not be used retrospectively. The onus is on parents to 
ensure that the CSA has accurate information in relation to their income. This new rule is 
designed to prevent situations where a parents lodges multiple tax returns simultaneously 
which result in a retrospective recalculation of child support and will greatly assist in 
preventing the creation of overpayments.   


There are, however, circumstances where parents are genuinely unable to provide the 
Registrar with timely information.  This may be because of ill-health, natural disaster or 
remote location and will be considered by CSA where appropriate. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 31 - A 


 
Meeting 23 June 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


SPCA 


Issue Within the Legal Fraternity, there is the opinion that the changes in CSA payments, will 
lead to more money in the hand of high wage earners. As a result of this, there is a concern 
that there will be a corresponding increase in revised CSA applications as a means of 
obtaining additional money as a form of Spousal maintenance. 
 
AGD will provide a comment on the issue on 23 June 2008.  
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 38 


Meeting 9 October 2008 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Kathleen Swinbourne 


Sole Parents’ Union 


 
ISSUE:  If a payer has or has had a 3year moratoriu m on additional income to allow 
them to set up infrastructure, should they also be entitled to receive a percentage of 
the child support (i.e. 24% into their household) t o cover the cost of supplying the 
same infrastructure? 
 


The payer is not ‘double dipping’. The three-year moratorium on additional income and the 
receipt of a percentage of child support to cover the costs of infrastructure establishment are 
two separate concepts. 
  
A parent will have extra costs to re-establish themselves following separation from the other 
parent of their child, whether they provide care for the child or not.   
 
Additional income earned post-separation  is designed to enable parents who are recently 
separated to have some of the income from extra work they undertake after separation 
excluded so that they can establish themselves in a new household. These costs may include 
rent or board in an alternative residence, the purchase of a car, white goods or furniture.  
 
The exclusion of additional income earned post-separation is so the non-resident parent can 
re-establish themselves after separation. Recognising the cost of contact is designed to 
enable the non-resident parent to meet the ongoing costs (in particular, infrastructure costs) 
for the child. The payee will still receive child support based on the payer’s pattern of earnings 
established prior to separation. 
 
To avoid unreasonable outcomes for children, a limit of up to 30 per cent of total post-
separation income is applied. This does not mean that 30 per cent of the parent’s extra 
earnings are quarantined – but rather it means that their total post-separation income can’t be 
reduced by more than 30 per cent. 
 
The period following separation is an appropriate time for the recognition of these costs as it 
is at this time that parent’s child support obligations commence. However, as a parent’s costs 
to re-establish themselves diminish over time, this reform was limited to the first three years 
after the parents last separated. 
 
Not all additional income that is earned derived or received after separation will qualify for 
exclusion from a parent’s adjusted taxable income. The new pattern of earnings must have 
been established after separation and would not have been reasonable to expect that income 
in the ordinary course of events. For example, it is within the ordinary course of events that 
parents will earn additional income through regular pay rises, or seasonal variations in 
income.  
 
Recognising costs of contact  is designed to enable parents to meet the ongoing costs for 
their children such as accommodation, food, entertainment or transport. In particular, many of 
these costs will relate to ongoing infrastructure costs. 
 
Under the new formula, non-resident parents who have care of their children between 14 and 
34 per cent of the time (52 and 127 nights per year) will have their child support liabilities 
calculated on the basis that they are credited with a contribution of 24 per cent of the costs of 
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supporting their children through the provision of that care. The parent does not receive 24 
per cent of child support; rather they are recognised as meeting 24 per cent of the costs of 
supporting that child. 


 
The 24 per cent contribution towards the costs of children will help many parents who 
currently find it difficult to maintain a relationship with their children. Such arrangements may 
also minimise possible conflict about parenting arrangements as child support payments will 
not vary with small changes in levels of care within the 14 to 34 per cent range.  
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


CSA Response to Emerging Issue 48 and Action item 1c.3 (3 December 2008) 


 
For meeting date: 3 December 2008 
Issue submitted:  19 November 2008 
Issue responded:  xxxxx 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Tony Miller  


Dads in Distress 


 


ISSUE:  Why does CSA disregard ATO records of incom e status when accessing 
income on self employed clients? If the ATO has ver ified an accepted reported income 
how is it that CSA can override the ATO? 
 
OUTCOME SOUGHT: That CSA recognise the decision of the ATO in ascertaining a 
client’s income 
 
Issue history 


• Brett Walker-Roberts from CSA’s technical and quality assurance team called Tony Miller 
on 25 November to discuss the issue 


• Further discussion at the CSNSEG meeting of 3 December 2008 led to action item 1c.3 
raised to respond to this issue in writing  


 


RESPONSE 


The Child Support Agency is not limited to using taxable incomes as assessed by the ATO 
when making all child support assessments. Whilst ATO assessed taxable incomes form the 
basis for the majority of basic formula assessments, child support legislation requires certain 
adjustments to give proper effect to the scheme in some situations.  
 
When making a child support assessment, CSA needs to ascertain a parent’s taxable income 
to determine how much child support they should pay or receive. Most CSA customers lodge 
income tax returns and this information is obtained from the ATO. 
 
While CSA recognises that, for most parents, their taxable income is an accurate 
representation of their capacity to support their children, some parents have a greater 
financial capacity than their taxable income indicates. For this reason, one of the particular 
objects of the Child Support Scheme is that parents support their children according to their 
capacity to provide financial support (and not solely in accordance with their taxable income).  
 
Many taxpayers make legitimate use of tax minimisation methods to reduce their taxable 
income. For example they may use income splitting in partnerships, incorporation 
(companies) or the negative gearing of investments. 
 
Taxable incomes that are reduced using tax minimisation under the income tax acts are 
unlikely to be an accurate or fair representation of a parent’s capacity to pay child support. 
 
The objects of the Child Support Scheme 
 
Administrative assessments of child support are made under the Child Support (Assessment) 
Act 1989. The principal object of this Act is to ensure that children receive a proper level of 
financial support from their parents. A further object is to ensure that the level of financial 
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support provided by parents is determined according to their capacity to provide financial 
support (Section 4). 
 
From this it can be seen that the concepts, principles and objects of the child support acts and 
the various taxation acts are fundamentally different. The purposes of these acts are different. 
To rely solely on the taxation acts to determine income would often mean that children 
receive a lesser amount of child support than is appropriate. 
 
Also underpinning the Child Support Scheme is a concept called the ‘continuity of 
expenditure’. This was the basis upon which the original Scheme was conceived and 
continues to be relevant to the new Scheme which commenced 1 July 2008. This concept 
recognises that whilst a family may be separated, the children should enjoy a similar 
proportion of their parents’ income to that they would have enjoyed if the family stayed 
together. 
 
The Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989 includes several provisions to ensure that this 
occurs. For example, where a parent’s taxable income is reduced by net property losses, 
those losses will be added back in for child support purposes automatically. This also occurs 
with reportable fringe benefits, some foreign income and some tax free pensions or benefits. 
More information about this can be found in CSA’s online technical and policy resource, The 
Guide, at chapter 2.4.4. 
 
Where a person’s financial structure is more complicated, for example income is earned 
through a company or a trust, CSA may conduct inquiries to ascertain a more appropriate 
level of child support payable, based on the financial capacity of the parent/s. While this often 
results from an application by the other parent for a change of assessment, CSA may 
instigate this process of its own volition. 
 
It should be noted that the provisions that are relevant to determining taxable income have 
always applied to both parents. This continues to be the case and may have a greater effect 
on the incomes used for receiving parents since the new formula commenced on 1 July 2008, 
because incomes are treated similarly with the same self support amount.  
 
Where a customer is dissatisfied with a decision of the CSA, for example their adjusted 
taxable income, they may object and have that decision reviewed. More information on this 
process can be found in chapter 4.1 of The Guide or download a copy of our publication Your 
rights following CSA decisions, available online from www.csa.gov.au/publications  
 
Since 1 January 2007, a customer can have most objection decisions reviewed in the Social 
Security Appeals Tribunal (SSAT). A decision of the SSAT can only be appealed to a court on 
a matter of law. 
  
For more information on this issue please contact Brett Walker-Roberts, Senior Advisor, 
phone 08 8112 1878 or email Brett.Walker-Roberts@csa.gov.au. 
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Service Delivery  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 29 


 
Meeting 12 March 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Legal Aid 


Issue The rationale behind the CSA’s enforcement decisions; in particular CSA seems to take 
court against some payers who do not have substantial arrears, whereas others who have 
more substantial debts escape litigation.  CSA also insist on payers paying the AGS’s costs—
which means less in child support for the children.  Why is it essential that these costs are 
paid, but penalties are waived as a matter of course when payment arrangements are met? 


Legal action is rarely the most cost effective or timely method of collection. It will generally 
only be used as a last resort when all other attempts to resolve payment have failed. A 
number of considerations are made when determining if a case is suitable for litigation, 
including the likelihood of collection resulting from legal action.  Any amount CSA receives is 
always applied to child support arrears outstanding prior to being applied to costs and 
penalties. 


Costs and penalties are dealt with separately. CSA always applies for costs at the scale set 
by the courts to recoup some of the expense borne by the Australian community in taking 
cases to court. The sooner a customer agrees to payment of child support, the lower the 
costs will be. CSA has administrative powers to remit penalties, and will consider the 
circumstances of each case when deciding to do so. CSA does have a Penalty Incentive offer 
for customers that agree to repay overdue child support within two years, but customers who 
are litigated against are not eligible for this offer. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 31 


 
Meeting 12 March 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Dads In Distress 


Issue Initial assessment for child support takes too long and disadvantages non-resident 
parents. 
 
As part of stage 2 of the Child Support Scheme (the Scheme) reforms which commenced on 
1 January 2007, separating parents are now given more time to work out their parenting 
arrangements before their family payments are affected.  A separated parent used to be 
allowed 28 days in which to take action to obtain child support payments from their former 
partner.  This limited period of time caused conflict between separating parents, undermining 
their ability to reach agreement on their parenting arrangements or even to reconcile.  This 
time limit has been increased to 13 weeks to allow parents to seek information, advice, 
counselling or support on family relationship matters to work out the best arrangements for 
the family following separation. 
Parents do not need to wait the whole 13 weeks before taking action.  It can be done anytime 
before the 13 week deadline.  Child support assessments will start from the date of 
application and Family Tax Benefit Part A will generally be affected from that date, however, 
separated parents will continue to receive Family Tax Benefit Part A payments throughout the 
extended period. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


CSA Response to Emerging Issue 44 


Meeting 9 October 2008 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Ruth Pilkinton 


Legal Aid 


 
 
ISSUE:  Ruth Pilkinton (Legal Aid) advised that Chi ld Support Agency staff still seem 
reluctant to deal with legal representatives, and i n particular do not send legal 
representatives copies of objection decisions, even  where the objection was lodged by 
the legal practitioner on behalf of the client 
 
OUTCOME SOUGHT: Where an objection is lodged by a legal practitioner with authority to 
act on behalf of a client, a copy of the decision should be sent to the legal practitioner as a 
matter of practice.  
 
This item was previously raised as Action Item 3.8 during the 26 November 2007 
meeting and was responded to as Emerging Issue numb er 20 during the 12 March 2008 
meeting.  


The following advice was provided in Emerging Issue  20: 


If a CSA customer has instructed a solicitor to act on their behalf in relation to child support 
matters, CSA will accept such representation and communicate with the solicitor. In such 
cases CSA staff should deal directly with the solicitor.  


A solicitor or authorised agent can represent a CSA customer in all child support matters, 
except for a Change of Assessment conference.  


Solicitors should be able to include an authorisation with written requests, or to send a 
facsimile of it for telephone communications. Solicitors can also have implied authorisation by 
lodging a form (such as an application for a child support assessment) signed by the 
customer, or by producing a CSA letter sent to the customer.  


Very occasionally however, it is not entirely clear whether the Customer Service Officer 
should be always dealing directly with the solicitor, particularly in cases where a customer 
tells the CSO that he or she will communicate their discussion with the solicitor. Further, 
Customer Service Officers are extremely concerned about CSA's secrecy provisions and 
want to take all precautions to ensure they do not contravene those.* The penalty for an 
offence under either of these sections is imprisonment for one year. 


 


Additional information for Emerging Issue 44 raised  for the 9 October 2008 meeting:  


In other circumstances CSA customers have indicated a preference to be advised directly of 
outcomes so that they can exercise a choice to engage with their solicitors. This is less likely 
to be in relation to Legal Aid services but more a concern where Customers are not wanting 
to see this contact translate to a cost from the solicitor. 


CSA’s state based service delivery staff have indicated that they will more actively support 
direct contact with Legal Aid Solicitors if CSA makes changes to relevant Procedural 
Instructions and has identified the processes that support the identification of a Legal Aid 
Solicitor to ensure an automatic response is received in all instances 


While the step to support a copy of an Objection decision being forwarded automatically 
seems straightforward, CSA will ensure the Procedural instructions are updated and 
communicated to all staff. 
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CSA is also establishing new Objections teams and will address the automatic responses 
through the training process for these teams. 


 
_________________________________ 
*(Section 150 of the Assessment Act & S16 of the Collection Act are the relevant legislative 
references that deal with the Agency's Secrecy provisions and the provision of protected 
information.) 
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Change of Assessment  
 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 32 


 
Meeting 23 June 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


SPCA 


Issue How will current Change of Assessments (COAs) be treated post 1 July.  Will existing 
COAs still apply from 1/7/08 given that specific parenting costs will be part of the new 
formula? Can such payments after a COA be classified as Prescribed Payments to gain some 
of the 30%offset under Non agency Payments---------------- 
 
Almost all COA decisions made before 1 July 2008 that were intended to apply after 1 July 
2008 will continue to have effect after the commencement of the new child support scheme.  
 
In other words, most existing COA decisions will still apply after 1 July 2008 without change, 
including any decisions made regarding specific costs, such as travel and accommodation 
expenses, even if the relevant legislation has changed under the new scheme.* 
 
Under the old formula for example, a paying parent could have applied to make NAPs [non-
agency payments] up to 30% of their child support assessment as long as the balance of their 
regular payment was made on time.  Under the new formula however, parents with ‘regular’ 
care of their child (52 nights or more per year) will not, in most circumstances, be able to 
make NAPs.**  
 
 
In most cases if a COA decision which was made before 1 July 2008 included provision for 
specific costs to be made as NAPs, that decision will remain after 1 July 2008. 
 
Parents who have an existing COA arrangement and who apply for a new COA after 1 July 
2008 will be assessed according to the provisions that are set out in the new legislation.  
 
Notes 
* This was enabled by specific regulations commencing 1 January 2008. These regulations 
specify how certain decisions will transition into the new scheme.  
 
The regulations also enable CSA to use the new scheme’s formula to make determinations 
before 1 July 2008 for periods commencing 1 July 2008. 
 
Regulation 18 of the Child Support Reform (New Formula and Other Measures) Regulations 
2007, expressly provides for how decisions made in the old formula will be transitioned to the 
new formula. The regulation states: 
 
A liable parent, or a carer, to whom a relevant determination mentioned in an item applies has 
the same rights and obligations as if the relevant determination were an amended 
Assessment Act determination mentioned in the item. 
 
See www.comlaw.gov.au/  for full details of the regulations. 
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CSA has also communicated this change to customers via the New Child Support Scheme 
and Changes to Family Assistance booklet (see pages 50 & 51) and via the Scheme Reforms 
section of the website www.csa.gov.au.  In addition CSA is planning an article on non-agency 
payments for the next edition of the Child Support Matters customer newsletter to ensure all 
affected customers are aware of the impacts of this change. 
 
** This is because the formula applies a cost percentage in recognition of the costs that a 
parent is meeting directly through the care that they provide. In limited circumstances, 
customers with more than 52 nights of care per year can apply for a COA to recognise 
payments that are no longer credited as prescribed NAPS. The applicant would have to 
demonstrate that those costs were beyond those anticipated by the 24% cost percentage. 
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Non Agency Payments  
 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP 


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 37 


 
Meeting 23 June 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


SPCA 


Issue: Concerns over what is and isn’t a relevant Non Agency Payment – can the current list 
be expanded to include technology items? 
 
A non agency payment (NAP) is a child support payment made directly to the resident parent 
or third party for the benefit of the child or children.  Either parent may ask for the NAP to be 
counted as child support.  However, both parents must agree that the payment was made in 
lieu of child support.  If there is a dispute about the payment, the Child Support Agency (CSA) 
will ask each parent to supply evidence of the payment, which can include their record of the 
payment, receipts, or bank statements.  It is important to note that when the CSA makes a 
decision to credit or refuse to credit a NAP, both parents have the option to lodge an objection 
to the decision. 
 
Prescribed Non Agency Payments are payments made for a prescribed type of services or 
goods that are seen as essential and can include child care costs, school fees and essential 
dental and medical fees. There is no intention to expand the prescribed NAPs to include 
technology items (software, laptops, desktop computers and mobile phones) as such items 
are not deemed to be essential.   If parents agree, such items can be included as a NAP, 
however, as the provision of such items can be seen as discretionary and not essential, the 
items will not be included in the list of prescribed NAPs. 
 
From 1 July 2008, paying parents who have more than 14 per cent care will only be able to 
use Prescribed Non Agency Payments with the consent of the receiving parent. Where a 
paying parent provides under 14 per cent care, the Child Support Agency (CSA) can credit 
Prescribed Non Agency Payments towards the liable parents’ child support liability regardless 
of the intention of the parent at the time the payment was made. 
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Indigenous  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


CSA Response to Emerging Issue 39 


9 October 2008 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Jennie Hannan   


Anglicare WA 


 
ISSUE:  Indigenous families do not utilise CSA chil d support system at all as family 
structure means children move from family member to  family member regularly . 
 
OUTCOME SOUGHT: Development of an indigenous payments policy. 
 
CSA and FaHCSIA are working to assist Indigenous families access child support. Part of the 
difficulty of enabling access to the child support system is Government’s currently limited 
understanding of the child support issues and barriers faced by Indigenous families. As a 
result CSA and FaHCSIA are trying to learn more about these issues in order to inform both 
the policy and service delivery response. 


In 2007 CSA undertook some research with Indigenous customers and community 
representatives to obtain a better understanding of Indigenous parents’ current awareness of 
and beliefs about, child support, the barriers to registering with the Child Support Agency for 
child support and the issues faced by Indigenous separated parents. The key findings 
reflected the emerging issue:  
 


o a strong preference for the delivery of products/services following this process – 
face-to-face communication with Indigenous officers in the first instance, then viewing 
DVD/electronic product, followed by small quantities of tailored printed materials to 
take away; 


o a high awareness of CSA but low understanding of its role or the services it provides; 
o Centrelink and Aboriginal Medical Services offices are best sources of information for 


separated parents; 
o a clear preference for electronic communication like radio, DVD and TV; and 
o a clear preference for Indigenous branded printed material over mainstream material.  


 
CSA and FaHCSIA acknowledges that the current child support system may not make it easy 
for Indigenous families who share care to apply for and receive child support. Building 
awareness of, and enabling access to, the current system is a challenge as a result. 
 
CSA has developed and implemented a range of targeted communication and education 
materials and activities to raise awareness and knowledge among Indigenous separated 
parents of the Child Support Scheme and the role of the CSA.  These activities have also 
focussed on enabling Indigenous customers to register for child support. 
 
In the lead up to the start of the new Child Support Scheme on 1 July 2008, CSA held eight 
tailored information sessions for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander parents. Sessions 
provided face-to-face information about child support, changes to the Scheme, and how these 
would affect individual parents.  The success of these sessions was varied so the CSA is 
planning further targeted outreach activities and sessions during 2008-09, adapting the 
sessions to the needs of particular communities.  
 
CSA has also developed and distributed a brochure for Indigenous child support customers 
and a stakeholder factsheet to help parents and intermediaries transition to the Scheme from 
1 July. These products were used in an information kit distributed to 750 targeted 
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stakeholders.  Further, CSA recently developed a tailored Indigenous section on its website to 
provide parents and stakeholders with quick, online information about child support and 
answers to common child support questions. 
 
Following from the research findings, the CSA is working with Imparja Television to produce 
an information DVD about child support for Indigenous parents and stakeholders. The DVD is 
being developed following consultation with Indigenous separated parents, who indicated a 
preference for audio visual information, and includes information on separation, child support 
options, fathers' roles, dealing with CSA, domestic violence, and coming to a child support or 
payment agreement.  It is expected that both Indigenous community members 
(intermediaries) and CSA and community service provider staff could use this DVD to assist 
Indigenous parents understand child support. 
 
FaHCSIA (Families Research and Data Branch) is scoping a series of research projects into 
the meaning of Child Support in Indigenous families.  Two researchers have been consulting 
with agencies providing services to Indigenous families in most states, including Family 
Courts, Centrelink, Child Support Agency, Family Relationships Service Providers, Family 
Relationship Centres and a range of Indigenous-specific services.   
 
This scoping has already given the researchers a much better understanding of the meaning 
of child support, caring relationships and practices to support children, including the language 
used to describe relationships and arrangements for Indigenous children.  This will be written 
up as a preliminary report and will be used to identify and scope a range of individual 
research projects over the next few years. 
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Care 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  
CSA/FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 40 
Meeting 9 October 2008 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Jennie Hannan 


Anglicare WA 


 
ISSUE:  Clients are focusing on negotiating time sp ent with other parent – fighting over 
one night as it has financial impact to their circu mstances and  
There seems tot be vast differences in payments wit h parents either receiving a lot 
more or a lot less.  
 


The new Child Support Scheme (the Scheme) aims to better balance the interests of both 
parents and be more focused on the needs and costs of children. The Scheme aims to: 


• reduce conflict between parents about parenting arrangements  
• encourage shared parental responsibility, and  
• ensure child support is paid in full and on time  
 


Under the new formula, non-resident parents who have care of their children between 14 and 
34 per cent of nights per year will have their child support liabilities calculated on the basis 
that they are credited with a contribution of 24 per cent of the costs of supporting their 
children through the provision of that care.  The 24 per cent contribution towards the costs of 
children minimises possible conflict about parenting arrangements as child support payments 
do not vary with small changes in levels of care within the 14 to 34 per cent range. 
 
A carer’s percentage of care will be determined by the most recent care arrangements 
agreed upon by the parents (or the parent/s and a non-parent carer). This agreement 
might take the form of an oral agreement, written agreement, parenting plan, or court order 
in relation to a child’s care. In some circumstances, a carer’s percentage of care will be 
determined by CSA based on the actual care each parent or non-parent carer exercises. 
 
If there is a written agreement, parenting plan or court order setting out the care 
arrangements for a child, the Child Support Agency will use this to determine the 
percentage of care for the child.  When a parent or a non-parent carer no longer agrees 
that the level of care of a child, as reflected in a written agreement, parenting plan or court 
order, is the actual level of care for the child, they may apply to the Child Support Agency 
for an interim care determination. 
 
The Child Support Agency may make an interim care determination where: 


• in the circumstances of the case, the care percentage provided by the agreement, 
plan or order when used in the child support assessment provides an unjust and 
inequitable level of financial support for the child; and  


• at least one of the parents, or the non-parent carer, has taken reasonable action to 
formalise a new arrangement about the care of the child or children.  


 
In most situations, an unjust and inequitable level of financial support is considered to exist 
where:  


• the difference between the agreed, planned or ordered care and the actual care is 
more than 7.1 per cent that affects the annual rate of child support payable; or 


•  where the actual level of care for a parent or non-parent carer, decreases or 
increases above or below 14 per cent (even where the change is less than 7.1 per 
cent); and 
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What CSA considers to be reasonable action to seek a new agreement about the care 
arrangements for a child will depend on the particular circumstances of the case. In most 
cases it will be the parent or non parent carer who has more care than is provided for under 
the written agreement, parenting plan or court order that is required to take the reasonable 
action to make new arrangements for the care of the child.  
Reasonable action may include: 


• Making an appointment at a Family Relationship Centre or similar dispute resolution 
centre to discuss parenting issues (and the date of that appointment has not passed);  


• Attending family dispute resolution at a Family Relationship Centre or similar centre;  
• Has sought or is seeking legal advice regarding the making or enforcing of a court order;  
• Has filed or is filing an application to the Family or Federal Magistrates Court to have an 


order enforced;  
• Has attended a hearing at court to seek an order or have an order enforced (and the 


other party has failed to attend or failed to comply);  
• Where one parent is unable to locate the other parent, reasonable action will consist of 


the parent showing they are making attempts to locate the other parent.  


• The 1 July 2008 change in how child support and Family Tax Benefit work together to 
make sure that the costs of children are being met by both parents is available in the 
report released 7 August 2008 (pages 2, 7 & 8). 


• This report showed: 


o Around 41 per cent of receiving parents had a change of more than $30 per week. 
Around 55 per cent of paying parents had a change of more than $30 per week.
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


CSA Response to Emerging Issue 42 


Meeting 9 October 2008 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Ruth Pilkinton 


Legal Aid 


 
ISSUE: 
Child Support Agency’s approach to determining care  percentages is unreasonably 
prescriptive in some cases.  Parents who have court  orders dealing with parenting 
issues are being required to take “reasonable actio n”  to change them in inappropriate 
circumstances (for example, in a case where the pay ing parent had voluntarily ceased 
contact with the children over 12 months previously  and in fact had been living 
overseas for much of this time ).   
 
[An explanation of the operation of s52 is provided below as much of this detail is not yet 
available in The Guide; a response to the ‘Outcome Sought’ by Legal Aid is provided on page 
3 of this document.] 
 
When CSA makes a decision about the care percentage in a case, it must do so in 
compliance with child support legislation - Sections 48 – 55 Child Support (Assessment) Act 
1989) (the Assessment Act). Certain terms, such as ‘unjust and inequitable’ and ‘reasonable 
action’ are used in the legislation however they are not defined. These are critical terms which 
support the making of Interim Care Determinations under s52. Policy is required to determine 
the meaning and application of these terms. To that end, CSA, in collaboration with DHS and 
FaHCSIA is in the process of settling its policy which will soon be published in its online 
technical and policy resource, The Guide. 
 
What is an Interim Care Determination? 
 
Section 52 enables CSA to make a decision in circumstances where care is not occurring in 
accordance with a court order, parenting plan or written agreement and there is no agreement 
as to that care arrangement. Under the previous scheme, this type of decision was made 
under section 8A .This provision was repealed effective 1 July 2008. 


Before making a decision under section 52, CSA must be satisfied that: 


1. Applying the court order, parenting plan or written agreement will result in an ‘unjust and 
inequitable’ level of child support. This element contains two sub-elements both of which must 
be satisfied. CSA will be satisfied only if: 
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a. the change in care arrangements is greater than 7.1% and changes the  cost 
percentage, or the care changes to above or below 14%; and  
 
 b. there is an ‘acceptable reason’ for non-compliance with the court order, 
 parenting plan or written agreement: and  


2. The parent or non-parent with more care than is provided by the court order, parenting plan 
or written agreement is taking reasonable action to; 
 a. reach agreement, or 
 b. to seek a court order, or 
 c. to enforce a court order. 


An interim care determination will reflect the actual care that the parties to the court order, 
parenting plan or written agreement have.  


What is an Acceptable Reason? 


CSA will be satisfied that there is an acceptable reason where: 


1. there is domestic violence or abuse or a genuine fear of violence; or 


2. there are health concerns regarding the child – for example, a parent does not take 
proper care of the child’s medical needs or living conditions do not meet basic health and 
safety standards; or 


3. a teenager is refusing to see a parent, and the other parent is making the child available 
and encouraging the contact; or 


4. a parent fails to seek or sustain contact despite a court order, parenting plan or 
agreement making provision for contact; or 


5. other situations that justify non-compliance with the order, parenting plan or agreement, 
including cultural considerations. 


Note: whilst an acceptable reason may exist at the time of making an interim care 
determination, it will be considered afresh when the determination is reviewed at a later time. 
Some acceptable reasons may only be temporary. 


What is Reasonable Action? 


Policy has determined that it is the parent who has more care than is prescribed by the court 
order, parenting plan or written agreement that is required to take reasonable action. Taking 
reasonable action may include: 


1. attempting to reach an agreement about a new care arrangement. For example making 
an appointment to mediate a situation in the Family Relationship Centre (or the like); or,  


2. seeking legal advice with the view of seeking a new court order regarding care; or,  


3. commencing proceedings to enforce a court order re care; or 


4. participating in an action (mediation or court) that the other parent has commenced. 


Some parents (or non-parents) may be in a situation where they are unable to take  
reasonable action at that time. For example, where there is domestic violence or abuse or a 
genuine fear of violence. Another example is where the other parent is undertaking long term 
and long distance relocation. In these situations, CSA will make the determination and review 
it within six months.  


In the bill recently introduced to Parliament, it is proposed that in ‘special circumstances’, CSA 
may extend the period for review. This type of situation could fall into ‘special circumstances’. 


Reviewing an Interim care decision 
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If CSA makes an interim decision, it must be reviewed before the end of six months. Review 
dates can be set for any period up to six months depending on the particular circumstances.  
Depending on the circumstances at the time of review, CSA may make a new interim 
determination, or make a different kind of care decision:  eg, an agreed care decision if the 
parents have now made an agreement or have a new court order.   


The Scenario posed by Legal Aid 


In the scenario highlighted in the ‘Issue’ raised by Legal Aid, the parent with the increased 
care has an acceptable reason for having that care. Generally, that person would still need to 
satisfy the ‘reasonable action’ element. However, in this particular scenario, they may not be 
required to take that action due to the absence of the other parent. 


Outcome sought by Legal Aid 
 
In our view, the Child Support Agency is overly reliant on section 52 which sets out the 
procedure for making an “interim determination” where a parent claims the level of care has 
changed.  Section 52 sets out the circumstances in which the Child Support Agency will be 
satisfied that a parent has taken reasonable action to reach an agreement or change the 
court order. 
 
In our view, the Child Support Agency should make decisions under section 53 of the CS(A)A 
in appropriate circumstances.  This section provides for a determination about care to be 
made if a parent’s care falls below 14% despite the children being available for care, and 
without the other parent being required to take the steps outlined in section 52.  This would 
cover the situation where parenting orders are made but then one of the parents either fails to 
establish a pattern of care, or establishes a pattern of care and then later stops this.  
 
Section 53(8) makes it clear that section 53 is to be preferred over section 52 if a decision 
could be made under either. 
 
It is agreed that sub-section 53(8) requires CSA to use s53 instead of s52 when either could 
apply.  
 
CSA cannot use s53 where the parent (with the increased care) is not making the child 
available to the other parent who is to have at least regular care. In that instance, CSA will 
explore whether it should make a s52 determination. 
 
Where a customer is not taking up the regular or more care that an order, plan or written 
agreement provides, CSA agrees that the customer with more care does not need to take 
‘reasonable action’ and that a decision can and will be made under s53 instead. The effective 
date will depend on whether the person with the more care notified CSA within a reasonable 
period which policy has determined to be a period of 28 days. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP 


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 46 


9 October 2008 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Tony Miller  


Dads in Distress 


 


Issue: Day Care Issue-Non custodial parents that ha ve only day care are 
disadvantaged through child support as no reduction  can be claimed. 


 


Under the relevant legislation (Section 48 of the Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989) the 
CSA must make an assessment of the care that a parent provides for a child as part of 
undertaking a child support assessment for that child.  This is defined to be: 


“a person’s percentage of care for a child is the percentage of care that the person has 
during the period of 12 months from the day an application for child support is made, or the 
day the Registrar becomes aware of a care change”. 


 
Generally, a person’s percentage of care for a child is worked out based on the number of 
nights that the child is likely to be in the care of the person during the care period, and there is 
a note in the legislation to this effect.  However, this may not always be the case. For 
example, where there is daytime care or a mixture of daytime and night time care, the 
Registrar may take this into account in determining the percentage of care.  
 
Where one parent is seeking to have daytime care recognised, it is CSA practice to 
recommend that there be a parenting plan or agreement with the other parent.  This assists 
the CSA to establish the facts of the care arrangement and to determine an accurate 
percentage of care.  
 
If a customer is unhappy with a care determination made by the CSA, they may object in 
writing within 28 days, and a CSA Objections Officer who has not previously been involved 
will consider the matter.  Should they wish to discuss lodging an Objection, they should 
telephone the CSA on 13 1272, for the cost of a local call.   
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Third party carers  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


CSA/FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 41 


9 October 2008 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Jennie Hannan  


Anglicare WA 


 
ISSUE:   
- Grandparents receiving agency support have electe d not to pursue child support 
from natural parents due to the “low” payments rece ived. 
- Grandparents have stated they have found the asse ssment and application process 
difficult and created complications. It has also be en suggested that the assessment 
processes were a “hassle”, particularly if the amou nt calculated is less than $10 per 
week. 
- Grandparents currently receiving Centrelink benef its for caring for their 
grandchildren on a full time basis have elected not  to pursue child support. 
- Grandparents have elected not to pursue child sup port if the natural parents are in 
receipt of Centrelink benefits. 
- Grandparents have found that some natural parents  have chosen not to work or have 
resigned from paid employment due to child support requirements. It has been 
suggested that this has created family difficulties  and as a result Grandparents have 
elected not to pursue child support. 
- Grandparents have elected not to pursue child sup port due to natural parents 
intermittently collecting the children for short pe riods of time. 
 
Outcome sought: Review of entitlement policy.   
 
CSA and FaHCSIA appreciate receiving information about the issues faced by this group of 
carers under the new Scheme. 


Under the new Child Support Scheme, child support is calculated with reference to the costs 
of children under an income shares approach. Both parents have a legal obligation to support 
their child and the new formula recognises this by using the income of both parents to work 
out the amount of child support payable.  


As a result, eligible grandparent carers must apply against both parents in a child support 
application. 


Eligible grandparent carers can apply against only one parent in certain circumstances, such 
as where a parent of the child is not a resident of Australia, is deceased or where CSA is 
satisfied that there are special circumstances. 


The grandparent carer’s income is not taken into account because they do not have a legal 
obligation to financially support the child 
 
Grandparent carers can elect to have CSA collect from one parent and to privately collect 
from the other parent. Private collection arrangements will allow more flexibility for the parent 
and grandparent to agree the most suitable arrangements.  In this situation Centrelink will 
assume, for Family Tax Benefit purposes, that the ‘private collect’ child support is being 
received. 
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CSA acknowledges that the process of applying for child support may be quite daunting and 
complex for grandparents who are responsible for caring for their grandchildren, while also 
applying against their children for child support. CSA tries to work closely with all new child 
support customers, including grandparent carers, to ensure they understand the child support 
assessment, and their entitlements and obligations under the Scheme.  
 
When a grandparent initially contacts CSA to register a case, CSA conducts a pre-registration 
interview with them. These take approximately 40 minutes and cover a range of topics 
targeted at the specific customer needs depending on their circumstances. Staff taking those 
registrations explore a number of different options with non-parent carers, including 
grandparents, to establish whether they need to lodge against one parent or both. This 
includes the financial ramifications that may be present, and offers of referrals to external 
service providers such as the Family Relationships Advice Line.  Each new customer also 
receives the Parent’s Guide to Child Support which contains information specifically for non 
parent carers, and has a dedicated case officer for their first few months to ensure that there 
is extra support during this time.   
 
In addition, under the recent legislative change, non parent carers including grandparents are 
now able to create child support agreements and access other administrative options such as 
Change of Assessment to ensure that the formula assessment accurately reflects the 
circumstances of the parents.  
 
CSA has attempted, through targeted education activities, to ensure non-parent carers, 
including grandparents, understood their entitlements under the new Scheme and offered 
support through this process.  All non-parent carers registered with CSA recently received a 
letter from the Agency explaining their rights and responsibilities under the new Scheme that 
started on 1 July 2008 (this letter explained that from 1 July they could apply to receive child 
support from both parents). A copy of the letter is attached. Information for non-parent carers 
is also included in CSA's publications - including the Child Support Matters newsletters and 
the Parent’s Guide to Child Support, and on CSA’s website, including in fact sheets and 
references to other support services.   
 
In addition CSA aims to keep grandparents (and all non-parent carers) informed of their child 
support rights and responsibilities via regular communication and education: 
 
• targeting general media and specialist publications with information to inform grandparents 


of their child support options. For example, CSA issues a state-based proactive media 
release to raise awareness of the important role many grandparents play as the primary 
carer for children during the various state Seniors Weeks; 


• delivering outreach activities upon request for grandparents and other non-parent carers, 
who can also attend the CSA's regular Community Information Sessions; and 


• pathways for grandparents are included as part of the CSA's development of the resource 
to guide separated parents through the family law system, an outcome of June/July Child 
Support National Stakeholder Engagement Group and State Engagement Group 
meetings. 


 
At this stage both FaHCSIA and CSA are monitoring the impact of the new arrangements for 
non-parent carers under the new Scheme including the number of non-parent carers who 
apply for child support (as this may be an indicator of the difficulties grandparents face in 
applying for a child support assessment), prior to considering any review of the entitlement 
policy for grandparents. 
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Assessment/Formula  
 


CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA/CSA Response to Emerging Issue 43 


9 October 2008 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Ruth Pilkinton 


Legal Aid 


 
ISSUE:  The new legislation regarding child support  agreements does not seem to 
make adequate provision for setting aside ‘deemed’ binding child support agreements.  
 


CSA customers that had an agreement in place prior to 1 July 2008 were notified in early 
2008 whether their agreement could be transitioned to the new Scheme.   Agreements that 
could not be transitioned were terminated.  Agreements that could be transitioned were, and 
these became known as ‘transitional child support agreements’.  
 
Transitional child support agreements are considered to be binding child support agreements, 
however, some different rules apply to these agreements compared to binding agreements. 
 
There are a number of ways in which a transitional child support agreement can be changed 
or terminated: 


• by a subsequent binding child support agreement; 
• by a binding child support agreement to the effect that the previous child support 


agreement is terminated, known as a termination agreement; 
• by a court order setting aside the child support agreement under section 136; or 
• by an agreement in writing signed by both parties to the effect that the previous child 


support agreement is terminated (this can be done without legal advice). 
 


If a transitional child support agreement is terminated and not replaced with a new 
agreement, the child support formula assessment will apply from the date of effect. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 55 


Meeting 3 December 2008 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Wayne Butler 


Shared Parenting Council of Australia for the Family Law Reform 
Association NSW inc 


 
Issue:   
The issue applies to men/women in jail who are requ ired to pay child support when 
they have no capacity to earn.   
 
An example of this is that when the main provider i n an intact family goes to jail, he is 
not required to pay child support.  This family rec eives Centrelink benefits and on 
release the main provider then returns to his/her n ormal lifestyle.   
 
The payer who is in a separated family prior to ent ering jail is still required to pay child 
support, albeit the minimum amount, when he/she has  no capacity to earn.  Upon his 
release he is presented with a child support bill.  It’s very difficult for the payer to 
resume his/her normal lifestyle when faced with thi s prospect. 
 
Why can an intact family receive benefits with no r equirement to pay the money back, 
when the payer in a separated family is required to  pay accrued child support?   
 
Response to outcome sought 
 
Under the Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989, a parent not separated from the other 
parent of their child (i.e. an intact family), is not eligible to be assessed as liable to pay child 
support.   
 
When the circumstances of a child support parent change it is the responsibility of that parent 
to notify the Child Support Agency (CSA).  This is to ensure that a child support liability is 
calculated based on the correct details of each parent.  If a child support parent does not 
inform CSA of a change in their circumstances they will continue to be assessed on incorrect 
information. 
 
It is in the best interest of parents that have gone to prison to notify CSA as soon as 
practicable.  If a parent does not advise CSA that they have gone to prison it is possible they 
may pay too much child support or build up a child support debt based on wrong details.  In 
most cases CSA can only change the assessment from the date they were notified of the 
change of circumstances.  There are also limits on how far back CSA can review an 
assessment. 
 
However, where a parent’s income is extremely low due to a change of circumstances, such 
as going to prison, and they are assessed to pay the minimum annual rate of child support, 
they can apply to have their child support liability reduced to a nil amount.  The legislation 
outlines that if a parent can satisfy CSA that their income is sufficiently low then a nil rate of 
child support can be applied for all days in a child support period in which a minimum annual 
rate assessment (approximately $339 per year) would otherwise have applied.  
 
Additionally, as eligibility for family assistance is based on a customer’s estimate of their 
family’s current year income, it is also important for parents to contact the Family Assistance 
Office (FAO) when their circumstances change, including when a parent goes to prison.  
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This is because once a parent goes to prison and their income decreases, it will have a direct 
impact on the level of family assistance (for example Family Tax Benefit) that their family is 
entitled to.   
 
Advising the FAO also ensures that family assistance payments help provide an adequate 
level of support, particularly for children in low income family situations. 
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Family Law  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


Attorney General’s Response to Emerging Issue 45 


9 October 2008 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Tony Miller  


Dads in Distress 


 


Issue: The Family Law Council has recommended a com pliance agency be established 
to deal with refusal to uphold court ordered access  to non custodial parents. CSA be 
considered to be that Agency 
 


CSNEG Emerging Issues Brief – IPPOP recommendation 5 – child orders enforcement 
agency 
In its report on Improving Post-Parenting Order Processes (the IPPOP report) released in 
October 2007, the Family Law Council recommended that the government establish a child 
orders enforcement agency to assist parties to make applications for enforcement where 
there have been serious contraventions of parenting orders.   
 
The IPPOP report focuses on ways to ensure that parties comply with parenting orders made 
by the family courts. The report was commissioned prior to the reforms implemented by the 
Shared Parental Responsibility Act 2006. These reforms specifically addressed issues of non-
compliance with parenting orders by providing a wider range of enforcement mechanisms to 
the family law courts.  The courts can order that make up time or financial compensation be 
provided to the party affected by the breach. The courts can also impose fines of up to $6600, 
or good behaviour bonds of up to two years, on parties who are in serious contravention of 
parenting orders.   
 
The recommendation 
 
‘That the Government establish a child orders enforcement agency or in the alternative that 
the Government provide additional and specified funding to enable the State and Territory 
Legal Aid Commissions to assist parties to bring applications about serious contraventions of 
parenting orders before the family courts.’  
 
This recommendation is made on the basis that there is a public interest aspect in 
enforcement where contraventions demonstrate a serious disregard for parenting orders. This 
is because a deliberate breach of a parenting order is a prima facie derogation from the best 
interests of the child. The agency would assist parties to bring an application for enforcement 
– it would not enforce the orders or impose sanctions for breaches, as this is the role of the 
courts. The agency would conduct litigation in the name of the aggrieved parent, who would 
instruct the lawyer provided by the agency. The agency  would respond to referrals from 
Family Relationship Centres and direct approaches by parents affected by serious 
contravention of orders.  The agency would assess cases and obtain additional information 
before deciding if the matter warranted action by the agency. The agency would divert 
matters to other family law services, including parenting programs and family dispute 
resolution where this was more appropriate.  
 
The Council has recommended against authorising the Child Support Agency to undertake 
enforcement functions relating to breaches of parenting orders. This is because co-locating 
such an enforcement function with the CSA would link the payment of child support to 
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spending time with a child in public perceptions.  It is not in the best interests of children to 
suggest the issues are linked as it implies that children’s time is a commodity that can be 
purchased by non-resident parents.  
 
The Council has recommended additional and targeted funding through the State and 
Territory Legal Aid Commissions as an alternative to establishing a separate agency. 
Commissions would case manage applications for enforcement of parenting orders. The 
eligibility requirements and case management process would be the same as that proposed 
for the child orders enforcement agency.  
 
Government response  
 
The Government has not yet responded to the IPPOP report. The Attorney-General’s 
Department is considering the recommendations, including advice about the impact of 
implementing the recommendations. The Department is consulting with the family courts, 
National Legal Aid and the Family Law Section of Law Council in developing its advice on the 
report.     
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Privacy  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


Response to Emerging Issue 47 


Meeting 3 December 2008 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Dads in Distress 


 
ISSUE:  Breach of confidentiality when SSAT request documents from CSA. Fax 
numbers/phone contacts and names of referral agent etc are released to clients ex partner. 
 
OUTCOME SOUGHT: That the appropriate people review any legislative changes that may 
be required to protect all parties’ confidentiality and recommend to Minister’s Office that these 
be accepted. 
 
Response to outcome sought 
 
Mr Miller’s concerns have been raised with CSA and have been investigated by the National 
Privacy Coordinator. CSA was asked to consider whether the disclosure of information in this 
case was in line with the legislative and procedural requirements.   
 
CSA have advised that in relation to this case, Mr Miller had been authorised by the receiving 
parent to act on their behalf as a third party representative. In this capacity Mr Miller had 
written to CSA in relation to an objection which was subsequently subject to an SSAT appeal. 
As Mr Miller’s letter dealt with matters relevant to the objection, in this instance, his 
correspondence was determined to be a document which was relevant to the matter subject 
to appeal. 
 
In relation to Mr Miller’s concerns that fax numbers, phone contacts and the name of his 
organisation was released to the customer’s ex-partner, CSA have very limited discretion to 
remove information from documents provided as part of an SSAT appeal. This discretion is 
limited to the removal of specific identifying information such as a party’s tax file number, 
home address or home phone number. In general it does not extend to removing information 
such as an employer name or contact phone number or the details of a referring organisation 
such as an advocacy or support group or a Member of Parliament.  
 
There is regular liaison and review between CSA, the SSAT and FaHCSIA in relation to the 
appeal process. Mr Miller’s comments in relation to whether the details of advocacy groups 
should be removed from any documents exchanged as part of an SSAT appeal will be 
considered through this usual liaison. 
 
 
General privacy requirements 
 
CSA is subject to the Privacy Act 1988 in relation to its dealings with all customers and 
related parties. The Privacy Act protects the personal information that government and 
businesses collect about individuals and sets out the standards for information collection, 
storage, security, correction, use, disclosure and access. The Privacy Act must be read in 
conjunction with other legislation, such as the secrecy provisions in the Child Support and Tax 
Acts.  
 
Legislative requirements in relation to an SSAT appeal 
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CSA’s obligations and responsibilities in relation to an SSAT appeal are set out in  
Part VIIA and Division 3, Part VIII of the Child Support (Registration and Collection) Act 1988. 
 
When CSA is advised an application has been received by the SSAT it is required to provide 
the SSAT with a statement about the decision under review (section 95(3)(a)). CSA is also 
required to provide a copy of every document that is relevant to the review of the decision 
(section 95(3)(b)). All documents referred to or relied upon in the objection decision must be 
included.  
 
In limited circumstances, CSA may apply to the SSAT for a direction that a document, or part 
of a document, is not required to be sent as part of a review (section 97). The SSAT will 
consider the application and may either direct CSA to send the document to the party 
concerned or make a direction prohibiting or restricting the disclosure to the other parties to a 
review of the contents of the document (section 98). An example of a circumstance in which 
such an application may be made to the SSAT is where a relevant document contains 
medical information about one of the parties. CSA does not have discretion to act outside the 
direction of the SSAT on these matters. 
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Issue 
Number 


Date  
Raised 


Raised by Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


56 9/10/2008 
 
(Initially 
raised as an 
action item) 


Rel’ ships 
Australia 
 


The Telephone Dispute 
Resolution service has noticed a 
number of situations in which a 
child/ren’s agreed contact with 
the non-resident parent living at 
distance, has been prevented 
because of lack of funds to 
finance the air travel.  In some 
cases this has occurred where 
funds had already been paid by 
the non-resident parent to 
finance the visit. 


Children and 
their non-
resident parents 
lose, to a 
greater or lesser 
extent, the 
opportunity for 
face to face time 
together. 


CSA/ 
FaHCSIA 


See Attached response Page 7  


57 March 09 Shared 
Parenting 
Council of 
Australia 


Inequality of Free Legal Aid 
preferentially given to residential 
( custodial or ‘carer’ ) parent 
whilst consciously excluding the 
non residential ( non custodial or 
contact ) parent 


Non Custodial 
Parents and 
their children 
 


AGs AG’s and FaHCSIA to liaise with SPCA   
See Attached page 10 


 


58 March 09 Shared 
Parenting 
Council of 
Australia 


When applicants apply to the 
CSA for payments there can be a 
significant period when there are 
care disputes.  


Payee and 
payers would do 
not agree on 
care 


CSA See Attached response Page 11  
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59 June 09 NCSMC From 1 July fortnightly payments 
of FTB A will be indexed only by 
inflation and not the more 
generous and current wage-
linked indexation (currently tied 
to combined couples’ pension. 
 
What will be the process of 
communication to impacted 
families along with 
communication the $ impact. 
 


Low income 
families who 
received FTB A. 
 
 


FaHCSIA See Attached response Page 17  


60 
 
 


June 09 NCSMC In The best interest of the Child .. 
Reforming the child support 
scheme 
Evidence Based Evaluation of the 
reforms. 


� What has been impact of 
these reforms? 


� Have the intention and 
principles of the reforms 
occurred in practice. 


� What process is used by 
the Child support agency 
to seek evidence that the 
reforms are in the best 
interest of the child? 


� Unintended 
consequences 


� What has worked / what 
needs changing? 


 FaHCSIA/ 
CSA 


See Attached Response Page 25  
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61  National 
Council of 
Single 
Mothers 
and their 
Children 


Collection of overdue child 
support creates FTB debts for 
payees.  There is confusion, 
distress and FTB debts raised 
against received child support 
resulting in difficulties.  Better 
information available to all CSA 
collect payees with payers who 
have an accumulated debt about 
how collected lump sum child 
support arrears will be reconciled 
against FTB and clear advice on 
steps to take to minimise and 
manage FTB debts arising from 
this process. 
 


Payees with 
recalcitrant 
payers 


 See Attached Response Page 22  
 
 
 
 
 
 


62 4 August 
2009 


Lone 
Fathers 
Associatio
n Australia 


Many clients have said that 
where overpayments of child 
support occur as a result of an 
incorrect assessment by the 
CSA, they experience great 
difficulty in getting their money 
back.  CSA employees has been 
reported as stating that in such 
cases the client must negotiate 
with the other partner or take 
action through a court.   
 


Fathers and 
their children 
who are unable 
to benefit from 
moneys which 
have been 
wrongly taken 
by the CSA. 


 See Attached Response Page 26  
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63 4 August 
2009 


Lone 
Fathers 
Associatio
n Australia 


There is a perception that CSA’s 
private investigators are not 
putting much effort into 
investigating mothers who are 
working but not declaring their 
income.  By contrast, when 
mothers tell the CSA that their 
ex-partner is working in a second 
job and not declaring the income 
from it, the CSA often puts a 
private investigator onto the 
case.   
 


The ex-partners 
(and children) of 
mothers who 
are working but 
not declaring 
their income 
 


 See Attached Response Page 28  


64 4 August 
2009 


Lone 
Fathers 
Associatio
n Australia 


In deciding cases where there is 
an issue about capacity to earn, 
CSA officers are not following all 
the procedures that courts (and 
by implication the CSA) are 
required to follow.  
 


Persons whose 
assessments 
are based on 
their supposed 
capacity to earn.  
 


 See Attached Response Page 30  


65 19 August 
2009 


National 
Council of 
Single 
Mothers 
and their 
Children 


Dispute / disagreement/ 
challenge between payer and 
payee regarding the shared-care 
arrangements 


Payees, payers, 
their children 
and third parties 
such as child-
care  centres, 
out-of-school-
care services 
and the child 
support agency 


 See Attached Response Page 14  


66 21 August 
2009 


ACOSS Formula Penalty  for residence 
parents – particularly for families 
of four or more children 


Residence 
parent 
households with 
four or more 
children . 


 See Attached Response Page 32  
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67 1 
September 
2009 


Dads in 
Distress 


Clients are stating that treatment 
by CSA case officers is poor. 
They report that often they are 
hounded out of normal business 
hours and staff are ill equipped 
to understand the emotional 
upheaval clients are finding 
themselves in. 


non custodial 
parents who are 
often at the 
worst place in 
their lives 
 


 See Attached Response Page 37  


68 2 
September 
2009 


National 
Legal Aid 


The approach taken by the CSA 
in enforcement matters, 
particularly in relation to 
penalties.  Our concern is that 
penalties are no longer being 
waived as readily as they once 
were to the detriment of children 
when care changes.  We are 
aware of cases where penalties 
are not waived (after request that 
the penalties be waived in 
accordance with Sec 68 of the 
Child Support (Registration and 
Collection) Act), where former 
payee has waived the child 
support debt and care has 
changed.  In other cases, CSA 
has moved to sell peoples 
houses just to recover penalties.   
 


Children in child 
support 
families, payers 
and payees—
potentially if 
penalties are 
being 
recovered, this 
could 
undermine the 
capacity of a 
payer to pay on-
going amounts 
of child support 
or if care has 
changed to 
support the 
child/ren in 
his/her care.   


 See Attached Response Page 39  
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CONTACT 
 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


CSA Response to Emerging Issue 56 


 
For meeting date: 31 March 2009 
Issue submitted:  27 February 2009 
Issue responded:  13 March 2009 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Rhonda Lawson Street 


Relationships Australia (RA) 


 


ISSUE:  The Telephone Dispute Resolution service op erated by RA Queensland has 
noticed a number of situations in which a child/ren ’s agreed contact with the non-
resident parent living at distance, has been preven ted because of lack of funds to 
finance the air travel. In some cases this has occu rred where funds had already been 
paid by the non-resident parent to finance the visi t. 
 
Issue history 


• Issue submitted by email for the 31 March 2009 meeting 


 
If stakeholders come across a case that they wish to discuss with a staff member from the 
Child Support Agency (CSA), they will need to be an authorised representative of the 
customer.  
 
Chapter 6.6.3 of The Guide provides further information about the role of an authorised 
representative and what information they can supply CSA on a customer’s behalf. An 
authorised representative form is available for download from CSA’s website.  
 
RESPONSE 


The Scenario 
 


When a parental relationship ends, decisions have to be made on issues ranging from 
parenting styles to custody and living arrangements. In some cases, one parent may choose 
to move away, causing the need for the children to fly to have contact with their other parent. 
RA are stating that in some cases this travel may not occur for financial reasons or the 
resident parent may not allow the child to go, even after the paying parent has purchased the 
tickets. RA suggest that a study be done to determine whether a means- dependent subsidy 
fund should be established OR if funds should be quarantined from child support payments to 
pay for this travel.  
 
The issue RA have presented covers two separate themes; 


1. One parent not allowing agreed custody arrangements to occur and 
2. The cost of air travel prohibiting contact between the children and one of the parents.  


 
Options for parents when custody arrangements are not being adhered to 
 
CSA's role in the Australian Community is to support separated parents to transfer child 
support payments for the benefit of their children. Decisions on the actual custody 
arrangements of children cannot be influenced or interfered in by the CSA. The responsibility 
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for these decisions lies with the Family Court, if arrangements cannot be negotiated and 
agreed to between the parents.  
 
However, where care is not occurring in accordance with a court order, parenting plan or 
written agreement and there is no agreement as to that amount of care, a customer may ask 
CSA to consider basing the assessment on the amount of care that is actually occurring. 
However, this type of decision will only be made where there is an ‘acceptable reason’ for this 
care level or where ‘reasonable action’ is being taken to ratify the care level that is actually 
happening. Chapter 2.2.6 of The Guide provides detailed information on these ‘interim care 
determinations’. 
 
CSA staff are not qualified to provide legal advice or to mediate these types of arrangements 
with parents. If a parent raises this type of issue with an officer from the CSA, they will refer 
them to an appropriate organisation, such as the Family Relationship Advice Line, groups like 
Relationships Australia or to the Family Court info line.  
 
Options for parents to include the cost of travel in their child support arrangements  
 
Most additional items, such as airfares or travel costs, can be taken into consideration with 
the amount of child support payable, if both parents agree to the arrangements. If parents 
cannot agree, they should first try to utilise the services of organisations that can provide 
mediation on these matters. CSA’s Community Services Directory (http://csd.csa.gov.au/) has 
a list of organisations who offer mediation services, listed by postcode location. If mediation is 
not successful parents should seek legal advice to determine whether the issue can be raised 
with the Family Court.  
 


1. Agreements 
 


Parents can lodge a Child Support Agreement that takes into account the additional 
contact costs in the amount of child support that is payable. For example, parents can 
agree that $100 per month will be paid in child support plus an additional $1,000 per 
annum directly on travel costs. Parents can set Child Support Agreements to cover a 
certain period, to cover special events, or until the child support case ends.   
 
CSA recommends that all parents who are considering lodging a child support 
agreement, seek independent legal advice prior to doing so. This is a requirement for 
some types of agreements.  
 
Further information on Child Support Agreements can be found in chapter 2.7 of 
CSA’s online technical and policy resource, The Guide. 


 
2. Non Agency Payments 


 
A Non Agency Payment (NAP) is a private payment made to the receiving parent or 
third party in lieu of a cash child support payment. The payment can then be claimed 
as a credit against the child support account. Payments made for airfares are one 
example of what can be claimed as a NAP credit. One criterion that must be met for 
airfares/travel costs to be credited, is that both parents agree that the payment was 
made in lieu of child support. For example, a paying parent owes $1,000 in child 
support and the parents negotiate that airfares ($1,600) will be purchased and then 
taken into consideration by the CSA. Once the details and the mutual intent (that this 
payment was in lieu of child support) has been established, CSA will credit $1,000 
towards the overdue arrears and the remaining $600 will be used to apply against 
future child support payments.  
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Parents do not have to credit the entire cost of the airfares as a NAP. For example, 
the parents may choose to only credit 50% of the ticket price, as that is what the 
paying parent paid on the receiving parent’s behalf.  
 
Parents can also agree to specify a percentage at which the ongoing child support 
payment will be met by the NAP credit and the percentage that will be met by a cash 
payment of child support.  In the above example, the parents can request that the 
entire $1,600 is applied to the child support account but that the paying parent still be 
required to pay 50% of their ongoing child support liability in cash each month. The 
remaining 50% of the child support liability will be satisfied by reducing the $1,600 
NAP credit. This will have the effect of reducing the NAP credit over a period of time.  
 
Please see chapter 5.3.1 of The Guide for further information on Non Agency 
Payments. 


 
3. Change of Assessment 


 
The Change of Assessment (COA) process allows for a Senior Case Officer (SCO) to 
determine whether special circumstance(s) exists within a child support case. One 
such special circumstance is when a parent spends more than 5% of their adjusted 
taxable income on maintaining contact with their child. In relation to the scenario 
above, a parent may apply for a reduction to their child support liabilities to take into 
consideration the cost of airfares to maintain this established contact with their 
children.  
 
CSA’s procedural instructions clearly outline the process a Customer Service Officer 
(CSO) will go through once a parent lodges a COA application. After the CSO 
scrutinises the application they will contact the other parent to discuss the process 
and to advise of their right of response to the claims. A SCO is responsible for 
considering both parents evidence, presented at a conference and in their 
application/response, and to decide whether they will make a change to the child 
support assessment. In their decision making the SCO needs to determine whether 
the amount spent exceeds 5% of the parent’s adjusted taxable income and secondly 
whether it is just and equitable for the child support assessment to be changed.  
  
Further information regards the CSA’s policy on making these decisions can be found 
in chapter 2.6.7 of The Guide. 


 
For more information, please contact the Stakeholder Engagement Team on 02 6272 8380 or 
email stakeholders@csa.gov.au who will direct you to the correct area to speak to.  
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FAMILY LAW  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


CSA Response to Emerging Issue 57 


 
Issue submitted: March 2009  
Issue responded:   
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Wayne Butler 


Shared Parenting Council Australia 


 
Issue: Inequality of Free Legal Aid  preferentially given to residential (custodial or 
‘carer’ ) parent whilst consciously excluding the n on residential (non custodial or 
contact ) parent 
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CARE 
 


 


CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  
CSA / FaHCSIA / AGD Response to Emerging Issue 58 
 
For meeting date: 31 March 2009 
Issue submitted:  17 March 2009 
Issue responded:  4 May 2009 
 
Raised by 
Dept/Group 


Wayne Butler 
Shared Parenting Council of Australia (SPCA) 


 
ISSUE:   
 
Issue history 
Issue submitted by email for the 31 March 2009 meeting. 
 
The SPCA is suggesting that, if parents are in dispute regarding the care levels of 
their children after separating and: 
there are no court orders or parenting plans in place; 
no agreement has been reached through the use of a mediation service; and 
there is no documented evidence of the care level or evidence that shows why the 
care level should be assessed at a different care level 
then CSA should default to a shared care arrangement of 182 nights for one parent 
and 183 for the other. SPCA believes that if this occurs there will be “less disputes, 
benefits to children, less entrenched conflict around CSA payments and a more 
immediate implementation of a child support payment regime”. 
 


RESPONSE 
 
Please note: If stakeholders come across a case that they wish to discuss with a 
staff member from the Child Support Agency (CSA), they will need to be an 
authorised representative of the customer. Chapter 6.6.3 of The Guide provides 
further information about the role of an authorised representative and what 
information they can supply CSA on a customer’s behalf. An authorised 
representative form is available for download from CSA’s website.  
 
 
The SPCA suggests that CSA should default to a shared care arrangement where 
parents cannot agree on the care arrangements for their child/ren.  
As the SPCA would be aware, the child support formula uses the incomes of both 
parents and the care arrangements for the child/ren to determine the child support 
amount payable. Therefore, CSA is required to have a record, which is as accurate 
as possible, of the care arrangements for the child/ren.  
Where parents do not agree on the care arrangements or the percentage of care, 
CSA will make a decision. In these cases the CSA will ensure that both parents are 
aware of the details that are in dispute and will give both parents the opportunity to 
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provide further evidence. According to legislation, CSA must take into consideration 
the facts of the case in making a determination on the care arrangements that are 
likely to occur.  
 
If CSA were to default to a shared care arrangement pending resolution of the 
dispute, this may potentially have a significant impact on the financial support 
available to the child/ren for a considerable period of time. CSA also considers that 
automatically applying 182 night / 183 night arrangement where disputes arise 
would further complicate the process of having parents work towards an agreed 
outcome; presumably one parent would benefit from the application of arbitrary 
50:50 care arrangement and this would act as a disincentive to reaching an agreed 
outcome. 
 
Furthermore, the SPCA’s suggestion would have potentially significant implications 
for the Family Tax Benefit (FTB) payable for the child/ren. FTB Part A provides 
extra assistance to single parents. The payment can be divided between the 
parents when both parents have over 35% care of the child/ren. If CSA was to 
default to a shared care arrangement when a dispute occurs, then potentially 
Centrelink payments would be incorrectly allocated between the parents. FTB 
payments are reviewed each year, which may cause significant overpayments of 
Government funds to the parents, which may need to be repaid. 
 
To further support parents with a disputed care matter, the Australian Government 
is currently examining a range of mechanisms to provide early assistance and 
advice. CSA, the Family Relationship Advice Line and Family Relationship Centres 
will work more closely together to assist separated parents to develop sustainable, 
workable arrangements that are in the best interests of their children. Further 
information about these developments will be available shortly.  
 
CSA is also currently developing a web-based tool, in consultation with other 
stakeholders, called My family is separating- what now? This tool aims to help 
parents better understand the options available to them after separation. In the case 
of a difficult separation, where disputes are more likely to occur, the tool will 
emphasize the importance of putting the child/ren first, as well as the benefits of 
mediation as an option for sorting out arrangements, rather than court processes for 
parenting orders. The tool is currently undergoing customer and stakeholder testing 
and is expected to be launched later this year.  
 
Background information on CSA decision-making regarding care disputes 
 
CSA makes care decisions in accordance with the Child Support (Assessment) Act 
1989. There are specific provisions that apply to situations where there are disputes 
concerning the percentage of care that each parent (or non-parent carer) has.   
 
When customers cannot agree on the percentage of care and there is no court 
order, parenting plan, or written or oral agreement in place, CSA will determine a 
care percentage under s50. In particular, sub-section 50(1) requires the CSA to 
determine the percentage of care (if any) that a parent or non-parent carer is likely 
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to have during the relevant care period. CSA can only settle on a 182/183 night 
care arrangement if it is satisfied that it is likely to occur. The facts of the matter 
must influence the outcome. If not, the decision will lack integrity and will be 
overturned on objection and/or by the Social Security Appeals Tribunal (SSAT) if a 
review is sought. 
 
For more information on how CSA makes these decisions, please see chapter 2.2 
of The Guide. 
In making a decision about care, CSA will consider the information and evidence 
provided by both parents. The available evidence is likely to depend on the 
individual circumstances but may include: 
documentary evidence in the form of a diary or calendar recording the care of the 
child;  
copies of any court orders or parenting plans;  
contact details for day care, school, etc;  
enrolment details for a day care, school, etc;  
detail regarding the location of the child's belongings;  
evidence regarding visits to health care providers; and  
statements from third parties.  
If the evidence and information from both parents cannot be reconciled, and a point 
of agreement cannot be reached, CSA cannot be satisfied that the percentage of 
care has changed and will make a decision to not amend the assessment.  
 
If either parent believes CSA has made an incorrect decision, due to an error in the 
facts of the case or in CSA’s interpretation of the legislation, they can object. An 
objection must be made in writing within 28 days of the parent being notified. After 
this secondary investigation and decision making process, if either parent continues 
to be dissatisfied they can apply for an external review through the SSAT.  
 
It is also important to note that if the care arrangement changes again or further 
evidence comes to light in support of either parent’s claims, a parent can apply for a 
new care decision to be made.  
 
 
 
For more information on this or other child support-related issues, please contact 
the CSA Stakeholder Engagement Team via email stakeholders@csa.gov.au.  
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


65 - Response to Emerging Issue 
 
ISSUE:  Disputed Care Arrangements 


 


Raised by 


Title 


Dept/Group 


 Terese Edwards 


 Director 


 The National Council of Single Mothers & Their Children 


 
  


Introduction 


Care determinations are based on the level of care that is to occur in a future 
period.  In some situations the proposed level of contact does not eventuate.  
The NCSMC states that currently receiving parents are required to 
demonstrate that the proposed pattern of care was not established.  The 
NCSMC suggests that the other parent be responsible for demonstrating the 
care arrangements in place.   
 
The NCSMC also emphasises the difficulty in involving third parties to provide 
evidence of care and the negative implications this can have on everyone 
concerned. 
 
Response 


The NCSMC suggests that where a parent is seeking to change the 
percentage of care used in their child support assessment, on the basis that a 
pattern of care was never established, the other parent should be responsible 
for demonstrating that the care is in fact taking place. 
 
The effect of the approach suggested by NCSMC would be to shift the full 
evidential burden to the party whose care is being challenged and make it 
open to either party to challenge the recorded arrangements without being 
required to substantiate their claims. This is inconsistent with the principles of 
procedural fairness and could be expected to exacerbate conflict between the 
parents. 
 
The process for dealing with situations where there are disputes between 
parents in relation to the number of nights the children are with each parent is 
set out in the Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989.  


The policy and legislation relating to care decisions places an emphasis on 
recognising the agreed care arrangements between parents and the 
importance of parents coming to an agreement for the benefit of their 
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child/ren. To achieve this outcome, the CSA works with both parents to 
ensure assessments are correct. 


The care percentage used in a child support assessment will generally be 
based on an oral or written agreement or court order, provided the agreement 
or order allows a percentage of care to be determined. 


Section 52 of the Child Support (Assessment) Act recognises that there may 
be circumstances where a parent is recognised as having a regular level of 
care that does not eventuate. In these cases the CSA can be asked to 
consider the actual level of care that is occurring. 


The CSA will consider whether the child has been made available to the other 
parent.  If the child has not been made available , the CSA will not make a 
new care determination under this provision.  Where the child has been 
made available  the CSA will consider the amount of times contact with the 
child has not taken place and whether there has been sufficient time to 
establish a pattern of care.   


If no written agreement exists the CSA will make a decision based on the 
information and evidence that is available. Both parents are given the 
opportunity to provide information to the CSA prior to the decision being 
made. This information may include:  


• documentary evidence in the form of a diary or calendar recording the 
care of the child;  


• copies of any court orders or parenting plans;  
• contact details for day care, school, etc;  
• enrolment details for a day care, school, etc;  
• detail regarding the location of the child's belongings;  
• evidence regarding visits to health care providers; and  
• statements from third parties.  


The CSA will not change the level of care recorded without attempting to 
contact both parents to discuss. If the changed level of care is disputed the 
CSA will seek further information from both parents. 


In cases where no written agreement exists and the CSA is unable to 
determine the level of care based on the information available, the CSA will 
not amend the assessment. Where parents disagree but a written agreement 
exists care will be taken in accordance to the written agreement between the 
parties.   
 
In some instances actual arrangements may vary from the last written 
agreement in place, when this occurs a customer may ask the CSA to make 
an interim decision based on the actual care occurring whilst the parents are 
negotiating a new agreement of care arrangements. 
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It is important for the CSA to reflect as accurately as possible the care levels 
of the child/ren in each case to ensure that they continue to receive an 
appropriate level of financial support. 


 
If a customer is unhappy with a care determination made by the CSA, they 
may object in writing within 28 days. If either parent continues to be 
dissatisfied they can apply for an external review through the SSAT.  
 
To further support parents with a disputed care matter, the Australian 
Government has established a range of services, such as Family Relationship 
Centres and the Family Relationships Advice Line, to support separated and 
separating parents in making agreements about their post-separation 
parenting arrangements. The objective of these services is to provide support 
and information to parents and to help separated parents resolve their 
disputes. The CSA, the Family Relationship Advice Line and Family 
Relationship Centres continue to work closely together to assist separated 
parents to develop sustainable, workable arrangements that are in the best 
interests of their children. 
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FAMILY ASSISTANCE/FTB  
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 59 
 
 
For meeting date: 31 March 2009 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Therese Edwards 


National Council of Single Mothers and their Children 


 


ISSUE:  From 1 July fortnightly payments of FTB A will be i ndexed only by inflation 
and not the more generous and current wage-linked i ndexation (currently tied to 
combined couples’ pension. 
 
What will be the process of communication to impact ed families along with 
communication the $ impact. 
 
The issue is a decision by Government about family assistance announced in 
the 2009 Budget.  The measure will be subject to the passage of legislation by 
the Parliament, and the legislation is intended to be introduced in the week 
beginning 15 June 2009. 
 
If you think that there is a need to provide information, there There is publicly 
available information about the measure and its impact that you can refer to.  
Below are links to the Minister’s media release, and the relevant Portfolio Fact 
Sheet. 
 
1.
 http://www.jennymacklin.fahcsia.gov.au/internet/jenn ymacklin.nsf/
content/reform_family_payments_12may2009.htm  (See below) 
 
 
The Rudd Government will take important steps to reform family payments to 
make them more sustainable for the long-term. 
 
Australia's spending on family payments is generous by international 
standards.  
 
The most recent analysis shows our spending on cash family benefits was 
equal third highest in the OECD, at 2.2 per cent of GDP, well above the 
average of 1.3 per cent. 
 
In the midst of a global recession that has wiped around $210 billion from 
Commonwealth revenues, the Rudd Government is taking the tough choices 
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needed to make sure Australia's family payments system is sustainable in the 
long-term.  
 
The reforms are designed to maintain the fundamental characteristics of the 
family payments system. 
 
In particular, the reforms will support low and middle income families with the 
cost of raising children and promote workforce participation and reward for 
effort. They will complement other key reforms in the tax and transfer 
systems, including increasing the Low Income Tax Offset. 
 
These reforms will save $2.4 billion over the forward estimates. 
 
Higher income thresholds for family payments will be paused at current levels 
for three years until July 2012. This will reduce the growth in family payments 
to those at the higher end of the income scale.  
 
From 1 July 2009 for a period of three years: 


o the Family Tax Benefit Part B primary earner income threshold 
will remain at $150,000;  


o the income threshold for receiving dependency tax offsets will 
remain at $150,000; 


o the Baby Bonus eligibility threshold will remain at $75,000 family 
income in the six months following the birth or adoption of a child 
(equivalent to $150,000 a year); and 


o the higher income free area of Family Tax Benefit Part A will 
remain constant. For example this means the income limit for a 
family with two children under 18 will remain around $112,000 
until 2012. Each family's FTB Part A income cut out depends on 
the age and number of children. 


 
The Family Tax Benefit Part A lower income free threshold (currently $42,559) 
and the Family Tax Benefit Part B secondary earner income threshold 
(currently $4,526) will continue to be indexed annually in line with increases in 
the costs of living. 
 
These measures will limit the growth of family payments to families at the 
higher end of the income scale and save $1.4 billion over the forward 
estimates.  
 
Without these reforms, a single income family with income of around 
$161,000 a year would be eligible to receive Family Tax Benefit Part B in 
2011-12. 
 
Pausing higher income thresholds is a reform that permanently improves 
targeting of payments to middle income families as families receive less 
support from the Government as their income rises. 
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Families affected by these changes will benefit from the significant income tax 
cuts due to be delivered from 1 July 2009 and 1 July 2010. 
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Payment rates for Family Tax Benefit (Parts A and B) and the Baby Bonus will 
also continue to be indexed every year for the cost of living.  
 
Consistent with indexation of other family assistance payment rates, from 1 
July 2009, maximum rates of Family Tax Benefit Part A for children under 16 
years will be indexed by movements in the consumer price index only, instead 
of linked to male total average weekly earnings (MTAWE) through the 
combined couple rate of pension. This will save $1 billion over the forward 
estimates.  
 
Payments will maintain their value in real terms. In 2009-10 the foregone 
increase will be around $0.35 a week for each child 12 and under; and $0.49 
a week for each child aged 13 to 15. 
 
Important reforms delivered by this Government to the tax-transfer system 
have substantially increased assistance to low income working families, 
including: 


o the Government's historic introduction of a national Paid 
Parental Leave scheme which will particularly benefit low 
income families and promote continued workforce participation 
of women; and 


o other benefits including the Education Tax Refund, the Medicare 
Teen Dental Plan, and the 50 per cent Child Care Tax Rebate. 


 
Even after taking into account the reforms to family payments, these other 
initiatives deliver over $4 billion dollars of additional assistance to low and 
middle income families over the next four years. 
 
In addition, the Government is also doubling the Low Income Tax Offset, from 
$750 in July 2007 to $1500 in July 2010. This means the effective annual tax 
free threshold will increase from $11,000 to $16,000. This assistance through 
the tax system promotes participation in the workforce by rewarding work.  
 
Alongside these changes, the rate of growth of family tax benefits will be 
slightly reduced to ensure effective incentives to work remain built into the 
transfer system. This also ensures the sustainability of the system overall. 
 
These reforms are designed to ensure the current system is sustainable, 
provides the ongoing support to families who need it most and encourages 
participation and productivity. 
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2.
 http://www.fahcsia.gov.au/about/publicationsarticle s/corp/Budget
PAES/budget09_10/Pages/macklinfs10_ReformFamilyPaym ents-FTB-A-
Indexation.aspx  
Reform of family payments — Family Tax Benefit Part A (FTB-A) – Removing 
the link to pension indexation  
Key Elements 
Consistent with indexation of other family assistance payment rates, from 1 
July 2009, maximum rates of Family Tax Benefit Part A for children under 16 
years will be indexed by movements in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) only, 
instead of linked to Male Total Average Weekly Earnings through the 
combined couple rate of pension.  
Background 
Family Tax Benefit Part A is paid on a per child basis to help families with the 
costs of raising children. Payment is based on a family’s adjusted taxable 
income in the financial year.  
The annual maximum rates of FTB Part A for children aged under 16 consist 
of two components:  
A fortnightly rate that is either CPI-indexed or benchmarked to the combined 
pensioner couple rate whichever is the higher; and   
The CPI-indexed FTB Part A supplement, paid at the end of the financial year.  
The benchmark for the 0-12 year old rate is set at 16.6 per cent of the 
combined pensioner couple rate. The corresponding benchmark for the 13-15 
year old rate is 21.6 per cent. These benchmarks will cease to apply from 1 
July 2009.  
Annual indexation of the rates will occur in line with movements in the CPI.  
Implementation 
This measure will be implemented on 1 July 2009. In 2009-10 the foregone 
increase will be around $0.35 a week for each child 12 and under; and $0.49 
a week for each child aged 13 to 15.  
Total Government Funding 
This measure is estimated to save $1 billion over four years.  
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 61 
 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Therese Edwards & Elspeth McInnes 


National Council of Single Mothers and their Children/ 
ACOSS 


 


Issue: Collection of overdue child support creates FTB debts for payees.  There is 
confusion, distress and FTB debts raised against received child support resulting in 
difficulties.  Better information available to all CSA collect payees with payers who 
have an accumulated debt about how collected lump sum child support arrears will 
be reconciled against FTB and clear advice on steps to take to minimise and manage 
FTB debts arising from this process. 


CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  
 
Response to Emerging Issue 
Issue raised: Collection of overdue child support creates FTB debts for payees 
Raised by: Elspeth McInnes 
 
Introduction 
The FTB (Family Tax Benefit) debts created through receiving lump sum payments 
for overdue child support impacts negatively on payee parents due to confusion and 
distress of having to pay back FTB.   
 
It was suggested that FaHCSIA and CSA jointly develop an information package, 
including information on rights and processes of objection if the payee believes the 
information used for making decision for working out Maintenance Income Test 
(MIT), Maintenance Income Credit (MIC) and maintenance reconciliation is wrong. 
 
Background 
MIT, MIC and Maintenance Income Free Area (MIFA) are terms used by the Family 
Assistance Office to calculate FTB.  As such, it is not within CSA’s authority to inform 
parents on the options available on how they can elect to receive FTB when they do 
not receive the correct amount of child support payments regularly.   
 
Response 
Child Support and FTB are linked. The parents who receive more than the base rate 
of FTB are required to take a reasonable action to receive child support payment 
from the other parent (Maintenance Action Test).   The amount of child support 
parents receive will affect the amount of FTB A they may receive.  Maintenance 
Income Test (MIT) will assess whether parent’s child support income is greater than 
Maintenance Income Free Area (MIFA). If it is greater, FTB A will reduce by 50 cents 
in every dollar of child support, over the maintenance income free areas, until the 
base rate is reached.  
 
If parents do not receive the correct amount of child support regularly, they need to 
elect one method out of two available methods with which FTB A is calculated.   
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One method is called ‘entitlement method’ and assumes a parent is receiving the 
right amount of child support, and works out FTB accordingly.  FTB amount will be 
reconciled with the actual child support amount at the end of the financial year to 
make sure the correct amount of FTB was paid. 
 
The other method is called ‘disbursement method’ and Family Assistance Office will 
recalculate parent’s FTB every time the amount of child support changes.  This 
method can be used only when a parent receives child support through CSA 
because FAO relies on information from CSA to calculate FTB.  This method assists 
parents to maintain steady income stream while their child support payments may not 
be a reliable source of income. 
 
If parents elect disbursement method, it is important to remember that they may be 
overpaid with FTB when they receive a lump sum payment of child support, such as 
arrears being paid. They may need to repay FAO for overpaid FTB subject to 
Maintenance Income Test, Maintenance Income Free Area and Maintenance Income 
Credit. 
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
Maintenance Action Test (MAT)  - To be paid more than the base rate of Family Tax 
Benefit Part A, you must take reasonable action to obtain child support payments, if 
you care for children from a previous relationship for at least 35 per cent of the time.  
Any child support (maintenance) payments you or your partner get for your children 
do not count as part of family income but may affect how much FTB Part A you can 
be paid, if you are entitled to more than the base rate. 
 
Maintenance Income Test (MIT)  - The maintenance income test assesses whether 
a recipient's maintenance income is greater than their MIFA. 
 
Maintenance Income Free Area (MIFA)  - If you or your partner get child support 
payments during the financial year, the Family Assistance Office (FAO) will assess 
these payments to work out your correct rate of FTB Part A.  Your FTB Part A will 
reduce by 50 cents in every dollar of child support you get, over the maintenance 
income free areas, until the base rate is reached.  
 
Disbursement Assessment method  - If your child support payments are not 
regular, you can ask FAO to use the Disbursement Assessment method.  FAO will 
recalculate the amount of FTB you get whenever the amount you receive from CSA 
changes.  This means your FTB payment may go up or down, depending on how 
much child support you have been paid.  
 
If you receive significantly less child support than you should, or you are not sure 
how much child support you will get, then you may be better off using this method.   
 
You can only choose this method if your child support is collected through CSA. This 
is because the Disbursement Assessment method relies on information sent from 
CSA.   
 
Entitlement method  – The entitlement method is based on the amount of 
maintenance the recipient is entitled to receive.  The entitlement method, in 
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calculating FTB, assumes that the recipient is receiving the amount of maintenance 
that has been assessed by the CSA, or is contained in the court order or court 
registered agreement unless the recipient advises otherwise. 
  
You can switch between the two methods whenever you like. 
 
Maintenance Income Credit (MIC) - From 1 July 2006 FTB recipients who are 
entitled to maintenance income that is registered for collection by the CSA may 
access a maintenance income credit (MIC) balance. The MIC balance represents the 
unused amount of MIFA from past income years. When an FTB recipient or partner 
receives arrears of maintenance income the MIC balance may be drawn upon to 
reduce the amount of arrears counted under the maintenance income test. 
 
Maintenance Reconciliation  - After the end of the financial year, FAO will check 
that you have been paid the correct amount of FTB Part A based on your actual 
income and the amount of child support you received.  FAO will advise you of the 
result of maintenance reconciliation.  
 
If you were paid too much FTB, you will have to repay any amount you shouldn't 
have been paid. If you were underpaid during the year, you will get a top up payment. 
 
Family Tax Benefit Part B and Child Care Benefit are not affected by the child 
support payments you or your partner get. 
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RESEARCH 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


FaHCSIA Response to Emerging Issue 60 
 
 
For meeting date: 31 March 2009 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Therese Edwards 


National Council of Single Mothers and their Children 


 


ISSUE:  In The best interest of the Child .. Reforming the child support scheme 
 
Evidence Based Evaluation of the reforms. 


� What has been impact of these reforms? 
� Have the intention and principles of the reforms oc curred in practice. 
� What process is used by the Child support agency to  seek evidence that 


the reforms are in the best interest of the child? 
� Unintended consequences 
� What has worked / what needs changing? 


 


Minister Macklin has asked the Department of Families, Housing, Community 
Services and Indigenous Affairs (FaHCSIA) to closely monitor the effects of 
the changes over the medium and long term. This monitoring will include both 
analyses of administration data and research. 


In addition to the planned research and monitoring FaHCSIA conducted 
extensive consultation of stakeholders in the December quarter of 2008. 
FaHCSIA attended all state stakeholder meetings to receive feedback from 
stakeholders on research priorities for incorporation into the research plan.  


One of the research projects is the Child Support Reform Study which will be 
conducted over three waves. The first occurred in early 2008 prior to the stage 
three changes. The second wave is scheduled for latter this year and the final 
wave is scheduled for 2011.  


An analysis of administration data was publicly released in August 2008. This 
report provided details on the combined child support and Family Tax Benefit 
outcomes of Stage 3 of the Child Support Scheme Reforms. This report can 
be found at 
http://www.fahcsia.gov.au/sa/childsupport/pubs/PopulationImpact/Pages/defa
ult.aspx  
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OVERPAYMENTS 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


Response to Emerging Issue 62 
 
ISSUE:  Non-Refund of Overpayments 


 


Raised by 


Title 


Dept/Group 


 Barry Williams 


 National President 


 Lone Fathers Association Australia 


 
  


Introduction 


The LFAA state they have received advice from many of their customers that they 
experience great difficulty in getting their money back in instances where a child 
support overpayment has occurred. LFAA asserts that there are many options 
available to the CSA to recover monies which should be vigorously pursued. 


The LFAA state that CSA employees have been reported as stating that in such 
cases the client must negotiate with the other partner or take action through a court.   
 


Response 


When a child support overpayment occurs the CSA provides the paying parent with 
the options available to them.  The avenues to recover money are dependant on the 
type of overpayment that has occurred and the individual circumstances of the case. 
In some situations court action may be a valid option for the paying parent to 
consider. 


There are two kinds of child support overpayments; overpayments where there is no 
registered maintenance liability; and overpayments where there is a registered 
maintenance liability.  


Where there is an ongoing registered maintenance liability and, for example, a 
paying parent has overpaid child support as a result of a retrospective variation to 
their assessment, the following options apply; 


o ‘gift’ the overpayment to the other parent and not seek recovery; 
o leave the credit on the account to apply against future liabilities  
o request a refund of the overpaid monies by CSA. 


If the CSA has been asked to collect the overpayment the CSA will seek a lump sum 
payment from the receiving parent where possible or alternatively a payment 
arrangement for an ongoing lesser amount.  The CSA works to ensure that the 
payment arrangement; 
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o will not disadvantage the child by minimising ongoing child support; 
o reflects the size of the debt and a reasonable repayment period;  
o takes into account the receiving parent’s capacity to pay, and  
o takes into account the circumstances surrounding the overpayment. 


If a receiving parent does not agree to repay the amount owed, the CSA will consider 
enforcement options. Enforcement options are only applicable where a receiving 
parent has not complied with a payment arrangement.  


It is important to note that a receiving parent who has been “overpaid” may seek to 
re-entitle themselves to that amount by seeking a change to their assessment or by a 
departure in an appropriate court.  In these situations, the CSA may delay recovery 
of the overpayment. 


The CSA provides customers with information that enables the individual to make 
informed choices.  This may include providing options such as negotiating with the 
other parent or pursuing legal avenues.  These options are applicable in cases where 
customers managed their payments privately; where there is no registered 
maintenance liability or where a parent is dissatisfied with a CSA decision not to 
immediately refund all of the overpaid monies.  


When the CSA receives an application to register a child support case provided all 
the requirements of the law are satisfied, the CSA must register the case.  
Sometimes other evidence or a subsequent court order requires that the registered 
liability be cancelled.  For example a court making a ruling that due to paternity the 
liability was never entitled to be registered, [S107 of the Child Support (Assessment) 
Act].  If that scenario occurs the CSA can not seek collection of paid child support 
unless the court has also made a ruling under S143 of the Child Support 
(Assessment) Act.   


In accordance with the provisions of the Child Support (Assessment) Act it is only 
S143 rulings associated with parentage overpayments that may be registered with 
the CSA for collection. 


Where an overpayment of child support occurs the CSA evaluates the individual 
circumstances of the case to identify the correct course of action that may be taken.   
CSA staff receive ongoing training to ensure they are able to provide the correct 
options to customers. 
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SERVICE DELIVERY 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


Response to Emerging Issue 63 
 
For meeting date: 16 September 2009 
 
ISSUE:  Is there a gender bias to the CSA investigations of parents who are 
not declaring their income. 


 


Raised by 


Title 


Dept/Group 


 Barry Williams 


 President  


 Lone Father’s Association Australia 


 
 Introduction 


The LFAA have asked for further information relating to the selection of cases by 
financial investigators in the Income Minimiser Teams.  Specifically two issues have 
been raised: 


o There is a perception that CSA’s private investigators are not putting much 
effort into investigating mothers who are working but not declaring their 
income.  By contrast, when mothers tell the CSA that their ex-partner is 
working in a second job and not declaring the income from it, the CSA often 
puts a private investigator onto the case 


 
o An analysis of how the $145 million the Government has allocated to the 


CSA for private investigations is currently being spent. 
 


Response 


The CSA does not select cases for financial investigation on the basis of gender.    
Cases are selected where the taxable income of either, or both, parents may not 
accurately reflect their income, property, or financial resources and consequently 
their 'Capacity to Pay' (CTP) or entitlement to receive child support. 


When cases are referred to the CTP team there is no differentiation between paying 
and receiving parents. The objective of the financial investigator is to identify whether 
the income amount used on the child support assessment understates either parents’ 
financial resources.  These investigations which form part of the compliance program 
support the principal objective of the Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989 which is 
to ensure that children receive a proper level of child support from their parents. 


Not all cases referred to a financial investigator will result in a recommendation for a 
CSA initiated Change of Assessment review.  The financial investigator conducts a 
thorough review of both parents’ circumstances to identify whether there is sufficient 
evidence to warrant this action.  In some cases there is not.   
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Whilst the CSA may not proceed further this does not negate the option parents have 
to apply, to have their’s and the other parent’s circumstances reviewed through 
submitting a change of assessment application themselves. 


If information indicates a review is warranted the financial investigator will submit 
recommendations to a Senior Case Officer to determine if the child support 
assessment is fair and equitable.  At this point both parents are invited to respond to 
the recommendations and provide any further information (in writing and at 
conference) prior to a final determination being made. 


If either parent disagrees with the Senior Case Officer’s decision they may choose to 
lodge an objection.  Further appeal is also available through the Social Security 
Appeals Tribunal. 


Below are the statistics from the Child Support Compliance Report which provides 
the published outcomes of the Compliance Program - Income Minimisers’ project. 
 


 
 


Activity 


2005/06 2006/07 2007/08  
 


2008/09 


 
Income Minimisers:  
 
Investigations Finalised 
Investigations Finalised  
(Excluding Finalised No 
Change) 
Increased Assessments 
Collections 
 


 
 
 


1,262 
 
 


880 
$ 4,296,518 


N/A 
 


 
 
 


4,013 
 
 


1,858 
$ 9,115,084 
$ 2,942,779 


 


 
 
 


5,886 
 
 


4,894 
$ 24,727,140 
$ 12,458,864  


 


 
 
 


4,135 
 
 


3,462 
$ 19,725,063 
$ 18,679,157 


 
 


The first three years of data was collected under the previous child support scheme.  
The new scheme now takes into account both parents’ incomes and considers them 
equally. Data reflecting the impact this has had on the Income Minimisers’ project is 
still being gathered.   


In addition to the Income Minimisers’ project both parents continue to have the option 
to pursue a review of financial circumstances through Change of Assessment. 
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COA 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


Response to Emerging Issue 64 
  
ISSUE:   “Capacity to Earn” decisions made through Change of Assessment 
(CoA) 
 


Raised by 


Title 


Dept/Group 


 Barry Williams 


 President 


 Lone Father’s Association Australia 


 
Introduction 


LFAA claims that when the CSA is deciding cases where there is an issue about a 
customer’s capacity to earn, CSA officers are not following legislative guidelines, 
including those procedures adopted by the courts. LFAA states that the incomes of 
persons whose assessments are based on capacity to earn are not being fairly and 
properly estimated, because of the incomplete procedures being applied by the CSA.  
LFAA requests that CSA follow all the relevant procedures set out in section 117 of 
the Child Support (Assessment) Act.   


 


Response 


The CSA does comply with legislation pertaining to “earning capacity” 
decisions in accordance with Section 117 of the Child Support Assessment 
Act.  This section of legislation stipulates that three compulsory criteria must 
be met before changing an assessment to take into account a parent’s 
earning capacity, rather than his or her actual income.  These criteria apply 
equally to both the paying and receiving parent. 


Assessing an individuals “earning capacity” is quite separate to a decision 
where actual income or financial resources are being evaluated to determine 
a customer’s capacity to pay.  


Some may view “earning capacity” as an intangible concept to measure, but 
as of July 2006 the legislation has provided a stringent framework to when 
these decisions may be made. 


The CSA can only determine that a parent’s earning capacity is greater than is 
reflected in his or her income used in the child support formula if it is satisfied 
about all of the following three matters. 


The first matter is that the parent is either: 


o not working despite ample opportunity to do so; or  
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o has reduced his or her weekly hours of work to below full 
time work; or  


o has changed his or her occupation, industry or working 
pattern; 


Except where the parent does not work, a parent who has not reduced his or 
her income cannot be found to have a higher earning capacity.   


If the first matter is satisfied the second matter that must be considered is 
whether the parent’s decision about his or her work arrangements is not 
justified by either his/her caring responsibilities or state of health. 


If the decision is not justified by ill health or caring responsibilities the CSA 
must thirdly consider whether the parent has failed to show that the decision 
about his or her work arrangements was not motivated by the effect on the 
child support assessment.  


The requirement that the CSA must be satisfied on all of the above matters is 
stipulated in Section 117 of the Child Support (Assessment) Act 1989.   


If all three matters are satisfied the CSA may then determine the extent of the 
parent’s earning capacity.  The CSA will have regard to relevant case law 
when making these decisions.  


If a decision is made that either party does not agree with they may choose to 
object to the decision.  Further appeal is also available through the Social 
Security Appeals Tribunal. 
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ASSESSMENT/FORMULA 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


Response to Emerging Issue 66 
  


Raised by 


Title 


Dept/Group 


Elspeth McInnes 


 


Australian Council of Social Services (ACOSS) 


Issue : Formula Penalty  for residence parents – particularly for families of 
four or more children. 


The child support formula only recognises the need to support three children.  
The child support formula does not recognise the higher costs of providing a 
permanent residence for the children. 


Residence parent households are penalised. Large families are penalised. 


Issues explored 
A number of policy issues are raised in the scenario supplied by ACOSS.  In 
regards to the treatment of parental income the following policy issues are 
briefly discussed: 


• equal treatment of income; and  
• rationale for setting self support amounts. 


 
The following policy issues are covered in relation to questions raised on the 
amount of child support paid: 


• increased taxpayer support for separated and intact families; 
• recognition of care as a contribution towards the cost of raising 


children; and 
• the economies of scale recognised in the formula. 


 
Equal Treatment of Income 
The reforms moved from a position of primarily calculating child support on 
the payer’s income to assessing it on combined income.  The parent’s 
proportion of this combined income and the care they provide are considered 
in determining the amount of child support transferred between the parents.  
This is more consistent with the objective of the Scheme that parents share in 
the cost of supporting their children according to their capacity.   
 
Rationale for setting the new self support amounts 
Under the previous formula the exempt amounts were different for resident 
and non-resident parents.  The reason for disregarding $15,378 of non-
resident parent’s income in 2008 was to ensure the payer was able to meet 
their own basic needs.  Resident parents had a higher disregard of $45,505, 
to recognise the significant and direct costs of caring for children in their day-
to-day care. Under the new formula the cost of care is explicitly treated as a 
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contribution to the costs of raising children.  Therefore, the rationale for 
maintaining a high disregard for receiving parents is inconsistent with the 
fundamental basis of the new formula.  
 
Support provided to separate and intact families by  taxpayers 
The Taskforce reported that in the ten years from 1993-94 to 2003-04 family 
payments increased by about 115 per cent in real terms.  They found the 
increased support has resulted in a reduction to the net costs of raising 
children incurred by parents in both intact and separated families.  
Consequently, child support obligations were adjusted to recognise the 
increased taxpayer support for families. 
 
Care and infrastructure costs 
As both parents now receive the same self support amount, care is explicitly 
recognised in the new formula.  When night time care of children is shared the 
infrastructure costs are greater, as the children are being raised across two 
households rather than one.  The provision of regular care (14-35 per cent) by 
the paying parent is now recognised as a contribution towards the costs of 
raising the children.  To partially offset this reduction in child support, receiving 
parents now receive 100 per cent of the Family Tax Benefit (FTB).   
 
Economies of Scale 
Previous formula 
The previous formula acknowledged there were economies of scale prior to 
significant increases in FTB.  The previous formula was set at 18 per cent of 
income for the first child and increased by 9 per cent for the second child, 
5 per cent for the third child, 2 per cent for the fourth child and 2 per cent for 
five or more children.   
 
New formula 
The available research considered by the Taskforce suggests that there are 
economies of scale.  They found the same proportion of income is spent on 
four children or more children as is spent on three children.  This occurs due 
to the amount of FTB Part A being paid on a per child basis (which has 
significantly increased in real terms). FTB does not take into account the 
economies of scale that are possible for larger families.  This is why the 
formula is calculated on a maximum of three children under 18.   
 
Examples 
Child support is calculated based on the income resources available to 
parents and the contribution their provision of care makes towards the costs of 
raising their children.  In the formula this is called the child support 
percentage. This is the difference between the cost percentage (proportion of 
cost incurred based on overnight care) and the income percentage 
(individual’s income as a proportion of combined parental income after 
deducting amounts for self support and for other relevant children).   
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When a parent has a negative child support percentage this means child 
support should be transferred from the other parent and when it is positive 
they are required to pay child support to the other parent.  The exception to 
this is when there is regular overnight care, in this situation the parent who 
has more than regular care is not required to provide child support to the 
parent providing regular care.  
 
To illustrate how the child support percentage varies based on both parents 
incomes the following examples are supplied.  All examples are based on 
cases with five children with at least one teenager and one parent providing 
regular overnight care.  This approach was chosen as the scenario supplied 
indicates the receiving parent is either a high income earner or continues to 
receive significant amounts of child support (as little extra FTB was paid).   
 
Example one – parent one is a high income earner and is not entitled to 
above base rate of FTB 
Based on the income test with five children (three under 13 and two 13-15) no 
additional FTB is payable on an income above $126,090.  For income above 
this amount FTB is calculated based on the comparison of method 1 and 
method 2 (see http://www.facsia.gov.au/Guides_Acts/fag/faguide-3/faguide-
3.1/faguide-3.1.8/faguide-3.1.8.10.html).  Please note that due to the 
contribution made through FTB and economies of scale, child support is only 
calculated on three children. In a situation where a parent has regular 
overnight care when there are three or more mixed age children the maximum 
amount of child support payable is $28,090. 
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Example one: Parent one’s income is $127,000 and Pa rent two has 
overnight regular care 


Outcomes for Parent Two 
Income  Child 


support 
payable 


Care % Cost  % Income % Child 
Support % 


$27,800 $0 14% 24% 8% -16% 
$52,600 $0 14% 24% 24% 0% 
$77,400 $4,150 14% 24% 35% 11% 


$102.200 $7,230 14% 24% 44% 20% 
$127,000 $9,610 14% 24% 50% 26% 
$151,800 $11,500 14% 24% 55% 31% 


 
Example two – parent one earns $65,000 and may be entitled to some 
additional FTB 
Income between $44,165 and $126,090 entitles an individual to an amount of 
additional FTB – prior to the application of maintenance income test. The 
examples below are based on Parent 1 having an income of $65,000. 
 
Example two: Parent one’s income is $65,000 and Par ent two has 
overnight regular care 


Outcomes for Parent Two 
Income  Child 


support 
payable 


Care % Cost  % Income % Child 
Support % 


$27,800 $0 14% 24% 16% -8% 
$52,600 $4,250 14% 24% 42% 18% 
$77,400 $9,475 14% 24% 56% 32% 


$102.200 $14,075 14% 24% 64% 40% 
$127,000 $16,980 14% 24% 70% 46% 
$151,800 $18,505 14% 24% 74% 50% 
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Example three – parent one earns below the FTB Income Free Area of 
$44165 
Income below $44,165 entitles an individual to the maximum rate of FTB – 
prior to the application of maintenance income test. The examples below are 
based on Parent 1 having an income of $44,000. 
 
Example three: Parent one’s income is $44,000 and P arent two has 
overnight regular care 


Outcomes for Parent Two 
Income  Child 


support 
payable 


Care % Cost  % Income % Child 
Support % 


$27,800 $315 14% 24% 26% 2% 
$52,600 $5,760 14% 24% 57% 33% 
$77,400 11,050 14% 24% 70% 46% 


$102.200 16,160 14% 24% 77% 53% 
$127,000 $20,305 14% 24% 81% 57% 
$151,800 $22,115 14% 24% 84% 60% 


 
Example four – parent one earns less than $18,252 as their only income is an 
Income Support Payment (less than self support amount) 
Income below $44,165 entitles an individual to the maximum rate of FTB – 
prior to the application of maintenance income test. The examples below are 
based on Parent 1 having an income below $18,252. 
 
Example four: Parent one’s income is <$18,252 and P arent two has 
overnight regular care 


Outcomes for Parent Two 
Income  Child 


support 
payable 


Care % Cost  % Income % Child 
Support % 


$27,800 $2,140 14% 24% 100% 76% 
$52,600 $7,655 14% 24% 100% 76% 
$77,400 $13,005 14% 24% 100% 76% 


$102.200 $18,185 14% 24% 100% 76% 
$127,000 $23,190 14% 24% 100% 76% 
$151,800 $27,005 14% 24% 100% 76% 
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CSA Response to Emerging Issue 


16 September, 2009 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Tony Miller  


Dad’s in Distress Inc.  


 
ISSUE:  CSA calling customers outside Business Hours 
 
Dads in Distress Inc have asked for further information on the following two 
issues: 


o Customers report that the Child Support Agency (CSA) case officers 
are calling customers outside of normal work hours and that 
customers feel harassed.   


 
o The perception that the CSA staff are not skilled to understand the 


emotionally difficult situations that customers experience during the 
separation process.  


 
Response 


Calls to customers outside of Business Hours 


The most likely circumstance when CSA will contact a customer outside of 
work hours is when all other options have been exhausted.  Ideally, we will 
contact customers at a time convenient to them.  CSA will persist in trying to 
make contact with a customer when outstanding issues such as overdue child 
support, unresolved care, or confirmation of contact details need to be 
resolved.   


The CSA’s staff are able to work between the hours of 7am to 7pm, Monday 
to Friday. From time to time staff may have the opportunity to work overtime 
and this can occur on a Saturday. These timeframes allow for greater 
flexibility and improved customer service particularly to those customers who 
are unable to communicate with the CSA during normal business hours.   


Staff Skills 


When recruiting staff the CSA looks for people who have a passion for 
customer service, a desire to make a positive contribution to our customers 
and an ability to deal with sensitive and emotional issues. Excellent 
communication, conflict resolution and problem solving skills, especially over 
the telephone are essential skills we aim to identify when recruiting staff.    


The CSA’s training and development strategies are designed to ensure staff 
are able to assist customers in managing their child support issues.   
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The CSA staff undertake an extensive new starter training program upon 
commencement at the CSA. This training is specifically designed to provide 
staff with both the technical knowledge and personal skills to be able to deal 
with sensitive and emotional issues in a tactful manner. 


The CSA has taken steps to ensure staff understand the emotional and 
difficult circumstances that many of our customers experience by providing 
ongoing Customer Focus Training which includes components to assist in 
managing difficult conversations.   


Customer Service Officers are also able to refer customers to a range of 
telephone counselling and support services for immediate telephone 
counselling and support when a customer is experiencing emotional distress 
or it has been identified that a separated parent is at risk.  
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


CSA Response to Emerging Issue 68 


Meeting date month year 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


National Legal Aid  


Ruth Pilkinton  


 
ISSUE:  
 


• The CSA’s approach to enforcement matters, particularly the 
remittance of late payment penalties. The current belief of CSA 
customers is that fewer penalties are being remitted and in some 
cases, there is active pursuit of late payment penalties.  


 
 
Response   
 
The CSA imposes a late payment penalty (LPP) on a paying parent whenever 
they fail to pay their child support debt by the due date. The purpose of a late 
payment penalty is to encourage paying parents to comply voluntarily with 
their obligation to pay child support and to discourage late payment 


A LPP is a debt due and payable to the Commonwealth and not the receiving 
parent. Any LPPs the CSA collects are paid into consolidated revenue. They 
are not paid to the receiving parent. 


The CSA calculates LPPs on the unpaid balance of a paying parent's child 
support debt after the due date for each payment period.  


For the 09-10 year up to the end of August 09, 81 per cent of the total LPPs 
raised are being remitted compared to 52 per cent in 08-09.  However, there 
has been an increase in the number of LPPs paid in 09-10 (15 per cent of 
total LPPs raised) compared to 8.2 per cent in 08-09. These trends have been 
heavily influenced by the increase in the number of customers lodging tax 
returns and subsequently an increase in the collection of both child support 
and LPPs. The 2008/2009 year saw a significant increase in the number of 
customers lodging tax returns (due to the Government stimulus payments) 
and therefore, the number of instances where late payment penalties were 
also collected.  Where collection is obtained via a tax refund intercept, the 
collection of late payment penalties is automated. 


Fair and reasonable to remit the penalty  
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The CSA must be satisfied that it is fair and reasonable to remit a late 
payment penalty if the late payment was caused by circumstances within the 
paying parent's control, or because of special circumstances. The CSA will 
take into account the paying parent's payment history, current income and 
necessary commitments, as well as the nature of the circumstances that led to 
late payment. It would not usually be fair and reasonable to pay other debts or 
acquire assets in preference to paying child support debts, although this 
depends on the predictability and nature of the expense.  


In the majority of cases, late payment penalties are remitted by the CSA for 
the customer. The CSA has the discretion to remit the late payment penalties 
in part or in full. The CSA will use this discretion in a way that will further the 
goals of the Child Support Scheme, according to the circumstances of each 
case.  


Notification of decision  


If the CSA refuses a paying parent’s request that it remit a late payment 
penalty in part or in full, it must provide the parent with notice of that decision 
in writing. The CSA's notice must also state that the paying parent can object 
to the CSA’s decision and apply to the Social Security Appeals Tribunal for a 
review of CSA's objection decision if dissatisfied with it.  


The CSA is committed to helping child support customers meet their child 
support responsibilities. Customers can speak to CSA officers to negotiate the 
remittance of LPPs based on their individual circumstances.    
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ICAgICAgCiAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAgICAg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A {
	BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; COLOR: #360; =
TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
A:link {
	BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; COLOR: #360; =
TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
A:active {
	BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; COLOR: #360; =
TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
A:visited {
	BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; COLOR: #360; =
TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
A:hover {
	COLOR: black; BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent
}
BLOCKQUOTE {
	FONT-WEIGHT: normal; FONT-SIZE: 20px; MARGIN: 38px 0px 0px 15px; COLOR: =
white; LINE-HEIGHT: 1.4em; FONT-STYLE: italic; FONT-FAMILY: georgia, =
arial, helvetica, sans-serif; LETTER-SPACING: 1px
}
BODY {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; =
BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 85%; BACKGROUND: =
url(../img/holder.gif) #ddb repeat-y 50% 30px; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; =
PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 0px; COLOR: #663; PADDING-TOP: 0px; =
FONT-FAMILY: "Lucida Grande", "Trebuchet MS", "Bitstream Vera Sans", =
Verdana, Helvetica, sans-serif; TEXT-ALIGN: center; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: =
0px
}
HTML {
	MIN-WIDTH: 742px
}
IMG {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: =
0px; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px
}
P {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 90%; PADDING-BOTTOM: =
0px; MARGIN: 0px 0px 1em; COLOR: #333; PADDING-TOP: 0px
}
LI {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 90%; PADDING-BOTTOM: =
0px; COLOR: #333; PADDING-TOP: 0px; list-stle-color: #CC0033
}
H1 {
	BORDER-TOP-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; =
BORDER-LEFT-WIDTH: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM-WIDTH: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; =
MARGIN: 0px; OVERFLOW: hidden; WIDTH: 715px; TEXT-INDENT: -9999px; =
PADDING-TOP: 0px; BORDER-RIGHT-WIDTH: 0px
}
H1 A:link {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #22460e 1px solid; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; BORDER-TOP: =
#22460e 1px solid; DISPLAY: block; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BACKGROUND: =
url(../img/header-bg.jpg) #e5f2b8 no-repeat left top; PADDING-BOTTOM: =
0px; MARGIN: 0px 0px 0px 12px; BORDER-LEFT: #22460e 1px solid; WIDTH: =
700px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #22460e 1px solid; HEIGHT: 89px
}
H1 A:visited {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #22460e 1px solid; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; BORDER-TOP: =
#22460e 1px solid; DISPLAY: block; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; BACKGROUND: =
url(../img/header-bg.jpg) #e5f2b8 no-repeat left top; PADDING-BOTTOM: =
0px; MARGIN: 0px 0px 0px 12px; BORDER-LEFT: #22460e 1px solid; WIDTH: =
700px; PADDING-TOP: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #22460e 1px solid; HEIGHT: 89px
}
H2 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 120%; PADDING-BOTTOM: =
0px; MARGIN: 0px 0px 1em; COLOR: #333; PADDING-TOP: 0.5em; FONT-FAMILY: =
georgia, arial, helvetica, sans-serif
}
H3 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-SIZE: 110%; PADDING-BOTTOM: =
0px; MARGIN: 1em 0px; COLOR: #330; PADDING-TOP: 0px; FONT-FAMILY: =
georgia, arial, helvetica, sans-serif
}
H4 {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: =
100%; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: 1em 0px; COLOR: #cccccc; PADDING-TOP: =
0px; FONT-STYLE: italic
}
.hidden {
	DISPLAY: none
}
#breadcrumb {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #22460e 1px solid; BACKGROUND: url(../img/bread-bg.gif) =
repeat-x left top; LEFT: 2px; WIDTH: 545px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #22460e 1px =
solid; POSITION: absolute; TOP: 136px; HEIGHT: 20px
}
#breadcrumb A {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; =
COLOR: #22460e; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#breadcrumb A:link {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; =
COLOR: #22460e; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#breadcrumb A:active {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; =
COLOR: #22460e; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#breadcrumb A:visited {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; =
COLOR: #22460e; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#breadcrumb A:hover {
	COLOR: black; BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent; TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
#breadcrumb P {
	PADDING-LEFT: 10px; FONT-SIZE: 85%; MARGIN: 2px 0px 2px 5px; COLOR: =
#22460e; FONT-FAMILY: Arial
}
#breadcrumb SPAN {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; MARGIN: 0px 3px
}
#breadcrumb2 {
	BORDER-RIGHT: #22460e 1px solid; BACKGROUND: url(../img/bread-bg.gif) =
repeat-x left top; LEFT: 2px; WIDTH: 545px; BORDER-BOTTOM: #22460e 1px =
solid; POSITION: absolute; TOP: 32px; HEIGHT: 20px
}
#breadcrumb2 A {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; =
COLOR: #22460e; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#breadcrumb2 A:link {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; =
COLOR: #22460e; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#breadcrumb2 A:active {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; =
COLOR: #22460e; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#breadcrumb2 A:visited {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; BACKGROUND: none transparent scroll repeat 0% 0%; =
COLOR: #22460e; TEXT-DECORATION: none
}
#breadcrumb2 A:hover {
	COLOR: black; BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent; TEXT-DECORATION: underline
}
#breadcrumb2 P {
	PADDING-LEFT: 10px; FONT-SIZE: 85%; MARGIN: 2px 0px 2px 5px; COLOR: =
#22460e; FONT-FAMILY: Arial
}
#breadcrumb2 SPAN {
	FONT-WEIGHT: bold; MARGIN: 0px 3px
}
#container {
	PADDING-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 0px; PADDING-BOTTOM: 0px; MARGIN: =
30px auto 0px; WIDTH: 742px; COLOR: #663; PADDING-TOP: 0px; POSITION: =
relative; TEXT-ALIGN: left
}
#container-content {
	LEFT: 175px; WIDTH: 440px; POSITION: absolute; TOP: 90px; HEIGHT: 100%
}
#container-content H2 {
	MARGIN-TOP: 220px
}
#feature {
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Issue 
Numbe
r 


Date  
Raised 


Raised 
by 


Issue Description Who is 
impacted 


Agency 
Contact 
Officer 


Progress/ Action Taken Status  


69 16 March 
2010 


Shared 
Parentin
g 
Council 
of 
Australia  


The Staff of CSA’s 
Personalised Services at 
Dandenong have adopted a 
practice of not including 
their surname in business 
letters and on many 
occasions not including 
signatures. 


Clients of 
CSA’s 
Personalised 
Services at 
Dandenong 


CSA See Attached Response on Page 8  


70 16 March 
2010 


Shared 
Parentin
g 
Council 
of 
Australia  


Parents are reporting that 
advised Change of 
Assessment decisions are 
not being given reasons as 
required under Section 98S 
(4) of the Child Support 
Assessment Act  


Parents and 
the CSA 
SCO’s 


CSA See Attached Response on Page 10  
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71  16 March 
2010 


Shared 
Parentin
g 
Council 
of 
Australia  


Court decisions often show 
where the SSAT has erred  
SSAT decisions often show 
where the CSA has erred  
It would appear that the 
values of these 
hierarchically better 
decisions are not being 
taken on board by the CSA.  
The decisions are being 
reviewed by the CSA but we 
are not seeing any changes 
to “THE GUIDE nor policy 
or procedure advisories 
that indicate these 
decisions have been 
reviewed and amendments 
made to ensure similar 
cases are not dealt with in 
the same way by SCO’s.  


Potentially 
any client 
could be 
subject to 
wrong 
decisions 
that may or 
may not be 
subsequently 
corrected by 
the Federal 
Magistrates 
or SSAT. The 
Commonweal
th could also 
suffer due to 
unnecessary 
re application 
of decisions.  


CSA 
FaHCSIA 


See Attached Response on Page 17  
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72  16 March 
2010 


Shared 
Parentin
g 
Council 
of 
Australia  


Disabled clients are not 
being given reasonable 
adjustments that consider 
their disabilities.  
One example from a woman 
in WA and another from a 
man in Melbourne in the 
last month indicate this is 
an issue that is not being 
adequately addressed by 
the reviewing SCO.  
One example was a client 
suffering PTSD, Major 
depression and a very “at 
rest” high blood pressure. 
The client was involved in a 
change of assessment and 
was told that his disability 
could not be considered in 
regard to the conference.  
The client made it quite 
clear that to be involved in 
either a phone or face-to-
face conference would 
result in an ineffective 
defence due to the 
conditions suffered. The 
client also believed that the 
outcome could very well be 
prejudiced without their 
involvement.  


Disabled 
clients. This 
disability 
may not 
necessarily 
be a physical 
disability and 
the client 
may not be 
confined to a 
wheel chair.  


CSA See Attached Response on Page 12  
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73 16 March 
2010 


Shared 
Parentin
g 
Council 
of 
Australia  
 
and  
 
Dads in 
Distress 


The CSA call centre 
operates from 8:30 to 
4:45pm  
A number of complaints 
have been received that the 
call centre is closed after 
work hours and is not 
available to clients who 
work and are unable to take 
breaks to deal with CSA 
matters.  
Clients in WA have 
complained that they 
cannot use the National call 
centre (before work) in the 
hours the call centre is 
open in the Eastern States. 
I.e. at 08:30 it is 05:30 in WA  
Eastern state clients have 
complained they cannot 
speak with the call centre 
after work when the call 
centre is operating in WA. 
I.e. at 5:00pm EST it is 
14:00 in WA  


Potentially 
any client 
who wants to 
speak 
personally 
with CSA 
regarding 
any Child 
Support 
issue.  


CSA See Attached Response on Page14  
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74 16 March 
2010 


National 
Council 
of Single 
Mothers 
and their 
Children 


Lodgement of taxation 
Returns 


Parents and 
Children who 
receive / pay 
child 
support. 


CSA See Attached Response on Page16  


75 16 March 
2010 


Dads in 
Distress 


Where a payee’s income 
dramatically drops, under 
the new system, the payer’s 
obligation can dramatically 
increase as a result. This is 
causing a high level of 
distress among payers, and 
may require some special 
management attention to 
reduce the risk of high-
conflict situations 
occurring or re-emerging. 


Payers 
whose own 
income 
remains 
relatively 
constant, but 
whose payee 
reports a 
dramatic 
drop in 
income in the 
08/09 
financial 
year. 


CSA See Attached Response on Page 19  
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76 16 March 
2010 


Dads in 
Distress 


When a change of 
assessment (COA) is in 
process, either payer or 
payee can submit a tax 
return that then triggers the 
standard new notice of 
assessment (NOA). Without 
knowing how the COA 
process works, many 
people believe this new 
NoA is a result of the COA, 
and then adjust to that NOA 
until the new NOA comes 
as a result of the COA and 
completely confuses them, 
often triggering serious 
emotional trauma.  


Payees CSA See Attached Response on Page 20  
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SERVICE DELIVERY 


CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP 


CSA’s Response to Emerging Issue 69  
2 March 2010 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Wayne Butler  


Shared Parenting Council of Australia (SPCA)  


 


 


Issue: The SPCA comments that CSA Personalised Services staff at 
Dandenong have adopted a practice of not including their surname in 
business letters and on many occasions, not including signatures. 
 
SPCA suggests that customers can have difficulty in determining the veracity 
of CSA correspondence and are exposed to possible fraudulence as a 
consequence of this practice. They note that surnames are also necessary for 
customers to effectively contact and respond to personalised correspondence. 
 
SPCA also raised the concern of reduced accountability for their actions by 
individual CSA staff as a result of this practice. 
 
Response: 
 
The CSA thanks the SPCA for their suggestion.  
 
The use of surnames 
 
Under the Collective Agreement, the Child Support Agency (CSA) staff may 
choose whether to provide their full name or only their first name in response 
to public enquiries. While it is our preference that staff use their full name, it 
remains at the discretion of each staff member whether to do so.  
 
In circumstances where the letter is a ‘decision’ letter rather than general 
information, staff should provide their surname. While failure to include the 
surname will not affect the validity of the decision, the customer has the right 
to know who made the decision and that they had the authority to do so. The 
processing guidelines for staff indicate which letters require staff surnames 
and in which letters their surnames are optional. 
 
Due to the nature of the work undertaken, CSA staff may sometimes receive 
threatening or intimidating responses from distressed or angry customers, and 
for this reason, may prefer not to provide their full name. Where staff provide 
their first name only, sufficient information should be provided to the customer 
to make the staff member identifiable as a reference for future customer 
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contact. This reference should generally include their telephone extension and 
the name of their team and site.  
 
All CSA correspondence is printed on official CSA letterhead and a record of 
each letter should also be recorded on the CSA’s data management system 
Cuba. In an instance where a customer is uncertain which staff member they 
had previously engaged with, the record in Cuba is always able to identify who 
has been working on the customer’s case and which Personalised Services 
Officer has been allocated to them.  
 
The use of signatures 
 
While there is no legal requirement that letters be signed by an officer’s own 
hand, CSA considers this to be good business practice considering one of the 
purposes of signatures is to authenticate a writing or to provide notice of its 
source.  
 
It is the expectation that staff actually sign a letter with their own hand in 
instances when a signature block is not provided. 
 
Review of procedures 
 
Following our enquiries regarding the current procedures relating to letters, it 
has become apparent that there has been some variance in protocol and that 
standards and practices are not uniform across all sites. An instance of this 
nature is currently being investigated following a letter addressed to the 
Deputy Secretary. This has highlighted the need for a communiqué to staff on 
the acceptable protocols when generating letters to customers.  
 
Current procedural instructions and guidance material for staff will be 
reviewed and updated to reflect the required position so that these issues are 
beyond doubt for staff in all circumstances.  
 
With the CSA’s recent change in structure the CSA has committed to 
reviewing its current practices and procedures to ensure national consistency 
and the highest level of customer service standards.   
 
To this end, the CSA will work towards creating an environment where staff 
are comfortable to provide their full name to customers if requested. A 
national standard will be established and communicated to staff once our 
review is complete. 
 
The CSA would like to thank SPCA for alerting us to this issue and giving us 
an opportunity to improve our service to our customers. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP 


CSA’s Response to Emerging Issue 70 
9 March 2010 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


 Wayne Butler 


Shared Parenting Council of Australia (SPCA) 


 


Issue:  
 
Parents are reporting that letters explaining Change of Assessment (COA) 
decisions are not being given reasons as required under Section 98S(4) of the 
Child Support Assessment Act.  
 
Response: 
 


All Senior Case Officers (SCO’s) are required to document the reasons for 
their Change of Assessment decisions using a Notice of Decision (NTD) 
template as per the procedural instruction governing SCO work. The template 
requires SCOs to fully explain their decision and the reasons for it. In the NTD 
the SCO must explain whether each of the following steps of the 3 step 
process has been met:  


1. does a reason exist to make a change;  
2. is changing the assessment fair to the children and both parents;  
3. and is changing the assessment fair to the community;  


Further, the SCO must state the effect of the decision on both parents; where 
applicable how other matters affecting the period being looked at were 
considered and explain why a decision was framed in a particular way e.g. 
setting an annual rate of child support rather than a child support income  
 
The NTD is issued with a covering letter which summarises the detailed 
decision following. Generally, the covering letter does not explain all reasons 
for a decision given that it is a summary of the decision.  
 
In many instances, NTDs are reviewed by staff in the COA teams as part of 
their daily work. NTDs are also scrutinised as part of the SCOs’ individual 
performance reviews which occur on a regular basis. 
 
Where a customer does not understand the decision or insufficient details are 
provided within a NTD, they may contact the COA team direct on 131141. 
Customers are encouraged to discuss their cases with the COA team before 
considering further escalation. There is also our three step complaints process 
available to customers. By raising these issues in a case specific manner the 
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grievance is able to be addressed with the SCO involved regarding failure to 
comply with set procedures, policy and legislation. Customers may also object 
to their CoA decision and if they disagree with the Objection decision, they 
can appeal to the Social Security Appeals Tribunal (SSAT).   
 
Quality Assurance (QA) processes are vital to ensuring that we have internal 
checking mechanisms in place for assurance purposes. The COA QA process 
will evolve through the Proof of Concept (POC) currently being implemented, 
as the pilot is expected to trial its own QA Measures. From the POC, 
successful elements including those related to QA, would be expected to roll 
in to the Business as Usual environment within COA.   
 
Section 2.6 of The Guide provides detailed information on the COA process.  
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


CSA’s Response to Emerging Issue 72 
9 March 2010 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Wayne Butler  


Shared Parenting Council of Australia 


 


Issue:  
 
Disabled clients are not being given reasonable adjustments that consider 
their disabilities.  
 
One example from a woman in WA and another from a man in Melbourne in 
the last month indicate this is an issue that is not being adequately addressed 
by the reviewing SCO.  
One example was a client suffering Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, major 
depression and a very “at rest” high blood pressure. The client was involved in 
a change of assessment and was told that his disability could not be 
considered with regard to attendance at the conference.  
 
The client made it quite clear that to be involved in either a phone or face-to-
face conference would result in an ineffective defence due to the conditions 
suffered. The client also believed that the outcome could very well be 
prejudiced without their involvement.  
 
Response: 


Currently, section 98(5) of the Child Support Assessment Act prevents any 
person appearing in a conference as a representative in COA proceedings. 
Therefore, third parties are generally not permitted in the conference room, or 
to take part in a telephone conference. However, in some cases the presence 
of the third party may assist the Senior Case Officer to determine whether a 
change of assessment should be made. The third party would not be 
representing the parent, merely facilitating the presentation of their case to 
either support or assist in communication. 


A SCO may consider third party involvement at a conference if the customer 
has special circumstances which mean that third party involvement will allow 
the customer to adequately put forward their case. The third party must not 
therefore ‘represent’ the customer, as the primary objective of allowing a third 
party to attend a conference is to better allow the customer to adequately 
explain their situation.  


As part of the Delivering Quality Outcomes review, the CSA is in the process 
of developing a clear framework for the provision of effective Quality 
Assurance processes and feedback loops. The CSA would like to thank the 
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SPCA for raising this issue which will be referred for consideration as part of 
our ongoing review to improve services to our customers.  
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP 


CSA’s Response to Emerging Issue 73 
2 March 2010 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


 Wayne Butler / Tony Miller 


Shared Parenting Council of Australia (SPCA)  
Dads in Distress  


 


 


Issue:  The SPCA and Dads in Distress both comment that the current Child 
Support Agency (CSA) office hours of 8.30am – 4.45pm are too restrictive for 
customers to make telephone calls during their work hours. 
 
They state that customers are disadvantaged if they are unable to conduct 
personal business with the CSA in their breaks at work and this can cause 
frustration as well as impacting productivity and safety in the workplace. 
 
Customers in Western Australian are not able to take advantage of the time 
difference and contact the CSA before their own business hours when the 
CSA is open in the eastern states, nor can those in eastern states speak to 
WA staff after hours. 
 
Dads in Distress suggest that the CSA conduct a trial of extended opening 
hours until 10pm several nights a week as well as weekends to allow 
customers to conduct personal business in a private setting. 
 
The SPCA suggest that the CSA change the technology and functionality of 
the telephony system which operates in each state according to local time, 
and instead allow customer calls to reach CSA staff in other states and time 
zones. 


 
Response: 
 
The CSA thanks the Shared Parenting Council of Australia (SPCA) and Dads 
in Distress for their suggestions.  


The CSA introduced National Call Routing to handle all customer calls with 
one national phone queue between the hours of 8:30am and 4:45pm.  


Calls are initially routed to the state where the customer resides and if this call 
is received outside of these customer access hours based on the local time, 
the caller will hear a recorded message advising the caller to call back during 
the customer access hours. 
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During these hours, the call is distributed across Customer Service sites to the 
next available Customer Service Officer. One of the benefits of national call 
routing is that a larger pool of staff is available to improve responsiveness to 
customers. By accepting calls only during these customer access hours, CSA 
provides all our customers with the same level of service regardless of which 
state they reside in.  


The Collective Agreement that CSA staff currently operate under, specifies 
that an employee’s ordinary hours of duty must be undertaken between the 
hours of 7.00 am to 7.00 pm, Monday to Friday. From time to time staff may 
be offered overtime. Overtime is usually done on a voluntary basis. 


Customer Service staff are rostered according to the expected volume of calls 
originating from each state during the customer access hours. CSA caters for 
customers in Western Australia by rostering two teams who operate through 
to 7pm.  


With the CSA’s recent change in structure, some business lines will change 
locations, although the full range of customer services will remain available to 
our customers regardless of which state they reside in.  


Other options to contact CSA 


The CSA has provided several options to separated parents to access our 
services at times that are convenient to them. 


From the CSA website, customers can make enquiries online, with these 
electronic enquiries treated the same way as normal mail or phone enquiries 
with the CSA aiming to respond within 28 days. 


For a faster response, parents can enrol in CSAonline where they can get in 
touch with CSA when and where it suits them and are promised a response 
within ten days. They can also view, update and manage many aspects of 
their child support information online including the ability to send secure 
messages 24 hours a day. 


The CSA website also provides customers with resources and tools to enable 
them to understand child support matters and know the options and services 
available to them. All CSA’s publications are available on the website 
including the Parent’s Guide to Child Support. 
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CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP 
CSA’s Response to Emerging Issue 74  
9 March 2010 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Terese Edwards 


National Council of Single Mothers & their Children 


 


Issue:  
 
Clarification regarding the timeframes in which taxation claims can be lodged. 
Discuss the adequacy of the current process in context of the impact upon 
families.   
 
Response: 


The CSA works hard to ensure the incomes that are used in child support 
assessments are correct. The CSA works closely with the Australian Taxation 
Office (ATO) to improve the rate and timeliness of  tax return lodgements by 
parents. This ensures child support assessments are more accurate thereby 
reducing the number of assessments calculated using default incomes.  


Generally, the ATO requires Tax Return Lodgement by 31 October each year, 
unless lodgement is through a Tax Agent.  


For the 2008–09 financial year, all CSA parents (not just paying parents) must 
have lodged a tax return unless their taxable income was less than $18,808 
and they received an Australian Government pension, allowance or 
payment for the whole financial year.  


In previous years, the Tax Commissioner published a notice in the 
Commonwealth of Australia Gazette detailing who must lodge income tax 
returns and the applicable due dates for lodgement..  


From 2004-05 income year forward, the Tax Commissioner no longer 
published a notice in the gazette. This requirement is instead satisfied when 
the Commissioner registers a Legislative Instrument on the Federal Register 
of Legislative Instruments in accordance with the Legislative Instruments Act 
2003.  
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SSAT 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP 


CSA’s Response to Emerging Issue 71 
4 March 2010 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


 Wayne Butler 


Shared Parenting Council of Australia (SPCA)  


 


 


Issue: The SPCA comments that decisions made by the Social Security 
Appeals Tribunal (SSAT) and the Courts often make reference to how the 
Child Support scheme should be administered.  
 
They state that issues the Child Support Agency (CSA) notes from these 
decisions are not made visible to the public. In particular they note that there 
are no updates to The Guide. 
  
The SPCA has suggested that a public register be created to capture those 
issues which have been identified from the review of decisions made by the 
SSAT and the Courts.  
 
 
Response: 
 
The CSA thanks the SPCA for their suggestion.  
 
The review of child support decisions made by the SSAT and the Courts will 
often identify areas where the original decision could have been improved 
upon however it is important to be cautious when trying to apply the findings 
from any given decision to other cases which may seem to be similar in 
nature. This is because sometimes what appears to be a similar case may 
actually be different in some key way. Decisions are often determined by a 
fact or facts that are unique to a particular case. 
 
While the CSA does not intend to set up a public register at this time, we 
would like to provide some information about the processes that have been 
put in place for the review of SSAT decisions. 
 
Published decisions - AustLII 
 
Ten de-identified SSAT decisions made on child support matters are 
published quarterly on the Australasian Legal Information Institute (AustLII) 
website at http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/SSATACSA/.  The CSA 
provides a few paragraphs relating to each of these decisions on our website 
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at http://www.csa.gov.au/legal/SSATdecisions.aspx. These comments also 
include details of action undertaken to address service delivery issues raised 
in the decision.   Policy matters arising from SSAT decisions are addressed 
jointly through internal procedures and structures within FaHCSIA and the 
CSA. 
 
When reading the published SSAT decisions, it is important to note that they 
are intended to serve as meaningful examples of decision making by the 
SSAT, however they do not set precedent for other child support decisions. 
 
Learning from SSAT decisions 
 
The CSA has a team of senior technical staff which reviews all decisions 
made by the SSAT. This team provides feedback to individual decision 
makers, for example, senior case officers (SCOs), to improve the quality of 
their decision making.  
 
Feedback is also provided to business areas about any trends or systemic 
issues, with suggestions about how processes could be altered to help ensure 
more accurate decisions. This feedback and these suggestions help guide 
business improvement and staff training priorities. 
 
Updating the Guide 
 


When the review of SSAT decisions identifies areas where the Child Support 
policy or the Guide needs to be updated, these are referred to the team which 
is responsible for updating the Guide. This team has a specific group of staff 
responsible for assessing these decisions/issues. There are very few SSAT 
decisions that have resulted in changes to the general principles of Child 
Support policy that therefore need to be stated in the Guide. Most SSAT 
decisions reflect the specific facts and circumstances in the individual cases 
and do not affect the general principles of Child Support policy as set out in 
the Guide. 


An example of a change to the Guide that did result from an SSAT decision 
relates to the timeframe for lodging objections to CSA decisions (Chapter 
4.1.4 The Guide). The changes now reflect postage and handling times (up to 
9 days) plus 28 days to lodge an objection rather than the standard 28 days 
from the date of notice. 
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INCOME 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP 


CSA’s Response to Emerging Issue 75 
4 March 2010 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Tony Miller 


Dads In Distress Victoria 


 


ISSUE:     
 
A paying parent’s obligation can dramatically incre ase as a result of the 
other parent’s income decreasing.  The sudden incre ase in payment may 
create a high level of distress for the paying pare nt.  Creation of an alert 
system where communication of the increase is conve yed in a sensitive 
manner would reduce the distress for many paying pa rents . 
 
RESPONSE: 


Changes in circumstances including income adjustments can have a 
significant impact on both paying and receiving parents. The Child Support 
Agency (CSA) recognises this and acknowledges the increased stress and 
anxiety this may cause parents. The CSA is committed to working with 
customers to minimise disruption to both parents and children. 


The CSA must make new assessments at particular times, for example when 
an income tax assessment issues for either parent for the latest financial year. 
When income information is received a new assessment notice is issued to 
both parents based on the new income information. Parents are alerted to 
changes in assessment through a notice which is issued prior to the 
commencement of the new child support period. As a result the paying parent 
has a period of up to 6 weeks to adjust to any changes to the child support 
liability. 


The CSA has a commitment to customer care for both parents, and it is 
important that if customers are concerned about their new payment 
arrangements that they contact the CSA to discuss their options and 
obligations. 
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COA 
CHILD SUPPORT NATIONAL STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT GROUP  


CSA’s Response to Emerging Issue 76 
9 March 2010 
 


Raised by 


Dept/Group 


Tony Miller  


Dads In Distress (DiDs) 


 


Issue:  
 
When a change of assessment (COA) is in process, either payer or payee can 
submit a tax return that then triggers the standard new notice of assessment 
(NOA). Without knowing how the COA process works, many people believe 
this new NOA is a result of the COA, and then adjust to that NOA until the 
new NOA comes as a result of the COA and completely confuses them, often 
triggering serious emotional trauma.  
 
Response:   
 
Thank you for raising this issue. One of the recommendations from the Quality 
Outcomes Review was for the CSP to review customer communication 
materials. 
We have forwarded this issue to the Customer Communication project team 
for consideration of the issue.  
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SUMMARY OF ACTION ITEMS - CSNSEG MEETING OF 16 March 2010

All Action Items were answered by the CSA and FaHCSIA

		Agenda item / Action Items arising

		Responsibility

		Due Date

		Status

		Comments



		Action Item 2

		

		

		

		



		Action Item 2.1


CSA and FaHCSIA to provide policy underpinning the Late Payment Penalty (LPP) strategy and how they are applied.  Does CSA apply LPPs for the purpose of recouping costs or are they used as a punitive measure?

		FaHCSIA/CSA

		23/2/10

		Answered

		Provided to members electronically and a hard copy provided at meeting  






		Action Item 2.2


FaHCSIA to provide advice on how the legislative process works and CSA will provide administrative implementation process by next meeting.

		FaHCSIA/CSA

		16/3/10

		Answered

		Provided to members electronically and a hard copy provided at meeting  






		Action Item 2.3


CSA to provide a breakdown of costs per case in the litigation process. E.g. the number of cases being litigated costs associated with litigation action >$100,000?


Also provide a breakdown of AGS costs when representing the CSA in litigation matters.

		CSA

		23/2/10

		Answered

		Provided to members electronically and a hard copy provided at meeting  






		Action Item 2.4


CSA to investigate possibility of providing/developing schedule of Court costs


 


		CSA

		16/3/10

		Answered

		Provided to members electronically and a hard copy provided at meeting  






		Action Item 4

		

		

		

		



		Action Item 4.1


CSA to provide an update on the Disputed care Pilot which is due to finish in December 09.

		CSA

		23/2/10

		Answered

		Provided to members electronically and a hard copy provided at meeting  






		Action Item 4.2


CSA to provide the project plan or executive summary from the Change of Assessment Reform project.




		CSA

		23/2/10

		Answered

		David Sippel spoke  to this at the 16/3/10 meeting



		Action Item 7

		

		

		

		



		Action Item 7.1


CSA to provide the CSA update electronically to members for information about the Christmas shutdown hours.

		CSA

		ASAP

		Closed 3/12/09

		Circulated to members on 3/12/09



		Action Item 7.2


CSA will provide members with details on how customers can use their credit card to pay for child support.




		CSA

		23/2/10

		Answered

		Circulated to members with Minutes on 23/12/2009



		Action Item 7.3


CSA to provide a  response to the following questions:


What happens when a customer pays clears a child support debt by credit card?


Does the trustee have the powers to claw back the payment if it is determined to be a preferential payment?


If so, does this result in an overpayment for the receiving parent? 

		FaHCSIA/CSA

		23/2/10

		Answered

		Provided to members electronically and a hard copy provided at meeting  








		1. General Business


· Minutes 2 December 2009


· Workplan and Terms of Reference


· Action Items


· Emerging Issues




		Comments/


Action Items



		Chair, Barry Sandison Families Group Manager acknowledged the traditional owners of the land and welcomed members to the meeting. 

The chair noted apologies for those who could not attend as detailed in the attendance list.  Members were also advised that Minister Macklin would be attending later in the meeting and that Philippa Godwin, Deputy Secretary Child Support Program would be chairing the meeting after lunch.

The minutes were accepted without change.  The chair advised that Action item 5.4 has now been closed off and Action item 4.2 was to be dealt with later in the meeting. All outstanding action items from the December meeting had been cleared from previous meetings and are now closed.

Members were advised that three new emerging issues had been received from National Legal Aid and would be answered at the June meeting.  There were no questions relating to late payment penalties so the issue was closed. 

The chair asked members if there were any other issues they would like to raise.  Kathleen Swinbourne asked whether there is any monitoring by the CSA on Credit card payments.  The CSA advised it is still too early to undertake any monitoring but will give an update on this issue in particular the actual take up rate at the next meeting

Wayne Butler voiced his dissatisfaction with the replies members received to action items and stated there needed to be more discussion around some of the answers received.  Of particular concern was the response (Emerging Issue 73) given for Call Centre opening hours.  Wayne questioned why calls on the east coast can’t be answered by call centres on the west coast and vice versa, so to allow customers to call outside business hours.  CSA advised some factors affecting this issue were daylight saving, the current CSA Collective Agreement (CA) which prohibits extending working hours beyond 7:00am to 7:00pm.  In an attempt to meet the needs in WA, CSA seeks volunteers so WA customers receive the same services as the rest of Australia.   If the volunteers are used to answer calls from the east coast of Australia then callers from WA would be disadvantaged as there wouldn’t be sufficient resources available to take the calls in the 4 sites which have mainstream customer phone centres, Melbourne, Adelaide, Parramatta and Brisbane. 


In the future, it’s possible that DHS agency CA will be merged into one CA which may provide more flexibility in working hours.

Wayne Butler advised that customers should be able to have one service across Australia so that enquiries could be handled outside usual working hours.  The chair advised that the next step would be for SPCA to raise the issue with the Minister for Human Services because the CSA were only able to work within the specifications of their CA.

Another suggestion from the CSA was for customers to use the CSA on-line services.


Wendy Protheroe agreed with CSA advising they are struggling to meet the WA demands with the volunteers they have.  Wendy said the CSA may need to look at the time it takes to use alternative methods when responding to customer needs eg: web and email as they also take more time than a phone call. 

There was also discussion around the Emerging Issues register and FaHCSIA agreed to provide a PDF version of the register.  FaHCSIA would also look at capacity to cross reference issues for members.


Terese Edwards raised concerns over the way emerging issues are perceived by members and how FaHCSIA and CSA perceive them.  Members feel an emerging issue is a way to engage with policy.  Members often want to challenge the policy terrain but FaHCSIA considers if an answer is given the issue is closed.  As advised in the December meeting emerging issues can re-emerge and be looked at again.  Allyson told the meeting that it isn’t always possible to please all members with the responses that are given but FaHCSIA would work on providing more helpful responses in future.  It was agreed that future agendas would include extra time to discuss emerging issues especially in a policy context 

Members were advised that the issues raised at CSNSEG were passed to respective Ministers for information.  It was agreed that members would receive feedback on outcomes from previous meetings in future.   

		Action Item 1.1 – CSA will give an update on the take up rate of Credit Card payments at the next meeting

Action Item 1.2 – FaHCSIA to provide members with a PDF version of the Emerging Issues register 


Action Item 1.3 – If possible FaHCSIA to cross reference issues for members.

Action Item 1.4 – Future agendas will include emerging issues that require further discussion because of policy implications.


Action Item 1.5 – 

Future agendas will include a section on outcomes from previous meeting.



		Alignment of care and Income Estimates measure

		



		Alignment of care


Allyson Essex spoke to the presentation which will be provided with minutes.  Members were advised FaHCSIA will email everyone when the Bill has been passed and the offer was made to talk and walk through the provisions to assist members understanding of the issues if required.   Members to contact Allyson Essex should they wish to take up this offer.

Income Estimates


Allyson Essex spoke to the presentation which will be provided with minutes. 

		



		Compliance and Enforcement Policy Paper

		



		This was sent to members on 2 March 2010.  A paper summarising the outcome of the discussion will be circulated back to the group with the minutes for comment and then submitted to the Minister. 

		



		Minister Macklin 

		



		Minister Macklin Arrived at 11.20 and the DHS advisors arrived at 11.36 See speaking notes: 

The Minister spoke about the following:


·  Paid Parental Leave;


· The impact of the child support reforms and the latest analysis;  

· Alignment of care and Income estimates measures due to be implemented later this year;

· FaHCSIA will work with CSA on measures to improve the accuracy of income details so assessments are paid.

Minister Macklin confirmed that the previous funding which advocacy groups received from FaHCSIA has been completed.  FaHCSIA is currently moving to make funding more sustainable and to achieve this funding will come from within existing community and family services programs.  This will mean there be a transition period to achieve a more sustainable funding model for the Department.  The Minister also stressed that it is important to have the community sector voices heard and the work these organisations undertake is appreciated.  Funding for these organisations has been allocated from within current existing FaHCSIA programs.

Minister Macklin stated that an increase in child support debt and the non-lodgement of tax returns were issues of concern.  




		



		Change of Assesment (COA) Reform Project-

		



		David Sippel – PowerPoint presentation handed out to members.



		



		Delivering Quality Outcomes (DQO) Review update

		



		Philippa Godwin gave an update on the review for members.  All members were sent a hard copy of the report and recommendations earlier this year.

· Feedback received from the group - most think it’s a good summary of issues.

· Philippa believes the report articulates the concerns some people have had in the previous business model where there was no clear accountability and wasn’t aligned to good customer outcomes. This has been addressed with a new service delivery model better aligned to the organisation. 


· The first diagram of the PowerPoint shows what the experience should be for the majority of customers in that they should remain in mainstream customer services where possible. For some customers when a life event triggers a change to their circumstances they may move to another part of the service model until issues are resolved, and then hopefully move back to mainstream.  

· CSA has moved to a nationally focused operation, where there are national business managers and no state managers.  

· In a PowerPoint Philippa outlined the new org chart to members.

· The report made a number of recommendations about IT and Philippa acknowledged that getting IT right will be a challenge for CSA.

· Philippa acknowledged that in relation to complaints and systemic issues, CSA is developing new processes to enable CSA to get better visibility of these issues and to give CSA a better understanding of how to fix the problem. 

· Philippa also commented that CSA’s correspondence to customers is sometimes unnecessary and difficult to understand which CSA is aware of. Part of the response to the recommendations involves setting up a project team headed up by a previous state manager to look at better ways of communicating minor changes to customers about their assessments.

Bill Lodge A/g Chief Operating Officer CSA then took questions. 


Members wanted to know if the recommendation relating to CSNSEG to have an Independent chair or facilitator was being explored.  Members were advised that CSA hasn’t pursued this with FaHCSIA as the report was referring to clarity from stakeholders and we are moving to particularly engaging with stakeholders not just have an information exchange.  FaHCSIA and CSA agreed they would have this discussion. 

Discussion then moved to the Terms of Reference and the need for a collective understanding of what advisory means.  Minutes to reflect all views of Members. Members were encouraged to read the draft minutes and provide feedback if there were any issues that may not have been included in minutes when they are sent out for comment.  It was agreed that FaHCSIA and CSA would review the Terms of Reference.


Members were advised that CSNSEG is an advisory group to FaHCSIA and the Child Support Program not the Government. 

		Action Item 4.1 – FaHCSIA and CSA to meet to discuss recommendation 3.2.69 of the Richmond review

Action Item 4.2


FaHCSIA and CSA to review the Terms of Reference as part of the DQO review and will involve members and seek input out of session. 



		Member updates 

		



		The ACOSS member update was tabled at the meeting. – Copy also included in Folders

Anglicare, Commonwealth Ombudsman’s office, DIDs, Federal Magistrates Court, Kids helpline, NCSMC, SPCA and Sole Parents Union all provided verbal updates.



		



		Child Support Program Service Delivery Update & FaHCSIA Policy Update

		



		CSA – Bill Lodge spoke to the paper tabled at meeting.  Members were asked to contact Judi Young or Peter Richards if they were interested on joining the reference group 

Peter Richards spoke about the introduction of the Virtual Hold System which will improve call management processes. It provides customers with a choice in how their calls are managed during increased wait time in phone queues. 

FaHCSIA – Allyson Essex advised members that Families week will commence the week of 15 May and the theme is around children.  FaHCSIA will send information out with minutes.  FaHCSIA will also advise members when the Alignment of Care and Income Estimates legislation is introduced in Parliament.  




		Action Item 5.1 – FaHCSIA will provide members with the National Families Week information with the minutes



		Next meeting 23 June

		



		Meeting Closed at 3.30pm

		





Action Items from 16 March 2010 meeting


		Agenda item / Action Items arising

		Responsibility

		Due Date

		Status

		Comments



		Action Item 1

		

		

		

		



		Action Item 1.1 – CSA will give an update on Credit Card payments in particular the actual take up rate at the next meeting 

		CSA

		23/6/10

		

		Time Slot on Agenda to be arranged for  23 June Meeting



		Action Item 1.2 – FaHCSIA to provide members with a PDF version of the Emerging Issues register 

		FaHCSIA

		23/3/10

		Closed

		Documents sent with the minutes



		Action Item 1.3 – If possible FaHCSIA to cross reference issues for members

		FaHCSIA

		ASAP

		Closed

		Document sent with minutes



		Action Item 1.4 – Future agendas will include emerging issues that require further discussion because of policy implications.

		FaHCSIA/CSA

		

		Closed

		All future agendas will include this section



		Action Item 1.5 – 

Future agendas will include a section on outcomes from previous meetings

		FaHCSIA

		

		Closed

		All future agendas will include this section



		Action Item 4.1 – FaHCSIA and CSA to meet to discuss recommendation 3.2.69 of the DQO review

		FaHCSIA/CSA

		13/4/10

		Ongoing

		



		Action Item 4.2 -   FaHCSIA and CSA to review the Terms of Reference as part of the DQO review and will involve members and seek input out of session.

		FaHCSIA/CSA

		

		Closed 

		NB This issue will be removed as an Action Item as it will be dealt with out of session.



		Action Item 5.1 – FaHCSIA will provide members with up to date information about National Families Week.

		FaHCSIA

		

		Ongoing until 15 May

		Information sent with Minutes 
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Domestic violence and child support references 


Here are some references as requested at the CSNSEG meeting.


Branigan, E 2007, ‘Who pays in the end? The personal and political implications of financial abuse of women in intimate partner relationships’, Just Policy, no. 44, June, pp31-36


Evans, I  2007, Battle-Scars. Long-Term Effects of Prior Domestic Violence, Centre for Women’s Studies and Gender Research Monash University.  


Fertig, A, Garfinkel, I and McLanahan, S  2007, Child Support Enforcement and Domestic Violence, Center for Research on Child Wellbeing Working paper no. 02-17-FF (this paper is no longer available online. I have a hard copy in my library)


Griswold, E, Pearson, J  and Thoennes, N  2000, ‘New directions for Child Support Agencies. When domestic violence is an issue’, Policy and Practice, March, pp.29-36 


McInnes, E  2001, Single Mothers, Social Policy and Gendered Violence, Paper presented at “Seeking Solutions” Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault Conference, September 2001.


Available on line at: http://www.austdvclearinghouse.unsw,edu.au/Conference%20papers/Seeksoln/McInnesElspeth17.5.02.pdf

McMurray, A  1997, ‘Violence against ex-wives: Anger and advocacy’, Health Care for Women International, vol. 18, no. 6, pp. 543-556


Menard, A and Turetsky, V  1999, ‘Child support enforcement and domestic violence’, Juvenile and Family Court Journal,  vol. 50, no. 2, pp. 27-38


Patrick, R, Cook, K and Taket, A  2007, ‘Multiple barriers to obtaining child support: Experiences of women leaving violent partners’, Just Policy, no. 45, pp.21-29  


Patrick, R, Cook, K and McKenzie, H  2008,  ‘Domestic violence and the exemption from seeking child support: Providing safety or legitimizing ongoing poverty and fear’, Social Policy and Administration, vol. 42, no. 7, pp. 749-767


Pearson, J, Griswold, E and Thoennes, N  2001, ‘Balancing safety and self-sufficiency: Lessons on serving victims of domestic violence for child support and public assistance agencies’, Violence Against Women, vol. 7, no. 2, pp.176-192





Child Support National Stakeholder Engagement Group meeting: 16 March 2010


 The purpose of this paper is to summarise the outcomes of a policy discussion involving CSNSEG members in relation to key discussion points raised in the Compliance and Enforcement Policy paper, “What the literature says about child support compliance”.  

Discussion question: What factors will promote sustainable, equitable agreements with parents? 


· Transparency of Government systems was identified as a key issue. This extends to the way information is communicated to families. 

· Compliance will be encouraged by ensuring parents are able to understand that paying child support is in the best interests of their children.

· How people manage parenting prior to separation is a predictor of post-separation arrangements.

· The Government should keep in mind that for every parent who does not act in the best interests of their child, there are many others that do.  


· Government needs to take into account the diversity of family circumstances. There is not a one size fits all for child support customers.  There needs to more flexibility in the system.  


· Early intervention services are very important in promoting sustainable, equitable agreements between parents. 

· The sharing of decision-making between parents improves compliance. 


· Compliance is often linked to whether the payer of child support was the party who initiated the end of the relationship or not.  


· It was noted that the amount of filings in the Family Court has dropped.  This reflects a shift in focus under the New Family Law System away from the courts.  


· There should be a greater awareness within the wider community of the Family Court’s role. Courts should be seen as a last resort and used only when a dispute is intractable. Others should be resolved through Family Dispute Resolution services.  

Discussion question:  How might the perception of fairness and positive views of parental responsibility be fostered among paying and receiving parents?


· A perception of fairness of the Child Support Scheme is extremely important, particularly fairness for children.


· There needs to be better communication from the Government with separated parents to explain why they should pay child support.  


· The sharing of decision-making between separated parents in relation to children is linked with increased compliance. The payer is more likely to be satisfied that child support is being spent on children’s needs. 


· We need to take into account that most separated people re-partner.  There is often a perception that it is unfair to pay child support when an ex-partner enters a new relationship. 

· There is a perception that the Family Court of Australia is not upholding court orders in relation to care arrangements. 

· There needs to be research and policy development on the best ways to engage and educate people prior to and during separation about child support and services available to them. 

Discussion question:  What support pre- and post-separation is likely to affect compliance?

· There needs to be more cross-training of staff working with families in the process of separating, including family dispute resolution practitioners, family counsellors and financial counsellors.   


· It is particularly important that professionals involved in alternative dispute resolution are adequately trained in providing financial advice regarding child support.   


· There needs to be more work done to educate families on what services are available and where to go both pre and during separation.  


· A significant issue for many families was many received a child support assessment from the CSA before they were aware of the pathway through the family law system.  


· It may be worth considering having separate interviews with parents.   


Discussion question:  How should step-children be considered in the calculation of child support?


· There is a perception that the Child Support Scheme does not consider extended families/step children.  The Government needs to ensure that the policy takes a broader focus than just the biological children in a one household unit. There needs to be a clear definition of what is a family.  


· Members noted that many people are struggling to survive under the current formula, so there may be a need to review.  


· The first responsibility of parents is to the biological children.  


· There needs to be greater Government investment in developing and implementing support services for families with step children. 


Discussion question:  What, if any, barriers are there in child support policy to voluntary compliance?  How might these be addressed?


· Several participants noted that is common for individuals who after obtaining an agreement, want to get out of them because of stalling and coercion tactics.


· There is a need for a simple explanation of compliance to be communicated to parents.  

Attachment A


Written response to key discussion points raised in the Compliance and Enforcement Policy paper, “What the literature says about child support compliance” by Elspeth McInnes of the Australian Council of Social Services (ACOSS):  


Discussion question: What factors promote sustainable, equitable agreements between parents?

True agreements are only achievable between parents where there is no element of fear or coercion in the relationship. Abusive relationships are not amenable to agreements and do better with a mandated approach backed by coercive power. There is also research evidence pointing to non-payment of child support as a financial abuse strategy consistent with other abusive conduct before the relationship ended.  


There is research evidence that high levels of payer parent positive engagement in their children’s lives before separation predicts a greater willingness to financially support their children after separation. These parents are also more likely to see their children regularly and to be aware of the children’s changing needs (eg. That they are growing out of school uniforms).  Where there is regular child contact in the context of continuing abuse, child support issues are the avenue for arguments and abuse. 

Common demands by non-resident parents in these instances include insisting that all of the child’s clothing, presents, food and medication needs are provided by the resident parent “because I have paid for it in child support.” Children can be denied adequate food, clothing, toys and medicine if the resident parent fails to provide it during contact time with the Non resident parent.

Parents share a level of trust in each other’s appropriate conduct which is based on their history of interaction. This means that parents are able to negotiate in good faith with each other. Conversely, where there has been a history of lies, manipulation and avoidance, trust is not possible.

As noted in the paper, private transfer of payments can be another avenue to avoid and minimise child support as many resident parents agree to receive less than the assessed amount in return for a reduction or cessation in abuse and hostility. 


 


Discussion question:  How might the perception of fairness and positive views of parental responsibility be fostered among paying and receiving parents?


Perceptions of fairness and positive views of parental responsibility are correlated with normally functioning parents who do not have mental illness, substance abuse problems or anti-social behaviour, including use of violence in relationships.  In order to view child support obligations as ‘fair’ the parent has to accept that they are the parent of the child and that parenthood carries responsibility.  Parents who use violence, or who have substance abuse problems, or who are mentally ill are more prevalent in the separated parent population and less likely to have such views.


 A percentage of a limited band of income is assessed for child support.  The amount paid is normally (for low to medium income earners who account for more than four in every five payers) LESS than would be contributed to a child’s upkeep if the parents had remained living together.  The payee parent normally spends not only child support, but a significant proportion of their wages/income support and residual FTB on their children. 


Payers tend to want to bring in a range of extraneous factors such as (a)  the frequency of child contact, (b) their own living expenses, (c) whether they wanted to separate and (d)whether the other parent has re-partnered to mitigate their obligation to pay child support.  Payers also tend to want to control the expenditure of income in the other parent’s household and to make definitive judgements about whether the resident parent is spending appropriately.  This attitude is embedded in a sense of entitlement to control the life of the other parent after separation.  The child support system encourages non-resident parents to have a sense of entitlement to control expenditure in the other parent’s household via non-agency payments.  The child support system should support each household to manage its own expenditure on children without having to be controlled by the other parent.


Children need and deserve financial support from their parents regardless of whether they see the child, whether they wanted to separate, whether the resident parent has re-partnered and whether they have high personal expenses.  None of these factors means that a child needs less financial support from their parent.  Payers need to be educated that child poverty significantly affects their child's health, education and life opportunities and not paying child support is financial abuse and is stealing from their children.


Discussion question: What support pre and post separation is likely to affect compliance?

Provide costs of children calculators to prospective parents in ante-natal services and include information about the child support system so that it is not a 'surprise' demand if the parents ultimately separate.


Present role models and stories featuring payers who are positive and co-operative in paying child support for their children AND the difference the financial support makes to children’s opportunities – such as the child's ability to have music lessons or participate in organised sport. 


Reduce the FTB taper rate on child support to 40c in the $ and increase the Maintenance Income Test Threshold to boost the financial benefit to the child of child support paid.


Ensure that child support debt endures over time and, while it exists, the debtor faces (a) continuing recovery action; (b) automatic redirection of tax returns to pay off the debt; (c) additional financial penalties for not filing an annual tax return; (d) administrative penalties, such as those which apply to bankrupts, and departure prevention orders.  Ensure that knowledge of the immediate and enduring consequences of non-payment of child support debt is widely disseminated.


Discussion question:  What current policy settings foster or hinder positive post-separation relationships?  

Central problem: Separating parents are separating because they have a negative relationship in some respect.  Therefore all separating parents need to reconstruct a post-separation relationship in some way to reach a positive outcome.


Attitudinal factors which promote positive post-separation relationships include:


· Belief that the other parent is a safe competent parent


· Reliability in words and actions


· A capacity to focus on children’s needs


· A recognition of the importance of fostering better relationships


· An ability to give and take and make compromises


 


Such factors cannot be legislated. Such personal qualities are more commonly found in the happy couple parent population. Such factors are absent in violent and abusive relationships.


Parents who are able to treat each other reasonably and co-operate in the interests of their children generally avoid services as much as possible. This group benefits from being provided with education and widely accessible self-help tools. These might include children’s developmental needs, questions to sort through, issues to consider, frameworks for decision-making, links with other relevant policies and systems.  

Enabling parents to make their own mutually suitable decisions fosters a continuation of positive relationships where these already exist.


The Child Support Agency’s actions frequently escalate hostility between parents where there is continuing conflict or violence and abuse.  Claiming, assessment and collection action often stimulate retaliatory abuse from payers.  Many mothers report concerns that their children will bear the brunt of antagonism and try to avoid escalating the payer’s rage by agreeing to accept less than the assessed amount or to move from Agency to private collect, or to otherwise appease their abuser.  Mothers also report that Change of Assessment processes are being used to delay and obfuscate child support obligations.


An emergent tactic is to claim that children were ‘not available’ for contact, so that payer’s decisions not to attend for contact do not result in change of pattern rulings and increased child support obligations. 


 


Poverty Hinders Positive Relationships:

Lower income earners experience higher rates of relationship breakdown than high income earners. Poverty is a more frequent problem in the separated parent population.


Earning a low income affects access to housing, health and ability to provide for a family.  Living poor is stressful.  Having low income earning capacity is linked to education levels, gender, geographic location, ethnicity and health status. Separation increases income needs of both parents.  This is particularly adverse for low income parents. Low income parents are less able to pay child support.


Although both parents  face increased costs at separation, parents with majority care of the children experience greatest continuing post-separation income adversity due to the direct costs of the children, the opportunity costs of providing unpaid care and the infrastructure costs of maintaining a household.  Income support approaches and child support changes which have steadily reduced the level of financial support for single parent households, have consequently increased the levels of financial desperation faced by single parent households.  This is partly reflected in increased numbers of children being taken into out of home care, increased numbers of homeless single parents and their children, increased demands by single parents and their children on charitable services and increased rates of utilities disconnections for single parent households. The policy directions increasing the financial impoverishment of single parent households (eg Welfare to Work; Child Support reductions; income management; switch to CPI indexation; exclusion of sole parents from pension increases and utilities allowance) increases the relative vulnerability of these households.  Impoverished, distressed parents are less able to have positive post-separation relationships because they have to focus on survival.


 


Violence and Abuse Prevents positive relationships:

Amongst the population of separating parents (de facto & de jure) there is a higher incidence of family violence and abuse than in the population of couple parents.  


There is a continuing failure amongst many policy makers and post separation industry professionals to recognise the prevalence and significance of violence and abuse in relationships in the population of separating parents. Violence is commonly reframed in these system discourses as ‘conflict’, suggesting a level of elective mutuality between the perpetrator and victim. Violence is currently subjected to the ‘typology’ discourse which seeks to categorize violent conduct as ‘common couple conflict’, or ‘separation induced violence’ or actual domestic violence.  The typology discourse invites system professionals to focus on their categorization of the violence in the light of their own values, experiences and dispositions, rather than focus on the consequences of the violence for victims and the need to ensure safety for victims.  


A five year old child who watches his mother being gripped by the throat and screamed at by his father does not have the luxury of categorizing the violence he is watching.  He does not choose the impact of that event on his development and well-being.  Such violence may be categorized variously as ‘common couple conflict’ (he wouldn’t have grabbed her and screamed in her face if he wasn’t upset by her choices or conduct, therefore she is also choosing his behaviour); or it may be seen as ‘separation violence’ (he lost his temper because of the separation – her conduct and choices are provocative and have stressed him), or it may be seen as domestic violence – controlling conduct using fear and abuse to maintain compliance.  Almost certainly no-one will recognise the significance of throttling as a known precursor to domestic homicide.  There is unlikely to be any skilled assessment of the impact of the event on the child or any therapeutic response to the child. The most common family law system outcome is that the child will be required to spend significant time alone and in the care of the man who he watched throttle and scream at his mother. It is likely that the abusive conduct will also be directed at the child – particularly when there is no other adult to deflect or intervene in attacks. 


ABS data indicates that one in 4 households features domestic violence. Research suggests that between 30-60% of all parental separations with dependent children involve issues of family violence and abuse.  Parents and children who are targets of violence and abuse are much more likely to rely on services for assistance with issues around separation as their ex-partner is known by them to be dangerous to them.   These services include Police, State Magistrates Courts, domestic violence services, child protection services, adult and child physical and mental health services, housing services, legal services, Centrelink, Child Support Agency, Family Relationship Centres, Federal Magistrates Court or Family Court. They may also be accessing disability services.  The types of abuse can be multiple, often severe and affect all family members. The different services commonly have conflicting impacts on the family. A mother living with a domestically violent partner may be advised by child protection to leave the relationship or risk losing her children to out of home care. The family law system will normally ensure that the children spend time with the parent who was once deemed too dangerous by state child protection workers.  


Policies which require adult and child abuse victims to be in a continuing relationship with their abuser are supporting abusive family relationships.  Such policies support the opportunities for abusers to continue to exert control, fear and injury in their family relationships, as well as affirming such conduct as acceptable and effective ways of relating to others. Targets of abuse need to be enabled to stop exposure to that abuse to achieve safety and recovery.  Perpetrators of abuse need to be stopped, held accountable and given access to therapeutic behaviour change programs where suitable and possible.


Mothers with violent ex-partners say the Child Support Agency has a poor record of identifying and responding supportively to them when they have sought help.


Payees are NOT routinely informed of the option to seek an exemption from claiming child support if they are experiencing violence.  They are not routinely advised of the processes for seeking an exemption.  If they seek an exemption they are not routinely advised of other supports within the Centrelink processes for DV targets (eg DV exemptions from Welfare to Work participation requirement).  They are not offered support from CSA, and they are frequently met with disbelief and judgement, when they report child support interactions with their ex which have been based on violence and abuse.  


A particular area of concern is that the CSA is now making determinations about whether a parent has made a child ‘available’ for contact.  Historically this has been a matter under  the Family Law Act for courts to determine whether a contact order has been breached.  A court would consider the matter on application from a party and evidence would be presented which could be tested in cross-examination. The CSA can apparently now make a bureaucratic determination about whether a child has been made ‘available’ for contact but parents do not have access to legal process.  In cases of violence and abuse a contact parent can allege that the child was not ‘available’, enabling them to not take contact but continue to pay child support based on contact that does not occur because the resident parent is held accountable for the contact not taking place.  The resident parent has continuing care of the child but reduced child support to pay for that care because the contact parent’s claim that the child was not ‘available’ is upheld on the assertion of the contact parent.  


Discussion question:  How should step-children be considered in the calculation of child support?


The capacity to acquire formal financial responsibility for more children should be balanced against the capacity to meet financial obligations to existing children and should not reduce the obligation to existing children as it is a discretionary obligation.


Parents who assume formal financial responsibility for step children should have a continuing financial obligation to those children till they are 18  should the relationship end in order to prevent them using temporary co-residence with the step-children as an avenue to reduce their financial obligation to support their biological children.


Discussion question: What, if any, barriers are there in child support policy to voluntary compliance?  How might these be addressed?


The main barrier to voluntary compliance is the ease and simplicity and lack of consequences for avoidance. The message needs to be that voluntary compliance has a range of benefits for payers and their children. 


A strong and pervasive coercive compliance system for non-payers boosts incentives to voluntarily comply. Currently non-payers can (a) put income in joint names or a business account (b) form a trust to receive and manage income (c ) work in the cash economy (d) not put in a tax return when their income increases (e) abscond overseas ( f) ‘disappear’ within Australia (g) work for limited periods to reduce income.  With such a wealth of avenues supporting avoidance and minimisation, child support payment is a discretionary behaviour. 


Where non-payment is established over a 12 week period, assessed child support should be paid by the Commonwealth, bundled with FTB payments to the resident parent household and the debtor parent pursued by the Commonwealth for recovery of a Centrelink debt for the child support amounts using the same avenues of debt notices, debt collectors and legal action as is applied to other debtors.


Late payment penalties are paid to the Commonwealth, but these can be, and frequently are waived. This means that delayed payments effectively have no consequence for the payer and all risk is borne by the child and her/his household.  Late payment penalties should be paid to the household who has suffered from the delay.  They should not be waived in circumstances where the payer had the capacity to pay and did not elect to do so.


Ensure that child support debt endures over time and, while it exists, the debtor faces (a) continuing recovery action; (b) automatic redirection of tax returns to pay off the debt; (c) additional financial penalties for not filing an annual tax return; (d) administrative penalties, such as those which apply to bankrupts, and departure prevention orders.  Ensure that knowledge of the immediate and enduring consequences of non-payment of child support debt is widely disseminated.
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From:

"
Subject: RE: Alignment of Care and Income Estimate measures [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
Date: Wednesday, 26 May 2010 4:39:34 PM

Good afternoon everyone
 

I understand the link to the Bill was broken so here is the unbroken one;

http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/search/display/display.w3p;adv=yes;db=;group=;holdingType=;id=;orderBy=priority,title;page=0;query=Id%3A%22legislation%2Fbillhome%2Fr4341%22;querytype=;rec=9;resCount=

Regards
 

 
Child Support Program Management and Implementation
Child Support Policy Branch
 
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
 

             

 

Subject: Alignment of Care and Income Estimate measures [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
 
Dear CSNSEG Members,
 
The Child Support and Family Assistance Legislation Amendment (Budget and Other Measures) Bill 2010 that contains the Alignment of Care and Income Estimate Improvement
amendments was introduced into Parliament this morning.  As discussed at the March 2010 CSNSEG meeting subject to the passage of legislation these changes will be implemented
from 1 July 2010.
 
Further information on the Alignment of Care and Income Estimates measures can be found on the FaHCSIA website.
 
The FaHCSIA website also contains a link to a copy of the Bill.
 
Thank you
 

 
Child Support Program Management and Implementation
Child Support Policy Branch
 
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs
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http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/search/display/display.w3p;adv=yes;db=;group=;holdingType=;id=;orderBy=priority,title;page=0;query=Id%3A%22legislation%2Fbillhome%2Fr4341%22;querytype=;rec=9;resCount=
http://www.fahcsia.gov.au/sa/childsupport/overview/Pages/default.aspx
http://parlinfo.aph.gov.au/parlInfo/search/display/display.w3p;adv=yes;db=;group=;holdingType=;id=;orderBy=priority,title;page=2;query=Dataset%3AbillsCurBef%20SearchCategory_Phrase%3A%22bills%20and%20legislation%22%20Dataset_Phrase%3A%22billhome%22;queryty


1. General Business 

• Minutes 23 March 2010 

• Action Items 

• Member Updates 

• CSA update on the take up of credit card payments 

• CoA Update 

Comments/ 
Action Items 

Chair,  Deputy Secretary, Child Support and Planning acknowledged the traditional owners and 
welcomed  the new DIDS representative and  the new Centrelink representative to the 
meeting.  Minutes and action items from last meeting were accepted by members without change. 

Member Updates 
Anglicare - work has been focusing on changes in rules around present Legal referrals and FRCs were developing 
protocols for these legal referrals.  

Sole Parent’s Union – work has been done on Income management, developing a research program with a number of 
other agencies and the new website has gone live. 

Catholic Social Services – 2011 is FaHCSIA’s renewable funding date and currently speaking with FaHCSIA and 
community. Attended the Family Law Pathways (FLP) Network conference and maybe the two areas (FLP and 
CSNSEG) could combine. Privacy issues were raised and protocols needed in this area. Comment noted schedule as 
an emerging issue. Action  will take as an action item and look at outside the forum.  
Shared Parenting Council of Australia – work has been undertaken on the sub-committee for COA changes, developing 
a workplan with FaHCSIA and preparing a fact sheet on self employed parties and how they deal with CSA, 

Institute of Child Protection Services have been working closely with FaHCSIA developing a model for Family 
Relationship Services and Child Protection and family support and how they work together, finalised a qualitative study 
of 80 families with Centerlink and service delivery focusing of families with complex issues.  This study is on the 
FaHCSIA website.  Work has commenced on young mothers/parents (someone under 25,) recruited through Centrelink. 
The study is asking participants what their aspirations, hopes and dreams for children, launching toolkit for service 
providers for child centred services Action – Family study on Complex issues update on next agenda 

Law Council of Australia – work was underway for their National Conference which is held every two years and all law 
practitioners attend. 

ANU -  spoke about current research which has now added a new group of 1000 participants that haven’t 
been exposed to the child support scheme.  He will be presenting a paper at the upcoming AIFS conference on 
Bargaining.  Note may be able to provide an update to the group on his research at the December meeting 

Action Item 1.1 – 
CSA will look at 
Privacy issue 
outside CSNSEG. 
 
Action Item 1.2 - 
Family study on 
Complex issues 
update to be 
included in next 
agenda. 
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DIDS – working with FaHCSIA on issues and the also looking at the current internal structure of DIDS. 

Kids Helpline – working on a strategy for suicide mental health.  Privacy issues are becoming more of an issue with 
clients as there is a big increase in requests for personal information from Government which can only given if a 
subpoena is issued.  Continued work on face to face counselling with young mums in Kimberly and there are two bids 
with Commercial Research Centres on social inclusion and use of technology. 

The chair suggested that at the October meeting Freedom of Information could be an agenda item. 

National Legal Aid – have negotiated a national Partnership with Commonwealth which focuses on early intervention 
services.  The meeting was advised that current services have expanded and there could be structural changes to Legal 
aid which acknowledged that this was a new theme and it is necessary to skill up all lawyers in child support.  Work has 
also been focusing on running child support seminars for child support practitioners.  There has also been a lot of work 
undertaken on Family violence  

LFAA – The LFAA national conference was held at Parliament House, 16-18 June 2010.  Child support issues were 
discussed and a report will be produced and available to members later in the year 

AIFS – AIFS Conference will be held on 7-9 July.  Work is continuing on the Family Law evaluation study.  Details will 
be available to AGD and FaHCSIA in October  

NCSMC – Held their national conference11 June 2010, key issues raised were safety, changes to Family Law and the 
fact that shared parenting has increased which has led to an increased exposure to violence and abuse, also poverty 
and paucity of income support for single parents was raised. Work is continuing on input to income management and 
AoC initiative.  

Commonwealth Ombudsman – Office is in transition as there is a focus on working more strategically, have commenced 
Community round tables with people who work with social security system, gathered data in light of AoC re FTB 
implications for customers, work on capacity to pay, challenging clients and ways CSA deals with recovering debts from 
overpayments to receiving parents. 

FRSA (  provided this update) – discussed the significant budget cuts for Community services will impact 
on clients ability to access services, re focusing the importance of getting legal advice first before seeking FRC advice is 
a backward step which is not focusing on parenting and children.  Choice now on which form of dispute resolution 
people can choose what direction parents can take and will have an impact on children, there is now only 1 hour of free 
FDR, probably only 10% will actually be paying so the financially disadvantaged customers are really disadvantaged by 
these funding cuts. 

Action Items - Update on take up of credit cards Comments/ 
Action Items 

The CSA provided a written update for members copy attached to minutes and  spoke to the response 
 asked if people are using credit cards as way to pay ongoing debt or whether they are just paying 

off debts and what effect does this have on payments.  Action – CSA will look at customer payment trends and 

Action Item 1.3 – 
CSA will look at 
customer payment 
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customer profile and provide the information to members. trends and customer 
profiles.  

CoA Update –  Comments/ 
Action Items 

• DHS and FaHCSIA are working together on options to streamline and simplify the COA process; 
• A proposal has been put to Ministers and we are awaiting feedback; 
• FaHCSIA will consult further with stakeholders as the approach is further developed. 
• No timelines have yet been fixed for commencement of any changes. 

 

Alignment of Care  Presentation   – Centrelink and  Comments/ 
Action Items 

The presenters spoke to the presentation members were given 

Questions 
SPCA -What activities will be undertaken to contact clients who have different levels of care and what have you done to 
align those levels of care – doing a targeted mail out so clients can align care. Timing issue at the moment it’s up to 
individuals to make the changes or wait to the next review date.  Only C/L writing to clients all CSA other info channels 
will be providing info. 

 – At what point does one parent initiate a change? Families on FTB must advise changes within days, if 
you get more care you will want to let the relevant agency know about the changes in care levels as this will affect the 
payment you receive. 

AIFS – At what point is a change a real change? This change doesn’t change underpinning rules around FTB and child 
support.  

SPCA – How may payees/payers will have assessments changed? FaHCSIA advised your existing determinations will 
flow through and people will have the opportunity to have a change made.  Centrelink will be targeting 
100,000 - 120,000clients will be written to align care if they want a change implemented. But don’t have an indication of 
numbers at the moment.  Comment was also made on the very complex wording of the Legislation in particular part 2 
and the harsh penalties.  The chair advised that FaHCSIA can’t tell the drafters how to draft the legislation as they have 
the final say in how it will look.  All legislation drafting is done by a separate department who are charged with the 
drafting by the Policy department. 

NCSMC– asked what happens when there is a difference in the 35% care issue.  CSA advised there will be anew care 
determination made which is applied to both agencies.  Evidence will be gathered to determine what the actual care 
levels are and this issue will be systematically worked through so that a care level can be determined.  

ANU - are there likely to be differential impacts to align or not align? This improvement may become a wedge and fuel 
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conflict which is unintended so how will you monitor CSA advised they will be monitoring from 1/7/10. 

Income Estimates –  and  Comments/ 
Action Items 

The presenters spoke to the presentation members were given 

Questions  
SPCA – queried the penalties want to talk about them.  keen for people to report income as penalties will be 
applied. 
 
FaHCSIA – advised there was no change to the penalty provisions they had just been included in the legislation. 

 

Alignment of Care –  Comments/ 
Action Items 

 spoke to the presentation, members were provided in their packs. 
Questions  
SPCA - has quality decision making improved? CSA advised they didn’t think there has been much change but will look 
into further. 
Anglicare WA – Will the CSA develop a referral process out to community organisations – Action – CSA took on notice 

 did advise the first point of call is to Family Relationship Advice Line.  
 
The Chair was interested to know if the type of engagement CSA has tried to use in the CoA process is useful. Action – 
members to provide input to  CSA so they can use for future initiatives. 
 

Action Item 1.4 – 
CSA will advise 
whether quality 
decision making has 
improved. 
 
Action Item 1.5 –
Will CSA develop a 
referral out to 
Community 
organisations. 
Action Item 1.6– 
CSNSEG members 
to provide input to 

 on 
whether the type of 
engagement CSA 
has tried to use in 
the CoA process is 
useful. 
 

New Emerging Issues Comments/ 
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Action Items 

National Legal Aid Issue 77 – The “Delivering Quality Outcomes” review recently completed by  
highlighted a deterioration in the Child Support Program’s ability to achieve its basic purpose of collecting debt  

CSA spoke to the response, members were provided at the meeting advising they are working with Ombudsman’s 
office on capacity to pay, and having a QA approach.  CSA is constrained by Privacy issues and is working with the 
Ombudsman’s office and will look at their procedural Instructions to see if instructions are clear for staff. 

National Legal Aid Issue 78 - Legal Aid solicitors report seeing a number of payee clients who have either 
“discharged” arrears, or agreed to artificial “Non-Agency Payments (NAPs)” that effectively discharge child support 
arrears.  
CSA spoke to the response, members were provided at the meeting and confirmed they need to look at procedures 
on whether customers are aware there may be implications with their FTB.  CSA and FaHCSIA to discuss the policy 
issue and report back at next meeting. 

National Legal Aid Issue 79 – Proof of paternity 
CSA spoke to the response members were provided at the meeting.  CSA advised they would talk to Legal aid about 
the Procedural Instructions CSA use. 

LFAA Issue 80 and 81 –Complaints being received that when clients query their Case Officer’s decisions and have 
the opportunity to talk to other officers in the CSA they are given different advice to that provided by the Case 
Officer.  

CSA spoke to the responses, members were provided at the meeting. 

LFAA Issue 82 will be provided out of session and tabled at next meeting. 

Action Item 1.7 – 
CSA to look at 
procedures on 
whether customers 
are aware there may 
be implications with 
their FTB. 

Action Item 1.8 – 
CSA and FaHSIA to 
discuss the policy 
issue and report 
back at next 
meeting. 

Action Item 1.9 – 
CSA to liaise with 
Legal Aid to develop 
a new assessment 
practice and report 
back at next 
meeting. 

Human Services delivery Reform Initiative –  Comments/ 
Action Items 

Members were provided with presentation on the day and an electronic version was emailed on 29 June 2010. 

There was general discussion on the initiative announced last year by  in December and the direction of 
previous government’s initiatives. Discussion centred around ways customers are engaged and co location of services 
and the risks attached to genericizing and mainstreaming. 

Update on Delivering Quality Outcome Review key recommendations 
• Developing CSP’s new quality assurance  framework – 
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o Group discussion  
• New Service Delivery Model and what it means for customers -  
• New Cuba front screen and blitz on Cuba Response backlog -  
• New CSP Stakeholder engagement model, CSNSEG Terms of Reference –  

Developing CSP’s new quality assurance  framework –  
o Group discussion  

 
 - Going to run through approach to developing quality framework.  Going to take time to do some workshopping 

with people in the room.  Tasked with looking at intelligences sources across the Department and seeking to improve.  
Find that at the moment they are looking at things in a more siloed way.  Wanting to look at it more holistically and 
identify systemic issues.  The task is a direct result of the Quality Assurance review.  Some of the finding of Richmond – 
with regard QA – currently model provides minimal support to customer services officer. - decisions not reviewed or 
monitored – absence of clear escalation model to deal with issues. 
 

- Decided to deal with all the issues as one body of work rather than treat each issue separately.  Engaged E & Y 
to help work out what a quality assurance framework should look like for the CSA.   
 

 – noted that it is early days in collecting information about quality performance. 
 

 - CSA quality framework is more aimed at bringing down to customer service officer level.  Getting it right the first 
time – will assist customer service officers in a proactive way to ensure that they get it right the first time.  Where this 
doesn’t happen a system in place through resolution process to deal with issues. 
 

- Have done a lot of work to identify what works in other agencies and organisations. Found that most agencies 
had just one or two major issues that they focussed on.  Places examined really succeeded at those one or two issues 
and that contributed to achieving quality assurance. 
 

- Biggest challenges is defining - what does quality mean?  Need to get the definition right from the beginning. 
Questions for tables – what would quality outcomes look like – what would the success factors be?  Sharing best 
practice – how is quality managed within your organisations?  Define the type of categories of issues that you might be 
raising. 
 
Tables looking at definitions of quality: 

 
 
Looked at the characteristics of quality – starting with doing what you said you were going to do and in the way you said 
you were going to do it and have the definition supported by behaviour.  Distinction made between excellent and good 
versus average a when talking about service quality.  Also acknowledge of the tension between efficiency versus 
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effectiveness and the need to make the way we measure quality reflect the effectiveness of service.  A real focuss on 
ensuring the outcomes are measurable – introducing the idea of a results based accountability model.  And finished off 
with a focus on ensuring that the quality definition and ways of measuring is linked with the key priority to improved 
collection.  We also highlited the need to actually test ..there are lots of steps before a desicion is made and we need 
toest the prcess of leading up to the decision making (customer interatction element).  Converstatin around the need to 
listen to customers and understand gtheir circumstances and clearly communicating – managing expectations.  The 
other key charactierisic was that staff are supported – supporting staff to deliver quality outcomes.  And also the need to 
feedback to customers in terms of action taken and also when it’s not possible to fixs the issue and explanation of the 
action undertaken ofr the reason why its not possible.  Get back to people with a resolution.  Qualithy is about providing 
an environment for staff that ensures staff investment, staff retention, enhanced capabilities etc. 

Shouldn’t take multiple escalations – trying to resolve the issue the first time the issue is presented – not necessarily in 
the first phone call. 

Tables looking at escalation and resolution process: 
 

We kicked off with the second questions about behaviour first.  Good decision making involved consistency, 
transparency, Wisdom??, maybe on some things it is good to have a hierarchical approach.  Spoke about the difference 
about procedural justice and X justice. CSA working hard to make sure people feel heard regarding the decisions about 
the process of fairness.  Some of the space the CSA is in makes it hard for good decision making.  Willingness to pay 
versus capacity to pay.  When doing anything to assess human emotions it is difficult to set up good process but not 
impossible.  Need to understand the nature of the issue that is at hand.  People need to understand what was 
considered when making their decision. Predictability versus discretion – might sometimes be best to have a decision 
made by a group of people rather than one person. As a measure, there will be fewer complaints about how the case is 
handled – this is something that we can measure.   

 – getting some of that feedback from their website – suggested people can read about how people feel they 
are being treated through the system. 

 – problem with looking at complaints is that we don’t identify that we are dealing with more complex issues.  
Need to assess the type of complaints rather than just the volume so that we interpret correctly. 

– Happy to receive continuous feedback. 

Q –  - How does this fit in with other quality frameworks? 

A –when developing the new quality framework, we want to underpin the principles of ISO900??? 
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New Service Delivery Model and what it means for customers -  
New Cuba front screen and blitz on Cuba Response backlog -  

 provided an update on aspects of the Richmond Review 

One of the key areas is transferring child support between parents and ensuring that people get the right interaction 
initially.  The CSA model is about supporting the payer to pay the payee.   
A –  – where there is capacity for the paying child to pay and they are not, it is a concern for CSA to ensure that 
the compliance model. 

- The word ‘parents’ versus the words payers is the issue – the payee doesn’t actually get any support until they 
get the money. (clarification of  point) 

 – Q – with CUBA, when there is a policy change, is there a note in the system so that you can make sense of the 
data over time? 

 – Couple of things in play from data integrity perspective – changes are made to individual changes or if there is a 
global change there is an audit trail.  In terms of documentation of more global legislation changes updating the 
procedural report – the system build happens in the background and works toward a ‘go live’ date. 

 – clarification that  is asking about changes to the data due to policy changes – not sure if there is a way 
to chart changes.   – CSA sitting on great longitudinal data but anomalies don’t have an explanation.   – the 
legacy system pre-CUBA had some problems with free field keying – Cuba more tightly controls that. 

– summary to wrap up – looks like this is all about CSa but the changes we are focussing on supporting 
customer service staff - makes sure info is more easily accessible, more comprehensive etc.  Picked up on things that 
will have the most impact on customers. 

New CSP Stakeholder engagement model, CSNSEG Terms of Reference (ToR) –  Comments/ 
Action Items 

 provided members with an update on the ToR Review.  CSA anticipate they will be able to develop a 
proposal by early August.  Emphasis in terms of the selection of the issues that we want to work on together.   Action Item 2.1 – 

CSA and FaHCSIA 
to report back to 
group on ToR 
review. 
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Family Law reform evaluation –  Comments/ 
Action Items 

 spoke to a power point presentation which was based on information taken from the summary report and 
full Family Law Reform evaluation report which is available on line and provided summary for members if they wanted to 
take one 

FaHCSIA Policy report and CSA Service Delivery update Comments/ 
Action Items 

 reiterated that the Legislation had been covered in the morning sessions and confirmed that FaHCSIA 
would seek input from the group over time.   confirmed that the estimate penalties referred to in the 
Income Estimates and Alignment of Care sessions are not changing they were just included in legislation. 

 spoke to the report CSA provided to members on the day Partnership with Brotherhood of St Laurence 
(BoStL) matched saver program, areas of social disadvantage ACTION can send more info out and will track number of 
CS customers who complete the program. Trying to connect with parents in need with financial counselling. Targeting 
men and women, details given to customers and they had to initiate contact with BoStL, have you thought about using 
FRSP and other services available.  

CSA outlined potential subjects for future agendas: 
• Child focused research  and ;
• Privacy matters FoI changes and how we look at this from a Government point of view;
• Service delivery reform progress;
• AoC measure and how it happens in reality;
• Stepfamilies research – FaHCSIA; and
•  research – December

Next meeting 6 October 

Meeting closed 3.40 

Comment [FCSaIA1]: NOTE this is 
Issue FaHCSIA funds Brotherhood of 
St Laurence to do other stuff need to 
check this out  
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